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I INTRODUCTION

In post war years a new class of equations has

acquired great significance in mathematical physics in connec-

tion with the rapid development of neutron physics and its as

sociated studies. These are the so-called kinetic (transport)

equations which describe the process of neutron transport in a

• substance. These equations are linear, integro-differential

equations in partial derivatives of the first order. In the sta-

tionary case they have the form

=.1..J e(p,v,v')N(v ' ,P)dv' + F(v,P),
4'7T

(1.1)

where the unknown function N(v,P) is the density of neutrons

moving with velocity v = (vI' v2 ' v3) at the point P = (xl ,x2 ,x3).

With equation (1.1) we associate the boundary conditions

N(v,P) = Fl(V,P), per, (v,n) < O. (1.2)

For simplicity we assume that the region G where

neutron transport occurs is convex and bounded by a piece-wise

smooth surface r. In (1.2) n is the outwards drawn normal vec

tor at the point P to the boundary r.

The transport equations (1.1) describe different

physical processes in particle transport. Besides the above

mentioned process of neutron scattering in a substance we have
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also such processes as the dispersion of light in the atmosphere,

the passage of r-rays through a dispersive medium, the transport

of radiation in stellar atmospheres, showers of cosmic rays, etc.

Thus these equations have wide application in physics, geophysics

and astrophysics.

One of the more important and urgent problems in

neutron transport theory is that involved in the design of nuclear

reactors. We shall therefore keep this problem in mind when in

terpreting our mathematical results.

Without going into the physical details of the in

teraction of neutrons with matter, we set forth a mechanical model

of the process taking place in a nuclear reactor and described by

(1.1) and (1.2). Let there be a certain source of intensity F

distributed throughout the volume G of the reactor and giving

rise to neutrons moving with different velocities. Assume further

that an external stream or neutrons with intensity Fl strikes the

boundary r of the region G. In region G the neutrons are scat

tered by the atomic matter (nuclei), which is assumed to be sta

tionary and to have a certain mean free path, lvi/a, which depends

on the point P and the speed Ivl of the neutron. When a neutron

collides with a nucleus one of the folloWing three things must

occur: (1) the neutron causes fission of a nucleus, which gives

birth, on the average, to u ~ 1 new neutrons with different velo

cities; (2) the neutron is captured by a nucleus; and (3) the

neutron is scattered by the nucleus according to a particular

rule given by the collision function (scattering kernel), which

•
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is the probability that a neutron moving with velocity v' will

assume velocity v after collision; this neutron, generally

speaking, loses velocity (slows down). If the collision func

tion depends only upon the speeds Ivl and Iv'l and not on direc

tion the scattering is said to be isotropic; otherwise it is

called anisotropic.

If the region G is finite the neutron has a non

zero probability of irretrievably escaping from it. To decrease

the probability of neutron escape from a reactor one may surround

the medium with a reflecting envelope. If absorption and escape

of neutrons are balanced by fission there exists a stationary

state (chain reaction) without sources. In this case the reactor

is said to be critical. Mathematically this means that the homo

geneous form of equation (1.1) and (1.2) has a non-zero solution.

A detailed solution of the equations for neutron

transport can be found, for example, in an article by Marshak [1),

and also in monographs by Marchuck [2] and Davison [3]; a solution

of the equation for the dispersion of light is contained in books

by Hopf [4] and Chandrasekhar [5] .

Equation (1.1) is, in substance, Boltzmann's lin

earized transport equation for the distribution of molecules.

The usual method of solVing a kinetic equation is based on the

mechanics of an aggregation of molecules worked out by

Bogolyubov [6].

Since the problem (1.1) and (1.2) has an extremely

complex structure different approximations to it have acquired
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importance as simplifications. Among the approximation theories

we have, for example, multigroup approximation, age theory, the

diffusion approximation, etc. However, approximate methods are

not always sufficiently precise in practice. Therefore it is

useful to examine the accuracy of the various approximations,

particularly those constructed directly by the use of modern com

puter techniques. The construction of methods of solution and

their substantiation demand, however, a preliminary qualitative

study of the problem and, first of all, of such aspects of it as

existence, uniqueness, the continuous dependence of the solution

on the data of the problem, spectral properties, in particular,

the properties of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, variational

principles, etc. Moreover, these things are mathematically inter

esting in themselves, since they are connected with the new class

of problems which describe much more complex physical processes

than, let us say, the boundary value problem of elliptical equa

tions of the second order, which is a rather crude approximation

to the problem under consideration (diffusion approximation, see

section lS). Thus the question arises of constructing a rigorous

mathematical theory for transport equations.

Among the mathematical works dealing with transport

equations we must first note that of Hopf. In his well known mon

ograph [4] Hopf investigates the dispersion of light in a plane

parallel atmosphere. He gives, in particular, a solution of

Milne's problem with isotropic scattering. The solution was

obtained by using the Wiener-Hopf technique. This method was

..

•
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further improved and used successfully to solve more complicated

problems of transport theory connected with Milne's problem [7-15].

During the following ten to fifteen years much effort,

both native and foreign, has been expended on theoretical-physical

and mathematical, particularly numerical, methods of approximate

solutions of the transport equations l . As a rule the problems

considered were of a practical nature and it was necessary to get

answers quickly, albeit crudely. The methods used were either of

minor importance or were not properly examined. The purpose of

this monograph is to meet this problem to some extent, using as

example the stationary one-velocity transport equation.

The principal results contained in this monograph,

aside from those of section 16, were published in our earlier

papers [36 - 43]. We note also the works of Lehner and Wing [29 

31] (single step, isotropic, one-velocity problem) and Jorgens

[32] (general case), which concern spectral investigations and the

examination of solutions to non-stationary problems by asymptotic

expansions with respect to eigenfunctions. These articles have

some points in common with ours; however none overlap. Corres-

ponding references are noted in the text.

In this paper we construct a methematical theory

for the problem posed by (1.1) and (1.2), with the following

assumptions: (1) the velocity of all the particles (neutrons)

is the same (one-velocity approximation), (2) the scattering kernel

1. A detailed bibliographical index of publications related to
to these subjects can be found in the monographs [2,3,5].
A list of such works is given at the end of this book. It
does not pretend to be complete.
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depends on the directions s = v/lvl and s'=v'/lv'l of the velocities

v and v' only by means of ~o = (s,s'), the cosine of the angle be

tween them, (3) there is no external stream of particles striking

the boundary (F1 = 0). With these assumptions (1.1) and (1.2)

acquire the forms

1 (s,grad ¢) + ¢ = 2-f e(p,~ )¢(s' ,P)ds' + F(s,P);
a(P) 4v D 0

¢(s,p) = 0, (s,n) < 0 (1.4)

if the region G is convex. For a non-convex region the correspond-

ing boundary conditions are complicated by the physical conditions.

They are formulated in section 3.

A mathematical theory for (1.3) and (1.4) allows

the explanation from a common viewpoint of several known facts

sometimes established without sufficient foundation, thereby pro-

viding a base for substantiating various approximate numerical

methods and, in particular, demonstrating convergence, and allows

the establishment a series of new principles which permit an ef-

fective solution of the problem under consideration.

Investigation has produced functional-analytic

methods, in particular, operator theory (generally speaking, un

bounded) acting in a Banach space hp of real functions the pth

powers of whose moduli are summable with respect to the phase

space D x G with weight a(P), 1 ~ P ~ 00.
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We now dwell briefly on the contents of the sec-

tions which follow.

Section 2 is concerned with explanations, assump-

tions and definitions.

In Section 3 we introduce a class of functions D
p

to which the solution of (1.3) and (1.4) must belong, if F e hp .

We must remember that the solution in the case is in the general

sensej it satisfies equation (1.3) and boundary condition (1.4)

almost everywhere. For functions Dp we establish inequalities

like Sobolev's enclosure theorems [33], in particular Dp C hp .

The class D is governed by the nature of the region determining
p

the differential operator L on the left side of (1.3). Designa-

ting by S the operator on the right side of this equation, with

F e hp ' we write it in the form

Let> = Set> + F, (1.5)

•

In Section 4 the properties of Land S are esta

blished. Among them we note the following. The inverse operator

L- l exists and is bounded in hp . Therefore (1.5) reduces to the

equivalent equation

(1.6)

The operator L is unsymmetricj however, conjugate to it is an oper-

ator L* defined by L* = ULU, where U is an operator transforming

the function F(s,P) into the function F(-s,P). For the operator
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L we can construct a type of Green's function, from which follows

its positive definiteness on functions ¢ in D2 . The operator

L-IS is continuous from h to hp and is bounded in the norm byp

eo (1 -a d) independent of This operator is not integral;- eO, p.

the operator SL-IS is.

In Section 5 it is demonstrated that the operators

SL-IS and L-IS are completely continuous from hp to hp where

1 ~ P ~ 00 and 1 < p < 00 respectively, We note that the usual

criteria for the continuity of integral operators are inapplicable.

Thus other means of characterizing operators and certain of

Krasnoselck's and Kantorovic1s [35J results are used in proof.

In Section 6 we establish, on the basis of the re

sults derived above for (1.5), the validity of

the theory of Riesz-Schauder-Radon which together with a consider-

ation of the specific nature of the problem, we formulate in the

form of theorem 1. In particular, we derive the conditions (6,11),

for solution of the inhomogeneous problem, known earlier only for

certain particular cases (see, for example, Kuznetsov [16, 17J).

Note also that the eigenfunctions belong to D ,
00

In Section 7 we consider the problem in Hilbert

space h = h2 , Anyone of four sufficient conditions (I - IV)

ensures the existence of eigenvalues Ak and eigenfunctions ¢k of

the homogeneous problem (1.5),

•

,

L¢ = AS ¢, ¢ e D = D2'
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Conditions I and II are fundamental to Jentzsch's theorem~ general

ized by Krai and Rutman [44] to completely continuous operators on

an invariant cone of non-negative functions in Banach space. Thus~

for example~ condition II ensures the existence of a positive~

simple eigenvalue Al~ with modulus less then that of any other

eigenvalue~ the corresponding eigenfunction ¢l being positive al

most everywhere in n x G (theorem II). Conditions III and IV are

fundamental to the theory of sYmmetric~ completely continuous

operators (see~ for example~ Reid [45]~ Khaeazov [46]). To imple

ment condition III (US ~ 0) the operator L-IS is sYmmetrized (from

the left) by a positive operator US; to implement condition IV

(US = S) the operator L-IS is sYmmetrized (from the left) by a

positive operator SL-IS. The corresponding statements of the

Hilbert-Schmidt theory concerned with this particular problem are

formulated in theorems III and IV. In particular~ simultaneous

application of conditions III and IV establishes the stronger

statements that the eigenvalues Ak are positive and the system of

functions (S¢k} is complete in the region of values of the opera

tor S. It is interesting to observe that the same system of

eigenfunctions (¢k} is not complete in h (see [3]~ assumption A).

In the final paragraph we establish the conditions necessary and

sufficient to ensure that the operator US is positive (lemma 7.2).

Section 8 is concerned With the special case of

isotropic scattering~ when e(p~~o)= e(P) > O. It is well known

that in this case the problem (1.3) and (1.4) is equivalent to

Peierls' integral equation
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(1.8)

~ P-P' , pI)] dP'/!P-p, l~.L\lp_pl I

-

The complete continuity of the integral operator of equation (1.8)

is shown for different functional spaces. In addition to the re-

sults of section 7 we show that all the eigenvalues of Peierls'

homogeneous equation are positive and the corresponding system of

eigenfunctions is complete in the space H of real functions whose

squares are summable in G with weight ae(P); we establish also the

continuity of the solution to this equation when A I Ak and show

that its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions depend upon the choice of

the coefficients a and e (theorem V). With an additional assump

tion about the function a(P) (see lemma 8.3), we also introduce

certain properties concerning the smoothness of the solution of

(1.8), in particular, the eigenfunctions of this equation belong

to Lipa for each a < 1.

It should be noted that the positiveness of the

eigenvalues and the existence of positive eigenfunctions for

Peierls ' integral equation in the plane-parallel case with isotro-

pic scattering were demonstrated earlier and by another method by

Lehner and Wing [29]. The completeness of the system of eigen

functions for Peierls' equation is frequently used (Without proof)

in papers on transport theory (see for example, ~7], [3, Chap.15,

16]). A proof can be found in [36].
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In Section 9 we obtain a series of successive ap-

proximations of the Kellogg type [48] (with some improvements)

to the solution of (l.S). Using the theory of symmetric, com-

pletely continuous operators we establish the convergence of this

method and show the rate of convergence: approximations to the

eigenvalues, the eigenfunctions and the solution of the homogeneous

problem converge at the rates (Al /A2 )2m, (Al /A2 )m and (1/A2 )m

respectively, if 1 < Al < A2 (theorem VI and VII) .

In Section 10 the variational principles for (1.6)

arising from the theory of symmetric, completely continuous oper-

ators, are transferred with different assumptions to the function

e. Some of these principles were already well known, for example,

in the isotropic case [3, 21, 23, 29]. The main difficulty with

these variational principles lies in the fact that they are for

mulated in terms of the operator L- l , which has a rather compli-

cated structure. This makes difficult their use in investigating

an (approximate) solution of the problem.

In Section 11 the initial problem (l.S) is trans-

formed into the equivalent one

= Su + F, ueD ; L = - (s,o 0
grad/a )2 + 1,

assuming that the function e(p,~ ) is even in ~ and F(s,P) iso 0

even in s. Solutions of (l.S) and (1.9) are connected by the

relation
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u = (¢ + U¢)/2, (s, ~ grad u) = (U¢ - ¢)/2. (1.10)

The operator Lo is shown to be self-adjoint and positive-definite.

we establish also other properties of this operator, for example

= (1.11)

In section 12 we determine, for the new problem

. (1.9), the variational principles of quadratic form (Lou,u) (the

orems VII and VIII), from which, and in the light of (1.10), there

follow new variational principles for the original problem (1.5).

The quadratic form (LoU'U) has a fairly simple structure. Another

important advantage of the new variational principles is the fact

that the comparison functions of the set h , obtained by embedding
o

D in the matrix (L u,u), are not obliged to satisfy all the boun-o 0

dary and differentiation conditions necessary for belonging to the

region Do. Thus we can select a class of natural boundary condi

tions. This, with the use of correct variational method~ permits

simplification of the investigation and approximate solution of

the problem under consideration.

The remaining paragraphs are concerned with different

applications of the new variational principles derived in Section 12.

In section 13 we investigate the limits of variation

of the eigenvalues in relation to variations of the functions a(P)

and e(p,~ ), in particular for the case of monotonic spectralo

variation. It should be noted that the estimates obtained do not,

as is usually the case in perturbation theory, contain unknown

eigenfunctions, whose existence must be assumed a priori.
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In Section 14 we formulate the Bubnov-Galerkin

•

method adapted to the problem in question and establish the con

vergence of this method on the basis of Polskii's [51J and

Mikhlin's [52] results (theorem IX). It should be noted that in

this method the coordinate functions are not obliged to satisfy

the boundary conditions, which fact, together with the simplified

bilinear form [u,v], makes its use practical. Examples are given

to show the simplicity and good accuracy of the method.

Section 15 is concerned with the method of spherical

harmonics. We examine an arbitrary convex region G with a piece-

wise smooth boundary r, assuming that e(p,~ ) is even in ~ ando 0

F(s,P) even in s. From the variational principles established in

Section 12 we obtain both the equations of the spherical harmonics

method in the P2m- l approximation and, at the same time, the cor

responding boundary conditions on r. In the case of plane or

spherical geometry the boundary conditions so obtained are those

found by Marshak [22] by an empirical method based on analysing

the results of numerical calculations of kindred problems. These

boundary conditions (we call them Marshak's conditions) are "the

best" in the sense that, within the limits of the approximations

considered, they give the smallest value to the corresponding

functional. From this it follows straightaway that, in the norm

equivalent to the norm [ ], Marshak's boundary conditions give a

smaller error for the spherical harmonics method than do any

other (Within the limits of the same approximation). It is also

shown that the boundary conditions by which Davison proposes
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[3~ ch. 12] to extend the use of Marshak's conditions to geome-

tries other than plane and spherical are not the best in the

above sense. In this way the question~ discussed in [2~ 3~ 22~

49~ 53~ 54~ 57] of the choice~ in the spherical harmonics method~

of boundary conditions at an external boundary is easily answered

for a wide range of problems.

In Section 16 the system of equations of the spheri

cal harmonics method with Marshak's boundary conditions (P2m-l

approximation) is studied. This boundary value problem~ an ap

proximation to (1.5)~ is written in operator notation in the form

11 0/

(1.12)

We show that the operator S(m) is bounded~ positive and self-ad

joint in the function space L
2

(m); that the operator Lo(m) is

symmetric and positive-definite on the vector ~unctions in its

domain of definition Do(m). From Freidrichs' and Mikhlin's re

sults~ [52]~ the operator Lo(m) can be extended to a self-adjoint

~ (m) ~ (m)-loperator L if the inverse operator L exists and iso ~ 0

bounded in L2 (m). We shoW further that when Al > 1 the problem

(1.12) always has a unique solution (which may be general)~ and

that its corresponding variational principles are correct. This

solution belongs to the space Ho(m) formed by embedding Do(m) in

the matrix(Lo(m)~~~) (theorem X).

In the final paragraphs two completely unsolved pro

blems are formulated: (1) Can a function in ho~ even in s~ be
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norm [ ] arbitrarily closely by functions

""' (m) 1Is there an operator L - which is com
o

pletely continuous from L2 (m) to L2 (m)? Investigations are

cited which should produce positive answers to these questions.

For the convenience of the reader most of the

ideas and results of functional analysis and function theory

used are consolidated in a mathematical appendix. This is

necessary because different authors do not always use the same

terminology. We have based our notation on that used in books

by Reisz and Nagy [91], Smirnov [59], KantoID~ch and Akilov [35],

and other sources which discuss questions that are not (or not

sufficiently) covered in these books. References to the appen

dix, both in the basic text and in the appendix itself, begin

with the letter D followed by a Roman figure to indicate the

division and an arabic number for the section, for example,

(D. XII. 10).

We wish to thank our leader N.N. Boguliubov for

his daily attention and interest in this work and also for much

valuable advice. We wish also to thank G.I. Marchuk and C.S.

Kuznetsov for their extremely fruitful discussions on the many

practical aspects which affected this study.
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II DEFINITIONS AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

In the introduction we stated that stationary, one-

velocity processes of particle transport of several physical

situations can be described by one and the same linear integro-

differential equation

•

1 (s,grad ¢) + ¢ =.2- f e(p,~ )¢(s' ,P)ds' +F(s,P),
a(P) 4~ n 0

11
0

( s, s ' )

(2.1)

with corresponding boundary conditions. The unknown function

¢(s,p) in (2.1) is the density of particles moving in the direc

tion s = (sl' s2' s3)' Is] = J s1 2 + s22 + s32 = 1, from a given

point P = (Xl' x2 ' X3 ) in the three dimensional Euclidean space R
3

"

We define n as the surface of a unit sphere in R
3

with centre at the origin of coordinates; s is a variable point

on n with spherical coordinates e and t(O ~ e ~ ~, 0 ~ t < 2~)

such that

sl = sin e cos t, s2 = sin e sin t, s3 = cos e. (2.2)

Since n is isomorphic to the set of all unit directional vectors

in R
3

we may include in s also the unit vector Os with components

(sl' s2' s3)· Therefore, in (2.1) the scalar product (s,s') is

the cosine of the angle between directions sand Sf, i.e., in view

of (2.2),
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3
Ilo = (s,s') = I SiSi' = cos e cos e' + sin e sin e' cos(?f!-?f!') (2.3)

i=l

if the point s' has the corresponding spherical coordinates e'

and ?f! I •

Integration over n is defined in (D. XII. 1).

The symbol (s, grad ¢) in equation (2.1) is the

scalar product of vectors s = (sl' s2' s3) and grad ¢ =

3
(s,grad¢) = Is . .....2! = sine

. 1 lOX.
l= l

( 2.4-)

We now consider the five dimensional space n x R
3

,

the cartesian product of spaces nand R
3

, or phase space. This

space consists of a pair (s,p) where s moves through nand P moves

through R
3

. In other words, the points (s,p) of the phase n x R
3

can be identified as the set of fixed unit vectors in R
3

, the

directions, s, moving in n and the points of application, P,

moving in R3 .

Suppose we introduce into the spaces nand R
3

Lebesgue measure and the integration process associated with it

[see (D. XII. 1) and (D. I.)]. Measures in the spaces nand R
3

induce a corresponding measure in the phase space n x R
3

and,
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therefore, the corresponding integration process in it. The

integral of the function ¢(s,p) with respect to the phase space

D x R
3

is denoted by the symbol

r ¢(s,p) dsd~
J DxR

3

We now formulate the assumptions and conventions

_.

used, especially those not always specified fully in other papers.

We denote by G the region in R
3

where particle transport occurs.

We that G is an 1 Let G be the closureassume open, bounded set .

of G, f = G - G be the boundary of G, and let d be the diameter

of G. We shall investigate the equation (2.1) in the phase region

D x G of the phase space D x R
3

, together with the corresponding

physically valid boundary conditions given on its boundary D x f.

We assume that the function a(P), which character-

izes the mean absorption, is measureable, positive and bounded

(almost everywhere on G), i.e.,

o <a(P) ~ true sUPp e G a(P) = a o <00.

We assume that e(p,~o)' which characterizes aniso

tropic scattering, is the sum of a certain number of terms of the

e(p '~o) = L b i (p) ei (~o),
l~i~t

(2.6)
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where the functions ei(~O) are summable on (-1,1) and bi(P), are

measurable and bounded almost everywhere on G.

From (2.6) it follows, in particular, that for

almost all P in G the function e(p,~o) is summable on (-1,1),

whence

1- fIe (p , ~ ) IdS = l J1 Ie(P , ~ ) Id~ ~
4v n 0 2 -1 0 0

where

e ,
o

(2.7)

(2.8)

For invariant integration over a sphere see (D. XII. 1.). Further

restrictions on the function e will be considered as a special

problem.

We shall need later the following functional spaces.

The spaces hp and Hp (1 ~ P ~ 00) consist of real functions, the

bth powers of whose moduli are summable, respectively, over n x G

with weight a(P), and over G with weight a(P)e(P), where the

functions e(P) and a(P) are known, positive and bounded almost

everywhere in G

1 - Henceforth the open bounded set G and the phase set n x G will
sometimes be referred to as the region. See (D. III. 6.).
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The norms in hp and Hp are given by

II fl~ fGH,l~p<oo.
P

When p = 00 we get the corresponding spaces of measurable, almost

everywhere bounded functions with norms

true sup I¢(s,p) I, ¢Gh .
00

(s,p) Ef2xG

Ilfll'
00

= true sup If(P) I, f GHoo '
P G G

For the sake of brevity we drop the index 2 in

the designation of the spaces h2 , H2 , and their corresponding norms

so that

II 11 2 = II 1\, 1\ 11 2 = II II'.

-1 1If ¢ G hp and ?jJ G hp ', where p + P ,- = 1, then it is convenient

to introduce the scalar product [see (D. III. 1.)J.
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( ¢ ;ifJ ) = f a (P ) ¢ ( s , P )cfJ ( s , P ) dsdP.

nxG

Analogously, when f e Hp and g e Hp " the scalar product is

given by

(f,g)t = 471" f
G

a(P) e(P) f(P) g(p) dP.

Further, we denote by C the space of functions con-

tinuous over G with norm

II fll C = max If (p) I, f e C.
peG

Clearly then, CC Hp C hp ' Hp C Hp ' hp C hp ' Pl >P
1 1

All the above are Banach function spaces. The spaces hp ' Hp

(1 ~ P < 00) and C are separable [see (D. II. 3) ] . h and Hare

Hilbert spaces. The spaces hp and Hp possess all the properties

of the corresponding spaces Lp discussed in (D. III) . In future

we use this fact without specifying it each time.

In (2.1) the free term, F(s,P), describing the

source intensity, can belong to any of the spaces hp ' 1 ~ P ~ 00;

A is a real parameter.

Concerning the set G we assume the following: a)

the three dimensional measure of its boundary r is zero and ~)

almost all (relative to a measure in the four dimensional space
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D x R2) straight lines having a point in common with the set G

intersect it in a finite number of intervals.

We now formulate condition ~) in analytic form.

Let us fix a certain direction s in D. By Vs we mean the ortho

gonal projection of G on a plane perpendicular to s and passing

through the fixed point 0 (fig. 1).

The set Vs is non-empty, two dimensional, open and

bounded. Let Q be a variable point in v s . We construct through Q

a straight line parallel to direction s,

(Q + ~s, - 00 < ~ <oo}. (2.10)

Let v Q be a set derived from the intersection of the givens,

straight line with the set G. Now v Q is a non-empty, one dimen-s,

sional, open and bounded set. Therefore it consists of not more

than a finite number of (open) intervals. In view of assumption

~), for virtually all points (s,Q) in D x Vs the set vs,Q repre

sents the combination of a finite number of intervals,

•

N(s,Q)
\'

vs,Q = L (Q + ~s' ~i(s,Q) < ~ <'f1i(s,Q)}.
i=l

(2.11)

The intervals in (2.11) can be counted by ordering them in such a

way that 'f1i ~ ~i+l· As the diameter of G is d, then 0 < 'f1N - ~l ~ d.

From this the obvious relations follow that
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'TT"s 'TT"_s' 'TT"s,Q = 'TT"_s,Q' N(s,Q) N(-s,Q), ~i(S,Q) =

i = 1, q, ....• , N(S,Q).

(2.12)

For the sake of simplicity we sometimes omit the arguments (s,Q)

of N, ~ i and '!) i .

Note that condition ~) is simply a generalisation

of convexity: for a convex set G, N(s,Q) = 1 always.

Formula (2.11 ) gives for each s an expression for

the set G as the Cartesian product of the two dimensional set 'TT"s

and the one dimensional set 'TT"s,Q'

This expression is equivalent to a one-to-one transformation of

the points P of the set G into the points (Q,~) of 'TT"s X'TT"s,Q

according to the formula

P Q + ~s. (2.13)

The transformation (2.13) is a curve in R
3

with one of its coor

dinate axes directed along s; therefore both sides of the trans-

formation are continuous and continuously differentiable with

respect to all arguments with Jacobians equal to 1. It follows
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that the transformation

P Q + ~s', s = s'

transforms functions measurable on n x G into functions measur-

able on n x ~ x ~ Q. Using the rule of substitution of vari-s s,

ables in the Lebesgue integral we get the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1 - For the function ¢(s,p) to be summable over n x G it

is necessary and sufficient that functions ¢(s,Q +~s)

be summable over n x ~ x ~ Q; then the following equality holdss s,

..

J ¢ ( s , P )dsdP
nxG

J ¢(s,Q+~s) dsdQd~
nx~ x~ Qs s,

=JJ¢( s,P)dPds = JJJ¢( s,Q+~s) d~dQds.

n G n~s~s,Q

This equality, in view of Fubini I s theorem [see (D. I. 4) J, ex-

presses the connection between multiple and repeated integrals

of the summable function ¢.

The operator (s,grad¢), representing the derivative

of the function ¢(s,p) in the direction s with respect to the

spatial variable P, can be written at the point (s,p) = (s,Q+~s)

= (s,Q,~) in the form
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(s,grad¢) = ~ ¢(s,p+~s)l
d~ ~=O

d
=-

d~

¢ ( s, Q+~ s). ( 2 .14)

Thus the straight lines of (2.10) - the paths

along which the particles move - are characteristics of the

linear differential expression (s, grad¢).

Let us call the linear differential expression on

the left side of equation (2.1) £¢. In view of (2.14) this ex

pression, at the point (s,p) = (s,Q,~~ can be written in the form

£¢ _ _ 1__ (s,grad¢) + ¢ =
a(P)

1 l ¢( s,Q+~s) + ¢( s+~s).
a(Q+~s) d~

We choose a certain s from n and denote by f_ s the

point on the boundary f which, in the notation of (2.13), corres

ponds to ~ = ~l(s,Q),

(2.16)

where ~l(s,Q) is defined in (2.11). In other words, f (or f )-s s

is the set of points on the boundary f found to be illuminated

(or obscured) when a plane-parallel beam of light from infinity

falls on G along the direction s (in fig. 1 f_ s is shown by a

continuous line, and f s by a broken line).

From (2.12) and (2.16) it follows that
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It is easily seen that if at the point P e r_ s
(or P e r s ) there exists a continuous outward going normal

n( Inl 1), then

( s, n) ~ 0 (or, (s, n) ~ 0). (2.17)

Conversely, if at the point Per there exists a continuous out-

ward going normal nand (s,n) <0

(or P e r s )'

(or (s ,n) >0) then Per-s

From this it follows that the boundary conditions

(1.4) can be written in terms of the surface r -s

¢(s,p) 0, if ( s , p) e n x r .-s (2.18)

The condition (2.18) has meaning for arbitrary

boundaries r. It becomes (1.4) at points of the boundary r

where an outward going normal n exists. Thus (2.18) can be used

as a generalized boundary condition for (2.1), which fact makes

it possible to study this equation with the same general assump-

tions as for the boundary r. As will be seen later, in Section

3, if G is a convex region the condition (2.18) is the only

boundary condition Which can be connected with (2.1). If G is

non-convex complications arise and boundary conditions of another

type emerge.

We adopt the following convention. For any given

function ¢(s,p) let there exist integrals like those on the left

side of (2.19):
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J ¢(S,Q+~lS)dSdQ = - J (s,n) ¢(s,p) ds df,

DX7fs nxf-s

(2.19)

J ¢(s,Q+T)Ns)dsdQ = J (s,n) ¢(s,p) ds df.

DX7fs nXfs

Note that, if the function ¢(s,p) is continuous over

n x f and f is a piece-wise smooth surface of class C(l) (see (D.

III. 6)), then the equality (2.19) is correct in the classical

sense and expresses the connection between the surface integrals

I and II of the family.

As illustration we set down the equation (2.1) and

the boundary condition (1.4) for two important particular cases -

for problems with spherical and cylindrical symmetry.

Spherical Symmetry - Region G is a sphere of radius R with centre

at the point 0; the functions a, e and F

depend on Konly by the radius r. Let F be related to s by

~ = cos e (fig. 2). The unknown function ¢ will then depend only

on r and~; 0 ~ r ~ R, -1 ~ ~ ~ 1.

In these coordinates the equation (2.1) and the

boundary condition (1.4) are written as
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(2.20)

¢(R,I-1) = 0,

where in view of (2.3), is

-1 ~ 1-1 <0, (2.21)

el (r,I-1,I-1') = (1/7T) f7T e(r,I-1I-1' + J(1-1-12 )(1-1-1,2)cos7j.t)d</J.
o

(2.22)

Cylindrical Symmetry - The region G is a cylinder of height 2a

and base radius R; the functions a, e and

F depend on P by rand z. We assume that F(r,z,I-1,</J) depends on

the angle </J, where </J and 1-1 = coff3 are shown in figure 3. Then the

unknown function ¢(r,z,I-1,</J) will also be even in ~ .

In the chosen coordinates the equation (2.1) and the

boundary condition (1.4) assume the forms

1 7T (2.23)
(A/47T) 11 [e(r, z, 1-1~) +8 (r, z, 1-1~)]¢ ( r, z, 1-1 ' , </J ' ) dl-1 'd</J I +F ( r, z, 1-1, </J) ;

-1 0

0, 7T/2 <</J ~ 7T
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J. ] , 111 Ii

¢(r,a,~,~) = 0, -1 ~ ~ <0, ¢(r,-a,~,~) = 0, 0 <~ ~ 1. (2.24)

±
In equation (2.23) ~o are determined by (2.3) as

Note especially the plane-parallel case

~d¢/a(Z)dZ + ¢

¢(a,~) = 0, -1 ~ ~ <0, ¢(-a,~) 0, 0 <~ ~ 1, (2.27)

where the function 81 is determined by (2.22).
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III FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In accordance with the physical requirements stated

in the introduction, for each p(l ~ P ~ 00) we determine a class

of functions D within which we seek a solution to equation (2.1).
P

The set of functions Dp must also be in the domain of definition

of the linear differential expression £¢, given by (2.15).

To the class Dp we attribute the function ¢(s,p) =

= ¢(s,Q+~s) which, after appropriate modification on the null set

in n x G, will possess the following properties:

(1) For almost all (s,Q) in n x ~s the function ¢(s,Q+ ~s) is

absolutely continuous [see (D. I. 6)J over the closed set

~ Q; in view of (2.11), the set ~ Q is the sum of a finite numbers, s,

of (closed) intervals

~s,Q

N

L
i=l

(Q + ~s, ~. ~ ~ ~ ~.}.
l l

(2 ) For almost all (s,Q) in n x ~ the function ¢(s,Q+~s) satiss

fies the boundary conditions:

a) ¢(s,Q+~s) = 0

i = 1,2, .... N-l.

The function ¢ must be such that e¢ e h .
P
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From condition (1) it follows that, for almost all

(s,Q) in n x vs ' a derivative ~: (s,Q+~s) exists almost every

where on vs,Q [see (D.I.7)]: on the other hand, it is not dif

ficult to show that the set of points (s,Q,~), where this deri-

vative exists, is measurable and consequently, in view of Fubini's

theorem [see (D.I.4)), it exists almost everywhere in nXVsXVs,Q.

From this, from lemma 2.1, and from (2.14) and (2.15) it follows

that the expressions (s,grad¢) and t¢ exist almost everywhere in

n x G.

The boundary conditions (2) correspond to the follow

ing physical assumptions: in case a) there is no external stream

of particles striking G - this condition is expressed in other

terms in (2.18); in case ~) outside G the stream of particles is

distributed rectilinearly and its density does not vary. The

boundary conditions just formulaed are given not for the whole

boundary n x r but, roughly speaking, for "half" of it. We note

that in the case of a convex region G, the boundary conditions ~)

are absent. Details and discussion of the boundary conditions for

the transport equation are contained in Davison's book [3, ch, 2].

From this same definition it follows

We now prove the important inclusion

to the enclosure theorem [see (D. V. 3)].

As a preliminary, for each F in hp we construct a

solution ¢ of the equation t¢ = F, which satisfies conditions (1)

and (2). In view of (2.15) this equation, at the point (s,Q, ~),

has the form
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jL ¢(s,Q + ~s) + ¢(s,Q + ~s) = F(s,Q + ~s).
c~

(3.1)

,

Thus if F e hl then from lemma 2.1 and Fubini's theorem [see

(D. I. 4)] it follows that the function a(Q + ~s)F(s,Q + ~s) is

summable with respect to ~ over ~ Q for almost all (s,Q) ins,

n x ~s. Taking into account the conditions (1) and (2) which the

function ¢ must satisfy, for aJmost all (s,Q,~) in n x~s x ~s,Q'

1we get

We show now that the constructed function ¢ belongs

to hp . From (3.2) we have

J ~ a(Q+~s) 1¢(s,Q+~s) \P dsdQd~
nx~ x~ Qs s,

r'flN ~ [~J=J J a ( Q+~ s) tr a (Q+~ , s )F ( s , Q+~ 's) exp -f ,a (Q+~ II S ) d~ II d~' Ipd~dsdQ .
nx~ ~l ~ ~

s

Applying Htllder's inequality [see (D. III. 1)] to the inner inte

gral and taking into account (2.5) and lemma 2.1 we get the chain

of inequalities

1 - Henceforth and without specifying it each time, we shall con
sider the function a(P) extended by zero on the whole space R

3
.
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':::;(l_e-aOd)p J J a(Q+~s) IF(s,Q+~s) IP d~ ds dQ

D,X7T"s7T"s,Q

-a d PJ= (l-e 0) a(P)!F(s,p)IP ds dP =
D,xG

-a d P P
(l-e 0) IIFll p '

In this way the existence of the repeated integral

of the measurable non-negative function a(Q+~s) 1¢(s,Q+~s) \P is

demonstrated. Then from Fubini's theorem and lemma 2.1 we con

cluded that the function a(P) l¢(s,p) \P is summable over DxG and

II ¢ II ~ = Ja ( p) I¢ ( s , p) IP dsdP = J ~
DxG

-a d
(l-e 0) IIFII p.

P

Let ¢ e Dp ' In view of condition 3), ~¢ e hp ' Designating F by

~¢ and considering the inequality (3.3) we obtain the following

results.
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Lemma 3.1. If <jJ GD p ' then <jJ Ghp and we have the inequality

-a d
11<jJ11p-"S(1-e 0) 11£<jJll p ' l-"Sp-"Soo.

We can now construct the problem for equation (2.1)

when F G hp : viz. to determine every solution <jJ in Dp satisfying

equation (2.1) for almost all (s,p) in D x G.

tained in h p

The functions of the set D are linear and are con
p

The linear differential expression £<jJ together with

its region of definition D define the linear operator L with the
p

region of definition Dp and with its region of values in h p [see

(D. II. 5) ] .

We denote oy S the operator on the right side of

equation (2.1).

S<jJ (3.4)

By means of these operators Land S we can write (2.1) as

With thm formulation the problem set by equation (2.1)

is equivalent to investigating the functional equation (3.5).

When F = 0 the homogeneous problem naturally arises 

the determination of A = Ak (eigenvalues), for which the equation
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L¢ = AS¢ has a nontrivial solution (3.6) ¢k in Dp - the eigen

function corresponding to the given eigenvalue Ak [see (D.IV.l)].

This construction of the problem set by equation

(2.1) is general in the sense that the solution ¢(s~p) must sat

isfy equation (2.1) and the boundary conditions (2) almost every-

where. We call such solutions general. According to this defin-

ition a general solution belongs to some class Dp~ 1 ~ P ~ 00.

The class Dp of general solutions is defined here in the sense of

the theory of functions of a real variable~ as was done by Nikolskii

[see (D.VI.l)] for general derivatives in the sense of Sobolev~

defined originally as linear continuous functionals (of a type of

functions) in spaces of sufficiently smooth functions.

We note at this point that each function ¢(s~P)

in Dp has~ for almost all s in n~ a first general derivative

along the direction Sj this derivative is the same as (s~ grad ¢)

and belongs to Lp(G). Indeed~ from conditions (3) and lemma 3.1

we have

(s~ grad ¢)/a e h ~ if ¢ e Dp p.

But then it follows that from (2.5)

(s~grad ¢) e Lp (n x G)~ ¢ e Lp (n x G).

Thus~ in the light of Fubini's theorem~ for almost all s in

n we have

-----_ ..._----_ .._-_.,'-_..• -._..._--------------,.,..,-------
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...

We can now take advantage of the definition of the

general derivative [see (D.V.l)] by adopting s as one of the

coordinate axes.

This general statement of the problem avoids the dif

ficulties, arising in the solution of practically important pro

blems, of complex mappings of singularities, which are required

when the boundary r is a piece-wise smooth surface and the func

tions a, ~ and F are piece-wise constant (or piece-wise continu

ous) in G (as in a multizoned reactor or a multilayered scatter

ing atmosphere). The solution ¢ in this case will have singular

ity in its first derivatives for different surfaces in n x G, so

that even in spherically sYmmetric problems rather difficult

mappings of the distribution of singularities [see, for example

(42)] arise. Moreover, if the boundary r or any broken surfaces

of functions a, ~ and F contain segments of straight lines

[characteristics of the differential operator (s,grad ¢)], then

even the solution ¢(s,p) will not, generally speaking, be continu

ous with respect to s on these lines.

To illustrate this we consider an example. Suppose

in the plane-parallel problem, (2.26) and (2.27), that a = ~ = 1,

F = O. Then we get

(3.8)
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From this it follows that the function

1
n ( z ) = (1/2) J ¢ ( z , I-l') dl-l'

-1

satisfies Peierls' integral equation (for details see Section 8)

n(z) Ja =Joo= (A/2) [-Ei(-lz-z'I)]n(z')dz', -Ei(-x)
-a x

-te

t
dt (3.10)

and, consequently, s continuous over the interval [-a, a] . Sup-

posing A to be the smallest eigenvalue and n(z) the corresponding

eigenfunction, we conclude from JentzschStheorem [see (D.V.ll)],

that n(z) >0, and, in particular, n(a) ~ O. On the other hand,

from (3.8) we have

lim ¢( a,l-l) = lim

lJ:"'++o IJ:"'++0

An(a),

from which it follows that

~o lJ:"'++o

This example shows that even for the smoothest a, e,

F and r one must say that solution ¢ is not continuous in the

closed region n x G. An analogous effect must occur for bounded

regions and also for interior broken surfaces of the functions a,

e and F, if these surfaces or the external boundary r contain
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segments of straight lines. These problems compel us to avoid

considering the problem in classical terms and to return to the

general construction formulated here.
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IV PROPERTIES OF THE OPERATORS LAND S

We shall need later certain properties of the

operators Land S and devote this section to their proofs.

Lemma 4.1. For each F in hp there exists a single solution~ ¢~

in Dp of the equation L¢ = F. This solution, for almost all

(s~p) e n x G~ is given by

( 4.1)

whence the estimate

( 4.2)

-1In other words~ the operator L exists and is bounded from

hp to hp and al so

(4.3)

This lemma is proved, in substance, in Section 3.

From lemma 3.1 it follows that the equation L¢ = 0 has only a

trivial solution ¢ = 0 in Dp . Consequently~ the inverse operator

L- l exists [see (D. II. 7)]. The solution of the equation

L¢ = F is given by (3.2) and satisfies the inequality (4.2).

Returning in (3.2) to the old variable P~ by means of the trans

formation inverse to (2.13), we get (4.1). This proves the lemma.
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On the linear set Dp we introduce the norm,

11

¢ e D .
P

In view of lemma 3.1, for all ¢ in Dp we have the inequality

From this inequality we conclude that the norm satisfies all the

required axioms in order that Dp be a normalized space. From

convergence in Dp there follows convergence in hp .

Lemma 4.2. The space Dp is complete (Banach).

~et the sequence of functions ¢n be fundamental in Dp

In view of the completeness of the space hp ' we conclude that

there exists some element F in hp such that

According to lemma 4.1, there exists a single element ¢ in Dp

such that L¢ = F. Therefore,

IlIA - L¢ II = II¢ - ¢ I' -+ 0,n p n Dp
n-+ oo ,

which proves that the space D is complete.p
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We denote by U the operator transforming each func

tion F(S,P) in hp into a function F(-s,P). It is evident that

for all p (1 ~ P ~ 00)

Moreoverl

-1
U = U ,

u* = u.

Ira II = 1. ( 4.4)

( 4.5)

[A definition of the conjugate operator is given in (D. III. 3)J.

Lemma 4.3. There is an operator, UL-IU, conjugate to L- l

(4.6)

Proof: Let F e hp and G e hp " In view of lemmas 2.1 and 4.2

and formula (3.2) we get

-------------------------------------------------------------------
1 - The equality (4.5) is to be understood in the following sense.

If U is a mapping of hp on itself, with 1 ~ p ~ 00, then its

conjugate U*, which maps h , on itself, With (lip + lip' = 1) is
p

the same as U, except that it is defined for functions in hp ' .
For p = 00, u* is a transformation in h* and U* = U only on func-

00

tions in hI C h*oo' In this case we say that U is a contraction of
operator U* on hI' The reason for this is that the scalar products

do not exhaust all the linear continuous functionals on h [see
00

(D.III.2 and 3)J, i.e., spaces hI and hoo are non-reflecting [see

(D.III.4)J.
Thus the equality U* = U is preserved for p = 00, if by U* we

understand the conjugate operator in Lagrange's sense.

( UF , G) = (F, UG), F e hoo ' G e hI

An analogous observation applies also to the operators (L- l )*, L*

and S* .
-------------------------------------------------------------------
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(L-1F , G) = J a (P )L-1F( s, P )G( s, P )dsdP =
DxG

J a(Q+~s)G( s,Q+~s) r ~ a(Q+~' s)F( s,Q+~' s) X
7r J ~l

s,Q

Changing the order of the two inmost integrations and making the

corresponding substitution of variables, we have

TIN TIN
= J 1 a(Q+~'s)F(s,Q+~'s) 1, a(Q+~s)G(S,Q+~s) x

DX7r ~l ~
s

x exp [-1~ a(Q+~!Is)d~!IJ d~d~' dsdQ = J a(P)F(s,P) x
~ DxG

Thus the function (L-l)*G, for almost all (s,p) in DX~has the

form
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Iii

Comparing this last expression with (4.1) we conclude that

as required.

Lemma 4.4. The set of functions D is complete in h , 1 ~ P < 00.p p

[A definition of the complete set is given in (D.II.2)].

For proof it is sufficient to establish that from the

relation (F,¢) = 0, where F is a fixed element of h , and ¢ runsp

through D , we get F = 0 [see (D.II.4)). According to lemma 4.1
p

we have (F,L-IL¢) = O. Taking into consideration lemma 4.3 we

have further

But the region of values of the operator L is hp . Therefore,

UL- l UF = O. From this and (4.4) it follows that L- l UF = O. But

then both UF = 0 and F = 0, which proves the lemma.

Lemma 4.5. *There exists an operator L , conjugate to operator L,

namely

*L = ULU. (4.8)

The region of de inition of the operator L* is UDp " i.e., the set

of functions ¢ 3uch that ¢(-s,p) e Dp '.

Proof: According to lemma 4.4 the region of definition of the

operator L is complete in hp ' 1 ~ P < 00.

*exists an operator L conjugate to L.

Therefore, there
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We show first that the formula

is true for all ¢ in Dp (1 ~ P ~ 00) and * in UDp '. Defining

L¢ F ~ ULU* = G~ F e h p ~ G e h p '

and considering (4.6)~ we have

(L-IF. G) ( -1)_ = F ~ UL UG.

But L-IF = ¢ and UL-IUG = ~ whence (4.9) is true.

On considering the definition of the conjugate opera-

tor when 1 ~ P < 00 [see (D.III.3)] we conclude from (4.9) that

*L = ULU on functions in UDp ' and also DL* ~UDp'. To prove the

lemma it thus remains to establish the inverse inclusion DL* C UDp ' .

Suppose for a certain function * in h p ' we define

*the function ~l by *1 = L * in hp' ; then~ for all ¢ in Dp~

( 4 .10)

According to lemma 4.1~ the function ~o = UL-IU ~l belongs to

UDp ' and according to the proof of (4.9) we have
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From this and (4.10) it follows that, for all ¢ in Dp '

But the region of values Of the operator L is hp ' Therefore,

and consequently, ?/J e UDp " Thus DL* = UDp t' which proves this

lemma.

Lemma 4.6. If ¢ e Dp and ?/J e Dpt (1 :::; p :::; 00), then

(L¢,?/J) + (¢,L?/J) = J (s,n)¢(s,P)?/J(s,p) ds df + 2(¢,?/J).

nXfs

(4.11)

Proof: Using lemma 2.1, formula (2.14), and conditions 1) to 3)

from Section 3 we have

(L¢,?/J) Ja(P) [(s,grad¢)/a(P)+¢]?/J ds dP =
DxG

N Tj.

= JIll-.£.. ¢ ( s , Q+~ s) .?/J ( s , Q+~ s) d~ ds dQ + (¢,?/J) =
l'=l ~l'O~nX1rs
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N 11.

= - J LI I

¢(s,Q+~s) ~ 7/J(s,Q+~s) d~ ds dQ +
nx~s i=l ~i o~

+ J ¢( s,Q+T)NS) 7/J( S,Q+T)N S) ds dQ + (¢ ,7/J) =
nx~s

= - (¢,L7/J) + 2(¢,7/J) + J (s,n) ¢(s,p) 7/J(s,p) ds df.
nXfs

-

We have used here the rule for integration by parts of absolutely

continuous 'unctions [see (D.I.7)] and also the notation of (2.19)

for the integral

J ¢( s,Q+T)N s ) 7/J( s,Q+T)N s ) ds df

nx~s

the existence of which arises from the above chain of inequalities.

This proves the lemma.

Corollary 1. Assuming in (4.11) that ¢ 7/J e D2 = D, we get

(L¢,¢) (1/2) J (s,n) ¢2(s,p) ds df + II ¢II~
nXfs

( 4 .12)

From this and (2.17) we get the inequality

( L¢ , ¢) ~ II ¢ 11
2 , ¢ e D. ( 4 .13)
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Corollary 2. If ¢ e D there exists a bounded integral

J (s,n) ¢2(s,p) ds df ~ 2(1-exp(-aod)H!¢1l2D·

nxfs

This follows from (4.12) and lemma 4.1, whence

( 4 .14)

J (s,n)¢2(s,P)dsdf ~ 2(L¢,¢) = 2(L¢, L-lL¢) ~2(1-exp(aod))IIL~1l2

nXfs

Lemma 4.7. If the operator S operates from hp to hp (1 ~ P ~ 00)

and is bounded then

II SI\ ~ e ,
o

(4.15)

where e is given by (2.8). Moreover,
o

usu = S, s* S. (4.16)

Let F e h
p

' In view of the properties of the function e(p,~o)

(see Section 2) and Fubini's theorem, the integral (3.4), when

¢ = F, exists for almost all (s,p) and is a measurable function

on n x G. We shall show that SF e h
p

. Taking into consideration

(2.7) and using Holder's inequality [see (D.III.l)] we get from

(3.4)
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IISF liP ~ r a (P )J..l... r Ie[p , ( s , s ' ) ] I IF( s ' , p) Ids I}P dsdP ~
P c L47T J D

DxG

x..l.- r le(p,lJ.) IIF(s' ,p) IP ds' ds dP ~ e P IIFII P
47T J D 0 0 P

The correlation (4.16) is a consequence of the fact that e is a

function of sand s' only through (s,s'). This proves the lemma.

Considering (3.4) and (4.1) for all F in hp we have

X F(s',P - ~s) ds' d~
(4.17)

SL-1p ~ :Tr f
n
f

o
d e[p, (s, s') la(P-~s')exp[- f

o
~ a(P-~' s' )d~' ] x

( 4.18)

X F(s',P-~s') d~ ds'

for almost all (s,p) in D x Gl .

----------------~---------------------------------------------------

1 - The measurability mentioned here, and in connection with further
subintegral expressions is easily demonstrated, so we will not

establish it now. For example, if the function a(P) is summed over
G, then the function a(P-~'s), as a function of the arguments (s,P,~,),
is measurable and summable on DxGx(O,d) which in its turn, agcording
to Fubini's theorem, entails the existence of the integral f~a(P-~'s)d~'
for almost all (s,p,~) and its measurability. 0
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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.' Jill :tilll

In view of Fubini's theorem the repeated integral in

(4.18) may be considered as multiple with respect to the region

nx(O,d). For all (s,p) for which this integral exists we may,

on considering the absolute continuity of Lebesgue's integral

[see (D.I.2)], write

x e[p,(s,s')] F(s',P-~SI) ds' d~.

Changing the variable of integration (s' ,~) in this last

integral according to

(4.19)

and realizing that for r ~ € > 0 the transformation (4.19) satis-

fies all the requirements for validating the change of variables

in the Lebesgue integral [see (A.I.S)], we get

lim .l J a(P') exp [- J r a(P-~ '(l))d~' ] x
E -+ +0 41T G (r~€) 0

(4.20)
x e[p , ( s , ill)] F ( ill, P ,) r - 2dP , ,
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Ill' 1...:

(p-p')/lp-pr\ = (P-Pl)/r. ( 4.21)

On changing the variable of integration in the argument of the

exponential in (4.20) according to

t 1 - ~ I /r, d~' -rdt, (4.22)

and proceeding to the limit with € - 0, we get finally

x e[p,(s,w)] F(w,P') r- 2 dP~

( 4.23)

Substituting SF for F in (4.23) we have from Fubinils theorem

(4.24)
x e [p , ( s ,w) ] e [p r , ( S I , w)] F ( S I , P , ) r - 2 ds I dP .'

On using the definitions

K(s,Pjs',p') = 1 2 e[p,(S,CD)]e[p, ,(Sf ,CD)] K(p,PI)'
( 47r)

( 4.25)
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we write (4.24) in the form

SL:lSF = J a(P')K(S,P;s',p') F(s',P') ds'dP'

DxG

The operator SL-IS is an integral operator with kernel

K(s,P: s' ,pI) and weight a(P).

( 4.26)
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V PROOF OF THE COMPLETE CONTINUITY OF OPERATOR L-1S

The operator L-1S defined by (4.17) is not integral.

The criteria for complete continuity of integral operators esta-

blished in (D.IV.4) are not then directly applicable to it.

We shall develop a proof of the complete continuity

of L-1S in several stages. First we show the complete continuity

of the integral operator SL-1S from hp to hp (1 ~ P ~ 00). From

this fact and the inequality (4.13) the complete continuity of

L-1S from h to h follows at once. This last makes it possible,

using the results obtained in (D.IV.5), to prove the complete

continuity of L-1S for 1 < P < 00.

As a preliminary we prove the following lemma about

the kernel K(P,pt).

Lemma 5.1. If 16PI - 0, then

Will

I(6P,P) = ~G IK(p+6p,pr) - K(p,pt)ldPt - 0

uniformly with respect to all points P in G.

Proof: In view of (4.25) we have

(5.1)
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1 I dP' +
Ip-p'1 2

+f
o

Iexp {- IP +LIP- P' If
o

1
a [ t (P+IIP ) + (1- t) p'] d t} -

- exp {-Ip-p, IJ
O

I
cd tP+( l-t)P' ]dt} I dP' = II + 1 2,

Ip-p'1 2

To estimate the integral II we use the argument

found in [33] to prove the complete continuity of the enclosure

operator. Defining

r = Ip-p, I, r' = Ip+6P-p'l, Ir-r' I ~ 16P1

we have

The first integral converges and is bounded independently of P

and 16P1. To estimate the second we observe that outside the

sphere r > 216P!, in view of (5.3), the estimates r/2 ~ r' ~ 3r/2
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are true. Consequently

_I

dc
I

.en ---
216Pl

Here~ and in future~ the constants c. do not depend on P or 6P~
l

and 16PI is considered to be sufficiently small (in any case

smaller than d/2). Thus

(5.4 )

where

m(x) = x(l+ l.en xl)~ x ~ o.

To estimate the integral 1 2 we observe that the

inequality

lexp(-x) - exp(-y) I ~ Ix-yl (5.6)

is true for all x ~ 0 and y ~ O. Using this and (5.3) we obtain

- exp { - r J
0

1
a[tP +(l-t)P'] dt}1 :~' ,,;

~f f lla[t(p+6P)+(I_t)pr] - a[tP +(l-t)pr] Idt dpr + c
3

16P1·
G 0 r
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In the last integral we substitute a sphere Go of

diameter d for the region of integration G. (Remember that the

function a is considered to be equal to zero outside G). Chang-

ing the order of integration we have

1 2 ,,;Io1I
G

la[t(P+ P)]+(l-t)P' -a[tP+(l-t)p']ldP'dt/r + 03 I pl·

o

The inner integral in the last expression exists for almost all

(P,t) in GX(O,I). For those (P,t) for which it exists we change

the variable of integration P' according to formula

Q = tP +(l-t) P', dQ = (l-t)3dP ', r(l-t) = Ip-QI.

If 0 < t <I the transformation (5.7) satisfies all conditions

necessary for using the formula for substitution of variables

[see (D.I.5)]. With it the sphere Go becomes a sphere of diame

ter (l-t)d with centre at the point tP. This sphere will be

called Gt(P). It is evident that Gt(P) C GO (see Fig. 4, Sec. 8).

Thus we obtain

I
I ~ r

2 J 0
1 2 J la( tt.P+Q)

(l-t)
Gt(p)

-a(Q) I dQ dt + C
3

It.rl.
lp-Q\

Applying Holder's inequality (see (D.III.I)) to the inner inte

gral with p = 4 and pI = 4/3 and substituting Go for the region

of integration in one of the integrals, we obtain further
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_II iii

1
I ~f

2 0

1

- a(Q) 1
4

dQ)4 dt + c3 16PI·

The function a(P) is measurable and bounded in Go.

It therefore belongs to L4 (Go ) and is continuous in the large in

Go [see (D.III.4)]. This means that

1

[f
G

la(Q+tM) -a(Q) 14dQ] 1j: ~ E( 16PI)
o

where the function E ( 16P I) does not depend on t e [0, l] and

approaches 0 as \6pl ~ o.

Using (5.9) we make a further estimate of 1 2 ,

Using the inverse transformation (5.7) in the inner integral to

change the variable of integration, we obtain, finally,
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Considering this estimate and the estimate (5.4),

we conclude from (5.2) that

(5.10)

This establishes the maximum correlation of (5.1), which proves

the lemma.

Lemma 5.2. The operator SL-IS is completely continuous from

h p to h p ' (1 ~ P ~ 00).

Proof: In view of the assumption (2.6) the function e(p,\.1o) is

the sum up to t of terms of the form b.(P) e. (\.1 ) where
l l 0

bi(P) is bounded on G and ei (\.1o) are functions summable over

(-1,1). For every i there exists a (e. (\.1)} continuous on
l,n 0

[-1,1] converging, in the Lebesgue sense, to the function ei (\.1o)

[see (D.III.S)],

f 1 Ie. (\.1 ) - e. (\.1) Id\.1 - 0 when n - 00.
-1 l 0 l,n 0 0

It follows from this that

(5.11)

where

b. (p) e. (\.1).
l l,n 0
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The operators S and the kernel K corresponding to

the functions en will be denoted by Sand K respectively.
n n

From lemma 4.6 and from (2.8) and (5.11) it follows that

From (4.3) and (4.15) we obtain (1 ~ P ~ 00)

+ II (S-S )L-l(S_S )Il~ (2e + E )E -+ 0 when n -+ 00.n non n

-1Thus the operator SL S may be approximated in the norm as closely

as desired in h by the operators S L-1S . To prove the lemma
p n n

it therefore remains to establish the complete continuity of the

operators S L-1S from hp to h , 1 ~ P ~ 00 [see (D.IV.2)].
n n p

We use for this the results stated in (D.IV.4).

From (4.25) it follows that IKnl < cnr- 2 Therefore, for 1 ~ r

cr < 3/2, the integrals

J a (pI) IKn ( s, P j s ' , pI) Ir ds' dP I ,

DxG

J a ( p) IKn ( s , P j S I , P , ) IcrdsdP

DxG

are uniformly bounded almost everywhere in DxG. This means that

the condition (D.9) is fulfilled with cr = 1 and 1 < r < 3/2, and

then, for 1 < P = q < 00, the condition (D.13) is satisfied. Thus

the operators SnL-1Sn are completely continuous from hp to hp if

1 < P < 00.
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It remains to show the complete continuity of the

-1operator S L S when p = 1 and p = 00. This operator is then n

sum of t 2 operators, typical among them being integral operators

of the form (4.25) with kernel

Since mUltiplication on the measurable bounded function bl(P)

is a bounded operation it is sufficient to show [see (D.IV.2)]

the complete continuity of the integral operator

where ei(~O) is continuous in the inerval [-1,1] (we omit the

index n) .

We cor-sider the case p = 00. Let M be a set of

bounded functions F in h. Then the set of functions
00

(G = AF, F e M} is bounded in h , IPiI < c.
00 00

We shall show that this set forms a family of

uniformly continuous functions in n x G. In view of (5.13) and

the boundedness of the functions ei(~O) we have
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J a(P')b 2 (P')b 2 (P')!81 [(S,CD)] x

DxG

x IF ( S I ,P I ) Ids' dP I ~ c1 J [K ( P+6P ,P ,) + K (p ,P , )] dP' +

r~16pl

+ cl J 18
1 [( S+6S ,CD I)] 8

2
[( s I ,CD' )] 

nxG
r>JI6P I

where

+ c1 fa IK ( P+6P ,P I) - K (p ,P , ) IdP I ,
(5.14)

ill = (P-PI)/r, CD' = (P+6P-PI)/r l r = Ip-p, I, r = \P+6P-PI I.

Since K(P,P') < r- 2 the first integral in (5.14) does not exceed

c2J]6P] (here the values c i do not depend on F, P, pI, S, SI, 6P

or 6S). Taking into consideration the inequality
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where r > JI6P I and 16P I < 1/2, we introduce

But the functions e.(~ ) are uniformly continuous over the inter
l 0

val [-1,1]. Consequently, on the basis of (5.15) we conclude

that

whence the function ~ does not depend on P, pI, S, Sf, and

approaches zero when 16s1 + !6P! - O. This estimate shows that

the second integral in (5.14) does not exceed c3~( 16sl, 16P\).

Applying lemma 5.1 to the third integral in (5.14) we conclude

that

IG( s+6s, P+6P) - G( s,p) I - 0

uniformly relative to (s,p) in D x G and relative to the set of

functions (G = AF, F 6 M).

Thus according to Arzelafs theorem [see (D.IV.l)],

this set is compact in C(DxG) and even more so in h. This
00

means that A is a completely continuous operator from h to h .
00 00

The remaining case to be considered is p = 1. In so

far as the operator SL-IS is completely

then its conjugate operator (SL-lS)* is

continuous from h to h
00 00

completely continuous

from h
00
* *to h [see (S.IV.2)].

00
In particular, every bounded set
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*M in hlC= h
oo

is transformed by this operator into a set compact

*. in h
oo

' However, in view of the results of Section 4, when F G h l ,

1 * * 1 * *(SL- S) F = S (L-) S F SUL- l USF USL- l SUF.

Therefore the set of functions (USL- l SUF, F G M} is bounded in

h l and compact *in h .
00

*But h
00

is a space of linear continuous

*functionals on h
oo

' Therefore to functions G in h l as to elements

*h there correspond functionals of the form (G,X), X G h. The
00 00

norm of such functionals, as is easily seen, is IIGI11. Thus the

set of functions (USL-1SUF, F G M} is compact with respect to

the norm II Ill' i. e ., in h l . This means that the operator USL-lSU

is completely continuous from hl to h l . Moreover the operator

SL-1S possesses the same properties [see (D.IV.2)]. This com-

pletes the proof of this lemma.

C 11 Th t (L-1S) 2 . 1 t 1 ti foro ary: e opera or lS comp e e y con nuous rom

h to h , 1 ~ P ~ 00. Actually, (L- 1S)2 = L-l(SL-1S)
P P

and the operator SL-1S is completely continuous while L- l is

bounded [see (D.IV.2)].

Lemma 5.3. The operator L-1S is completely continuous from

h p to hp if 1 < p < 00.

Proof: We show first the truth of the lemma for p = 2. In view

of lemma 5.2 the operator SL-1S is completely continuous

from h 2 to h 2 . Consequently, from every bounded infinite sequence

of elements (F} in h 2 we may extract a sequence (Fn } such that
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when n, m -- 00.

But then, using the inequality (4.13) with ¢

obtain

= L-lS(F -F ), wen m

This proves the complete continuity of operator L-IS from h2 to h2 ·

To prove the lemma for the remaining p we use the

criteria presented in (D.IV.5). Since the operator L-IS is

continuous from hp to hp for all p (1 ~ P ~ 00) and is completely

continuous for p = 2 it is possible to assume PI = ql = 2 and

P2 = q2 = r in formula (D.17). This gives

lIt I-t ( 6)p = q = "2 + --;-. 5.1

It is evident from this that for every p = q (1 < P < 00) we can

find numbers t e (0,1) and r e [1,00] that satisfy (5.16). This

ensures the complete continuity of L-IS from hp to hp when

1 < P <00.

Remarks. In [38] lemma 5.3 is proved by another method when

3/2 < P ~ 2.
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VI PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS OF THE PROBLEM IN QUESTION

In this section we consider the spaces hp to be complex

with the usual definition of the scalar product

(¢,cfJ) J a(P)¢(s,p) cfJ(s,p) dsdP, ¢ e hp ' cfJ e hp '.
DxG

It is easy to see that all the lemmas established in the pre-

ceding sections, with obvious changes, remain true for complex

spaces. These lemmas establish the validity of the conditions of

the Reisz-Schauder-Radon theory for the problem in question, (3.5),

L¢ AS¢ + F,

for 1 ~ P ~ 00. In view of lemmas 4.5 and 4.7 we may write the

problem conjugate to (3.5) as

ULU'if! AScfJ + G, (6.1)

As mentioned in the footnote in Section 4, when p = 00 the conju-

gation is understood in the Lagrange sense. The substitution

'if! = U¢ reduces (6.1) to (3.5),

L¢ = AS ¢ + UG, UG e hp ' , ¢ eD,.p

Thus it is sufficient to consider (3.5) for all 1 ~ P ~ 00.
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In view of lemma 4.1, (3.5) is equivalent to the func-

tional equation

where L- l is completely continuous from hp to hp ' 1 ~ P ~ 00,

and (L- l S)2 is completely continuous for p = 1 and p = 00 (see

the corollary to lemma 5.2).

Consequently for all 1 ~ P ~ 00, for equations (6.2) and

the equation conjugate to it, viz.

the conditioroderived in (D.IV) are valid. Remember that (L-lS)* =

= USL-IU for 1 ~ P < 00; for p 00 the operator USL- l reduces to

(L-lS)* operating from h * to h * n th bsp h f th eo e su ace 1 0 e spac
00 00

*h , i.e.
00

We denote the eigenvalues of the homogeneous problem

corresponding to (6.2), viz

-1
¢ = AL S¢, ( 6.3)

by Ak , ( IAll ~ IA2 \ ~ .... ) , with Ak repeated as often as the

dimension of the corresponding subspace requires. The eigen-

function corresponding to the eigenvalue Ak will be called ¢k'
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(6.4)

Thus Ak and ¢k are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the homo

geneous problem (3.6). Suppose Pk is the dimension of the pro

per subspace of the eigenvalue Ak and ¢k+i (i = 0, 1, .. ,Pk-l)

are the corresponding eigenfunctionsj r k and crk denote the rank

and multiplicity of Ak [see (D.VI.4)].

The problem conjugate to the homogeneous problem (3.6)

has the form

ULU</! = AS</!, </! e D "P
(6.s)

Lemma 6.1.

This equation is satisfied when A = Ak , </! = U¢k and A = Ak ,

</! = U¢k' if, of course, ¢k belongs to Dp ' (according to this ¢k

belongs to D , but when pI > P it is not clear beforehand
p

whether it will belong to Dp ')' It will be proved later that all

eigenfunctions and their adjoints belong to D .00

First we formulate the following simple lemma.

-1 -1The eigenvalues of the operator L Sand USL U and

the dimensions of their corresponding proper and invariant sub-

spaces [see (D.VI.4)] are the same in every h (1 ~ P ~ 00).
p

Moreover, the eigenfunctions </!k of the operator USL-IU can be

calculated from the formula

(6.6)
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Proof: -1Let A
O

be an eigenvalue of operator L S, ¢o the corres-

ponding eigenfunction, and ¢(l), .... ¢(p) the functions

adjoint to it [see (D.VI.4)],

Then we are immediately persudaded that the functions *(i) = US¢(i)

satisfy the system of equations

( 6.8)

and *(1) f O. This means that *(0) is an eigenfunction of the

operator USL-IU belonging to the eigenvalue A , and the *(i) are
o

functions adjoint to it. Conversely, if the functions *(i)

satisfy the system of equations (6.8), then the functions

¢(i) = L-IU ~(i) f 0 and satisfy the system (6.7). All the as-

sertions of the lemma follow from this.

We will show now that all the eigen and adjoint func

tions of the operator L-IS considered in hp(l ~ P ~ 00) belong to

h and, consequentl~ to D , whence it follows that the eigenvalues00 00

and the eigenfunctions and their adjoints do not depend on the

space hp in which they were originally defined.

In view of the inclusion hp Chp (PI> P2)' it is
1 2

sufficient to establish the above statements for p = 1, i.e. to

show that the dimensions of the proper (PI and p
oo

) and invariant

(crl and cr
oo

) subspaces corresponding to a given A = A
O

are the
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=?:- cr .
00

The dimensions

t.

of the proper and invariant subspaces of the operator (L-1S)*

operating in h
00
* are equal to P and cr respectively

00 00

[see (D.VI.4)]. But the operator (L-1S)* is an extension of the

-1operator USL U considered in hl · Therefore P
oo

=?:- Pl' cr
oo

=?:- cr l

where P and cr are the dimensions of the proper and invariant sub

spaces of the operator USL-IU. According to lemma 6.2, P = Pl'

cr = crl . Therefore, Pl = Poo and cr l = croo '

This also demonstrates the equalities P = P and cr = cr
00 00

which say that all functions of every invariant subspace of the

(L-1S)* * Ctransformation operating in h always belong to D h.
00 00 00

Analogously, applying the preceding argument to the

operator USL-IU, the square of which, (USL- I U)2 = U(SL-1S)L-IU,

is a completely continuous operator, we come to the conclusion

that L-1S, acting originally from hl to h l , permits the extension

of (USL-IU)* on h *, whence all proper and adjoint functions of
00

such an extended operator belong to D .
00

We now consider the conditions for solving (3.5), which

are the same as those for solving (6.2).

Let A I Ak , k = 1, 2, ..... Then, for each F in hp '

the equation (6.2) and, consequently, the problem (3.5) have a

unique solution ¢ in D and this solution is given by the formula
p

[ see (D.VI .8 ) ] .

(6.9)
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whence

In particular, with the conditions

(6.10)

q = (l-exp(-a d)) <1,o
(6.11)

the solution ¢ may be constructed by a method of successive

approximations

-1 -1 1
¢( m) = AL S¢(m-l ) + L F, ¢( 0) = L- F, m = 1, 2, ...., ( 6 .12 )

mconverging at the rate of q ,

II¢-¢( )11 :::; (l-exp(-a d)) qm+l IIFII /(l-q).m pop

This solution is estimated by

( 6 .13)

( 6 .14)

The last statement arises from (D.VI.IO) and from the estimate

IIL-lsll:::; e (l-exp(-a d).o 0

Now let A be some Ak . In this case (6.2) has a solu

tion if and only if
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0, i = 0, 1, ..... , Pk - 1 (6.15)

where t k+i are the eigenfunctions of the operator (L-1S)*

belonging to ~k' [see (D.VI.7)]. It was shown earlier that the

eigenfunctions of the operators (L-1S)* and USL-IU are the same.

Therefore, on the basis of (6.6) we may write ~k = *k = US¢k.

On taking (4.6), (6.4) into consideration we may alter the condi

tions (6.15) in the following way

( -1 - )o = L F, *k+i ( -1 - )L F, US¢k+i

( -1 - )F,UL S¢k+i

i.e., the conditions for solving (3.5) when A = Ak have the form

0, i = 0, 1, ..... Pk - 1. (6.16)

We note that U¢k are the eigenfunctions of (6.15) conjugate to

the original homogeneous problem (3.6).

If the neighbourhood of the eigenvalue Ak of

rank r
k

is sufficiently small, the operator (I_AL-1S)-1 can be

represented in the form of a series

00

(I_AL-1S)-1 = I + A L
n=-rk

(6.17)
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which converges in the norm of the operators in hp ; the region

of values of the operators Cn(k) with negative index n is finite

[see (D.VI.9)]. The left side of the equality (6.17) operates

in each hp and does not depend on p; nor do the quantities Ak ,

r k , Pk' crk or ¢k. Thus the operators Cn(k) do not depend on p

and act in each hp . From (6.17) we get the contraction (L-AS)-l

in the neighbourhood of A = Ak

00

(L-AS)-l = (l_AL-lS)-lL-l=L-l+A L fn(k) (A - Ak)n,

n=-rk

( 6.18)

where fn(k) = Cn(k) L- l . The operators fn(k) have the same pro

perties as the operators C (k).
n

-1Finally, we observe that the operator L S as an

operator in h2 is symmetrized (from the left) by the symmetric

operator US

( 6.19)

From this follows the orthogonality (with respect to the operator

US) of the eigenfunctions corresponding to the different eigen-

values [see (D.VI.3)],

(6.20)

The basic results derived in this section can be formulated as

a theorem.
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The set of eigenvalues (Ak } is not more than denumer

able (it may be empty) and does not have condensation

Mrl t hi

points at a finite distance; the eigenvalues satisfy the inequality

IAkl e (l-exp(-a d)) ~ 1;o 0
(6.21)

¢k J and all ¢k belong to Doo and satisfy the conditions of ortho

gonality (6.20).

For A I AkJ k = IJ 2 J .... J there exists an opera

tor (L_AS)-l bounded in hp (1 ~ P ~ oo)J i.e. problem (3.5) has a

unique solution ¢ for each F in hp ; this solution is given by (6.9)

and satisfies the inequality (6.10). In particular J for conditions

(6.11) the solution ¢ satisfies the inequality (6.14) and may be

constructed by the method of successive approximations.

In order that the problem (3.5)J when A = AkJ have

a solution it is necessary and sufficient that conditions (6.16)

be fulfilled.

Finally in the neighbourhood of A = Ak the opera

tor (L_AS)-l can be represented in the form of a series J (6.18)J

which converges in the norm of the operator in hp ; the operators

fn(k) do not depend on p and act in each hp (1 ~ P ~ oo)J whence

the operators f (k) .... J f_l(k) have regions of definition with-rk
finite dimensions.

Remarks. If there is an eigenvalue Ak such that

i OJ 1 J ..... J Pk - 1 (6.22)
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then it is real and r k = 1, crk = Pk. Thus in the contracted form

(6.18) (L_AS)-l has an ordinary pole at the point A = Ak . Actually,

the realness of Ak comes from (6.19) and the chain of equalities

We show that the adjoint functions do not exist. Suppose, on the

contrary, that there exists a function ¢k' adjoint to the eigen

function ¢k. Then, in view of (6.7) and (6.19) we have

which contradicts (6.22).

In this case, when the eigenvalue Ak is real, the

eigenfunction ¢k+i corresponding to it may be assumed to be real

also. Thus in future the condition (6.22) will always hold for

all Ak , and consequently it will be sufficient to confine the

investigation of the problem to real spaces.

In the following section we give the conditions

sufficient to ensure the existence of the eigenvalues and the

inequality (6.22).
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VII EXAMINATION OF THE PROBLEM IN HILBERT SPACE h

According to theorem I all eigenfunctions ¢k

belong to D C h. Thus to study the homogeneous problem (3.6)
00 00

for each 1 ~ P ~ 00 it is sufficient to consider one p, for

example p = 2. Therefore, beginning with this section we inves-

tigate our problem principally in the (real) Hilbert space h
2

= h.

In this space the operators Land S have the following important

properties: 1) L-1S and, consequently, SL- l = U(L-1S)*U are

completely continuous from h to h (lemma 5.3); 2) L-1S is

sYmmetrized from the left by the sYmmetric operator USj 3) (4.12)

holds and, therefore, L is positive definite (although not sYmme-

tric)j 4) * *L = ULU, S S.

The eigenvalues of the homogeneous problem (3.6)

do not always exist, for example, they do not exist when e = O.

Therefore, to ensure their existence it is necessary to impose

additional restrictions on the function e. In this section we

propose four sufficient conditions, each of which by itself

ensures the existence of eigenvalues, and we specify for these

cases the additional properties of the solution to the problem

under consideration.

I. e(p, ~o) ~ 0 almost everywhere in G x (-1, 1), and there

exists a subregion G' of region G such that

inf . true

( s , p) e DxG r f
G

, e[P, (s, P ~ P')] a ( P ,) dP' = (1 >0 (7.1 )
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II.

III.

e(p~ ~o) >0 almost everywhere in G x (-l~ 1).

e(p~ ~ ) ~ 0 and US ~ 0, i.e.~ for each function F in h
o

the following inequality holds

(USF~F) = J a(P) f e[p~-(s~s')]F(s~P)F(s' ~p) ds'dsdP ~ 0 (7.2)

nxG n

IV . e(p ~ ~0) :I 0 an d e(p ~ ~0 )

G x (-1, l)~ i.e. US = S.

e(p~-~o) almost everywhere in

Suppose condition I is fulfilled. It follows from

e ~ 0 and (4.17) that the completely continuous operator L-1S

transforms a cone of non-negative (almost everywhere in n x G)

functions in h into themselves· [see (D.VIII)]. Moreover~ from

(4.23) we see that the operator SL- l acts upon each function

F e h according to the formula

where ill and K(P,P') are defined by (4.21) and (4.25). We intro-

duce the function

{
1 ~ if peG' .

Fo (s ~p) = '0, if PeG' .

Then from (7.1) and (7.3)~for almost all (s~p) in n x G'~ we

obtain
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=.1... r a (P , )K(p , P ,) e[p , ( s , CD) J dP' ~
47T J G'

~ [exp(-a d)/47Td2 J r e[p,(S,CD)J a(P')dP' ~ (Jl >O.
o J G'

Therefore, for almost all (s,p) in n x G, we have

and hence

Thus the conditions of Jentzsch1s general theorem

hold [see (D.VII.3)J, whence the operator L-1S and, consequently,

the homogeneous problem (3.6) have a positive eigenvalue Al which

is not greater than any other eigenVcllue and to which there corres-

ponds at least one non-negative eigenfunction ¢l.

Remarks 1. This statement is valid also for such e ~ 0 as satisfy

one of conditions II, III, IV.

Remarks 2. From Jorgen's [32J results we get the existence of

eigenvalues for the problem (3.6) when the function e(p, ~o)

satisfies the conditions 0 ~ e(p,~ ) ~ K, and there exists ao

sphere G' = rlp-pol ~ R} contained in G such that e(p, ~o) e G' x

(-1, 1). Clearly, these more restrictive conditions are contained

in condition I.
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Theorem II. If the function e(p,~o) satisfies condition II then

the homogeneous problem (3.6) has a positive simple

eigenvalue AI' which is smaller in modulus than any other eigen

value, and corresponding to it there is an eigenfunction ¢l(s,P)

which is positive almost everyWhere in D x G.

Proof. Since e >0 it follows from (4.25) and (4.26) that the

kernel K of the integral operator SL-IS is positive almost every

where in (DxG) x (Dxa). Observing that L- l transforms positive

functions into positive functions (almost everywhere), we conclude

that the kernel of the integral operator

(L- l S)2F == L-l(SL-lSF) == J a(P')L-IK(s,PjS',P')F(S',P')dS'dPI.

DxG

is positive. Mor~over the operator L-IS is completely continuous

in h. In view of the theorem presented in (D.VII.4), the integral

equation

has a unique positive eigenfunction ¢l in hj the eigenvalue A1
2

corresponding to it is positive, simple, and of smaller modulus

than any other eigenvalue. This equation will then have same

properties as the equation
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and as the homogeneous problem (3.6). This proves the theorem.

Remarks. To preserve the validity of all statements of theorem

II it is not always possible to relax the condition e >O. For

example~ let e(p~~o) = 0 when (P~~o) 6 Gl x (-l~l) and Gl is a

subregion of the region G bordering on the boundary r of G.

Then it is evident~ for example from (4.17)~ that each eigen

function <D k becomes zero in a set of positive measure. This

set is composed of points (s~p) at which P runs through Gl and

for every P in Gl~ s moves through the direction for which the

line segments

-

[p - ~ s ~ o ~ ~ < oo}

do not have points in common with G\Gl~ where G\G~ is defined as

the complement of the set Gl with respect to the set G.

Theorem .111. If the function e(p~~o) satisfies condition III

then the Hilbert-Schmidt theory is valid for the

problem contained in (3.5) and (3.6).

There exists at least one eigenvalue; all eigen

values are real~ their corresponding eigenfunctions are also

real and orthogonal with respect to the operator US

(7.4)

There are no adjoint functions.

The following extremum properties exist: for a

set of functions F in h satisfying the conditions
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(USF ,F) = 1, (US¢.,F)
l

0, i = 1, 2, .... k - 1,

the absolute value of the functional (USF, L-1SF) approaches, at

the function F = ¢k' a maximum equal to l/IAkl (k = 1, 2, ..... ).

For each function F in h the following equality

holds,

L (F, US¢k) S¢k/Ak
k

whence the series converges in the norm in h.

Proof. In view of condition (7.2) the sYmffietric bounded operator

US is positive in the complex space h. Moreover this

operator sYmmetrizes (from the left) the completely continuous

operator L-1S [see (6.19)]. We note that USL-1S f O. Let us

-1assume, on the contrary, that for all F e h we have SL SF = O.

But from the inequality (5.13) it follows that

-1Therefore, L SF = 0 and hence, SF = 0 for all F 6 h which con-

tradicts the condition that e 1 o.
We establish now the truth of the inequalities

(6.22) for all eigenfunctions ¢k' (US¢k'¢k) > O. In fact it

follows from (6.4) that S¢k f O. Using the positiveness of the

operator US and the inequality (D34) we get
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from which come the required inequalities.

Applying to equation (6.2), the equivalent of problem

(3.5), the results derived in Sec. 6 and in (D.X.l), we are

persuaded of the theorem's validity.

Suppose, for example, that the function e(p,~ ) satiso

fies conditions IV. In this case the operator SL-IS is self-

adjoint,

= SL-IS ,

and, in view of (7.7), it is positive. Further, the completely

-1 1continuous operator L S is symmetrized by the operator SL- S,

We show that SL-lSL-lS f O. Indeed, assuming the contrary and

using (4.13) for all F e h, we have

i.e. SL-IS = 0, Which in view of (7.7) is impossible.

Moreover, from (7.7) and (6.4) we find that the

inequalities
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are true for all eigenfunctions ¢k (for the time being they are

not assumed to be real).

Consequently the Hilbert-Schmidt theorem [see (D.X.l)]

is true for the operator L-1S. In particular, eigenvalues exist

and are real.

Lemma 7.1. In order that the system of eigenfunctions [¢k} of

the homogeneous problem (3.6) be complete in h2 it

is necessary that no function ¢ f 0 in D exists for which S¢ = o.
Indeed if there is such a function ¢ f 0 in D for

which S¢ = 0 then for the element ¢l = UL¢ f 0 in h we have

k = 1, 2, ... ,

which, in view or the criteria (D.II.4), demonstrates the incom-

pleteness of the system of functiore (¢k} in the space h.

From lemma 7.1 we see that, if e satisfies conditions

IV, the corresponding system of eigenfunctions (¢k) is known to

be incomplete. Actually in view of the eveness of the function

e(p,~ ) with respect to ~ we can find a function ¢ f 0 in Do 0

such that S¢ = O. As an example of such a function we may take

the function f(P)g(s) where g(s) is continuous and odd with re

spect to s, and f(P) is finite in G and of class C(l)(G)
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[see (D.III.5,6)] such that

_.

1

a(P)
Igrad fl 2 dP < 00.

Theorem IV. If the function e(p,~) satisfies conditions IIIo

and IV simultaneously then, in addition to the statements of

theorems I and III for problem (3.5)-(3.6), the following is

also true: the set of eigenvalues (Ak } is infinite (denumerably)

and is composed of positive numbers. The system of functions

(S¢k} is complete in the region of values of operator S, i.e, for

each function F in h the following expansion holds,

00

SF = L (F ,S¢k)S¢k
k=l

(7.8)

and this series converges in the norm in the space h.

If A I Ak the operator (L-AS)-l exists and is bounded

in h, i.e. for each F in h the problem (3.5) has a unique

solution

00

¢ = (l-AS)-lF = A L (F,U¢k) ¢k/Ak(Ak-A) + L-IF

k=l

the series in (6.13) converging in the space D, and even more in

the space h and the estimate
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(7.10)

holding.

Proof. Conditions III and IV say that 0 I S = US ~ O. There

fore~ theorem III may be extended. From (6.3) it follows that

from which~ on the basis of (4.l3)~ we conclude that Ak > O.

We now prove (7.8). Let F e h. We define

i

F i = F - ~ (F~S¢k)¢k.
k=l

Since~ from (7.4)~ (Fi~ S¢k) = O~ k = l~ 2~ ... ~ i~ then from

the extremum properties established in theorem III it follows that

i

(SFi~L-1SFi)=(Fi~SFi)/Ai+2 =[(F~SF)- ~ (F~S¢k)2]/Ai+l~(F~SF)/Ai+l·
k=l

If the system of eigenfunctions (¢k} is finite~ then for suf

ficiently large i we have
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if this system is infinite, then A. ~ 00 when i ~ 00. Therefore
l

(SF., L -ISF. ) ~ 0 when i ~ 00 •
l l

From this and (7.7) we get

_I

We now demonstrate that the sequence of functions SF.
l

converges in the norm in the space h. In the light of (D.37)

for each F in h we have the inequality

L(F ,S¢k)2 ~ (F ,SF),

k

from which it follows that

m
l

\' (F,S¢k)2~ 0 when m, ml ~oo.L
k=m

On taking account of the inequality (D.36) we see, further, that

m
l

II I (F ,S¢k)S¢kI12 ~lIsll
k=m

m
l

~ Iisil L (F ,S¢k)2 ~ 0 when m, ml ~ 00.

k=m
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Since the space h is complete it follows that a limit G of the

sequence SFi exists in h.

IlsF. - Fli -+ 0 as i -+ 00.
l

(7.14)

We next show that G = O. Suppose on the contrary that

G -I O. Then L-IG -I 0 and consequently" from (7.14) we have

which contradicts (7.12). Therefore in (7.14) G = 0 and

IIsF.II-+ 0 when i-+oo which" with (7.11)" proves (7.8).
l

We next show that there is an infinity of eigenvalues

Ak . If there were a finite number" it would follow from (7.8)

that the operator S is integral" i.e." that it can be repre-

sented in the form

SF = J a(PI)A(s"P;sl"pl)F(sl"pl)ds1dpl"
QxG

where

A( s "P j s I "P I ) =JJ e[p "( s" Sill) ] e[p I " ( S I " S II )] I ¢k( s "'" p) ¢k( s" "P I ) ds" ds '" .
n n k

According to theorem I" ¢k e hoo . Therefore" from (2.7) the

kernel A has the property
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~~ IA(s,P;sl ,pI) lds'ds ~ K for almost all (p,pl) & G x G~
n n

But this property of the kernel A of S represented by (7.15)

does not agree with the representation (3.4) for the same

operator. This contradiction proves that there is an infinity

of eigenvalues. Formula (7.9) is derived from (7.8) in the

usual way. We show that the series (7.9) converges in the

space D and is estimated by (7.10). To do this it is sufficient

to show that the series

00

L¢ = A L (F,U¢k)S¢k/(Ak-A) + F
k=l

converges in the space h and is estimated by (7.10). Taking

(D.36), (4.15), (7.4) and (4.2) into consideration, we get

--

1

(F,U¢k) S¢k]2 ~

00

= F +~[L
k=l

1

(A~_A)2 (F,U$k)2] • ~
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~ IIFII+ .re sup
o k

= IIFII+~ sup
k

This completes the proof of the theorem.

In the concluding paragraphs we explain the conditions

which make the operator US positive.

Lemma 7.2. In order that operator S be positive it is necessary

and sufficient that the inequality

ek(P) = t J 1 e(p,\.L )Pk(\.L )d\.L ~ 0, k = 1,2, ... , (7.16)
-1 0 0 0

hold for almost all P in G, where Pk is a Legendre polynomial.

That the conditions (7.16) are sufficient follows from

theFenyo-Khekke theorem [see (D.XII.9)]. Actually, using this

theorem and that of Fubini [see (D.I.4)], we obtain for each F in h
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(SF,F) (1/47r) Ja(P) JJ e(p'~O)F(s,P)F(S' ,P)dsds'dP

G n n

00

= (1/47r) Ja(p){ L
G k=o

where Yk . are spherical harmonicR [see (D.XII)]. In the light of
,l

conditions (7.16) it follows from (7.17) that (SF,F) ~O, F e h.

We prove next the necessity of the conditions (7.16).

Suppose for example that, for some k , ek (p) < 0 in the set
o 0

G' c= G of positive measure. Then, assuming in (7.17) that

F (s,p) = e(P) Yk (s),
o 0,0

where e(P) is a characteristic function of the set G', we have

(SF ,F ) = r a (p) ek (p) dP < 0,
o 0 J G' 0

which denies the positiveness of operator S. This proves the lemma.

In view of (7.16), the series under the integral in

(7.17) is composed of non-negative functions. According to

Levi's theorem [see (D.I.3)] this series can be integrated term

by term. In this way we get the squared form

(SF,F)

00

= L
k=o

(2k+l)

k

I
i=-k

ak . f a (P ) ek (p) f k . 2 (P ) dP/47r .
,l G ,l
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where

f k .(p) =J F(s,P)Yk .(s)ds.
,l D ,l

When S = I we get from (7.18) Parseval's equality [see (D.IX.5)]

00

IIFI1 2 = (1/47r) I (2k+l)

k=O

k

\ ak . r a (P)f ~ . (p )dP .L ,l,J G ,l
i=-k

(7.20)
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VIII ISOTROPIC SCATTERING

In this section we consider an important special

case of equation (2.1), that of isotropic scattering, when

e(p,~o) does not depend on ~ , e(p,~ ) = e(P)o 0

(s,grad¢)/a(P) + ¢ =(Ae(P)/4v) f ¢(s',P)ds' + F(s,P).
cn

(8.1)

We assume that the function e(P) satisfies the inequality (2.9).

Therefore, the function e in equation (8.1) satisfies conditions

II to IV of Section 7, and, consequently, all statements of

theorems I to IV are valid. We establish now further properties

of the solutions of the problem under consideration.

Defining So by

we may write equation (8.1) in operator form

(8.2)

(8.3)

The operator So' being a particular case of operator S, has the

properties

* 1, US
o (8.4)
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Moreover, this operator transforms each function F in hp into a

function SoF in Hp ' whence

lIs II' ~ e lipo 0

Now from (8.2) and with the help of Holders inequality and

Fubini's theorem we get

(8.5)

which proves the truth of (8.5).

We note the formula

which is true for all F in hp and f in Hp '. In fact

..
(ef,F) Ja (P ) e ( P ) f ( P )F ( s , P ) ds dP =

nxG

(8.6)

I
G

a (P ) e (P ) f (p) In F ( s , P )dsdP = (f, SoF) , .
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We show that problem (8.3) is equivalent to Peierls '

integral equation [24], (see also [3, ch.4]).

Lemma 8.1. In order that the function ¢(s,p) in Dp be the solu

tion of (8.3), it is necessary and sufficient that

it satisfy the equation

t··

L¢ = ?\en + F (8.7)

where the function n(P) = So¢ is the solution in Hp of R=ierls

integral equation

(8.8)

The operator S L- l has the following structureo

and, therefore, ~erls' integral equation can be written in

the form

n(P) = (1/47T) fa a(P')K(p,P')[?\e(P')n(P') + F(m,P')]dP' (8.10)
,.

where the kernel K(P,P') and m are defined in (4.25) and (4.21).

To prove lemma 8.1 we observe that, remembering

lemma 4.1, the problem (8.3) is equivalent to the equation

(8.11)
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Defining So¢ = n and applying the operator So to both sides of

(8.11) we get the system of equations equivalent to (8.3)

in which ¢ e Dp C hp and, in view of (8.5), n = So¢ e Hp . The

structure of the operator S L- l follows from (4.23). Thiso

proves the lemma.

Thus the investigation of the integro-differential

equation (8.1) is reduced to two simpler equations: the dif

ferential equation (8.7) discussed in Section 4 and the integral

equation (8.8) to which we shall now turn.

The operator SoL-le is bounded in Hp ' whence

-1 Ilis L ell ::::; e (1 - exp( -0 d)).o P 0 0
(8.12)

To demonstrate the inequality (8.12) we use the estimate (4.3)

lis L-lell'::::;e l/PIIL-lefll ::::;e l/p (1- exp( -0 d)) \I efll =e (1- exp( -0 d)) II fllo pop 0 0 p 0 0 p
..

Since we have

(8.13)

then according to the convention made in Section 4
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(8.14)

The validity of (8.13) arises from the symmetry of

the kernel K(P,P'); it can however be verified directly from

(8.6),

from Hl to Hl ; from

< 3; from Hp to Hq ,

from H to C.
00

Lemma 8.2. The operator SoL-le is bounded: from Hp to Hq where

q = 3p/(3-p) for 1 ~ P < 3; from H3 to Hq , where q

Theis anyting ~ 3; from H to H , if 3 < p < 00; from H to C.P 00 00

-1operator SoL e is completely continuous:

Hp to Hq , where p ~ q < 3p/(3-p) for 1 < p

where q is anything ~ p and 3 ~ p < 00; and

Proof. Let 1 < p < 00. Since the kernel K does not exceed r- 2

the statements of the lemma follow from the results

derived in (D.IV.3 and 4), where a < r < 3/2.

Let p = 00 and M be a set of bounded functions F in H .
00

Then, in view of (8.12), the set of functions (g = SoL-lef, f e M)

is bounded in H. We show that this set produces a sequence of
00

•

uniformly continuous functions in a. Using (5.1) and (8.9) we

have

Ig (P+6P) - g (p) I ~ (1/47r) fa a (pI) e (P r ) If ( P r ) II K(P+6P , P r) -

- K(p , P r ) IdP r ~ C fa IK(P+6P , P r) - K(P , P r ) IdP r ~ 0
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uniformly relative to all points P & Gand functions f & M.

According to Arzela's theorem the set of functions

(g = SoL-lef, f & M} is compact in C 80 that SoL-Ie is completely

continuous from H to C.
00

It remains to consider the case p = 1. Since the

operator SoL-Ie is completely continuous from H to Hits con-
00 00

jugate operator (S L-le)* is completely continuous from H * too 00

*H [see (D.IV.2)]. In particular, this operator transforms
00

every bounded set M in HI C H
oo

* into a set compact in H
oo

* How-

ever, considering (8.14), on elements f & HI

-1S L ef.
o

( -1 }Therefore the set of functions SoL ef, f & M is bounded in HI

* *and compact in H . But H is the space of linear functionals
00 00

continuous over H
oo

• Therefore the functions g in HI as elements

*of H , correspond to the functionals (g,x), x & H. The norm
00 00

of such a functional is Ilgll l . Hence, the set of functions

(SoL-ler, r & M} is compact in HI and, consequently, the operator

SoL-lef is completely continuous from HI to HI. This proves the

lemma.

Remarks. By modifying lemma 5.1 one may show that the operator

SoL-Ie is completely continuous from HI to Hq , where

1 ~ q < 3/2.

We denote by Wand Lip a(O ~ a ~ 1) the subspaces of

the space C composed of functions f(P), for which respectively,
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If(P) - f(P') I------- <00,

CD( IP P' I)

Ilfil LiP a = II file + sup
P,P'GG

If(P) - f(P') 1

Ip - p')l a
<00,

where the function CD is given by (5.5). It is clear that

Lip 1 ewe Lip a C Lip a' C e (1 > a ~ a' ~ 0) .

One may show that the set of functions bounded in Lip a is com

pact in Lip a' (a' < a) (see Nikolskii [60]).

Lemma 8.3. Let the region G be divided into a finite number of

subregions Gl , G2 , ... Gn , which are bounded by

piecewise-smooth surfaces of class e(l) , so that the function

a(P) in G. belongs to the class e(l) (G
i

) for all i = 1, 2, . . ., n .
l

-1 H to Wand, hence, isThen the operator SoL e is bounded from
00

completely continuous from H to Lip a, a < 1.
00

[For a definition of the classes e(£) see (D.III.6)].

Proofl . Let f G H. Then in view of (8.9) we have
00

(8.15)

1. For the spherically symmetric case this lemma is proved in [42].
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According to lemma (8.2) and (8.12),g(P) is a continuous function

satisfying the inequality

Ilgll c ~ e (1 - exp( -a d)) Ilfll I •
0000

Further, from (8.15) for all P and P+~P in G we have

(8.16)

Ig(p+~p) - g(p)1 ~ (aoeo/47f)lIfll~J lK(p+~p,p,) - K(P,pl)\dPl.
G

Let us return to the proof of lemma 5.1. From (5.2), (5.4) and

(5.8) it follows that

Ig(p+~p) - g(P)\ ~ c1{m( l~pl) +

!
o

(l-t) -2 J Ia( t~P+Q)

Gt(p)

(8.17)

where Gt(P) is a sphere of diameter (l-t)d with centre at the

point tP.

Suppose I~I is sufficiently small. We define G as
o

a sphere of diameter d containing region G. We assign to ~G

points of the sphere Go which are separated from its boundary

and from the boundaries of the region Gi by not more than l~pl.

In Fig. 4 the set ~G is enclosed by broken lines. Since accord-

ing to our assumption the boundaries of the regions G. are piece
l

wise-smooth surfaces of class C(l) the measure of the set ~G is
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of the order of magnitude of I~pl. In view of the assumed pro-

perties of the function a we have at the remaining points of

7

la(P+~P) - a(p)1 ~ KI~pl, P e G~~G. (8.18)

We divide the interval of integration in (8.17) into

two parts: (0,1- 1M\) and (1 - l~pl, 1). It is easy to see

that the integral in the second interval is of the order of

magnitude of l~pl. In the remainder the integral over Gt(P) can

be in two parts: in the first we integrate over that part of

the set ~G which lies in the sphere Gt(p) (in fig. 4 this part

is cross hatched), and in the second, over the remaining part

of this sphere where, in view of (8.18), the inequality

la(Q+t~P) - a(Q) I ~ Kt l~pl,

holds.

Having said this we extend the estimate (8.17)

l-l6P I
+ J

o

dt dQ

Ip-QI
+

dt
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Replacing the region of integration Gt (P),\6G in the second com

ponent of (8.19) by the larger Gt(p), and transferring to the

original variable of integration P' in accordance with (5.7) we

are persuaded that this integral is of bounded value. There

fore, estimate (8.19) may be rewritten in the form

1+16PI

\g(P+6P)-g(P) I ~ c2 '{m( \6P]) + f
o

J t (P,6P)dt/(1-t)2} IIfll~. (8.20)

where

dQ/\ P-Q\ . (8.21)

We estimate J t (P,6P), assuming that t varies through

the interval [0,1 - 16pl], (\6P! is small). As noted above, the

measure of the set 6G is O( !6pl). Thus the measure of the set

Gt(P) (l6G over which (8.21) is integrated is of the order of

magnitude of (1_t)2 16pl. This set may be covered by a finite

number of discs of thickness 0(!6pl) and base radius O(l-t).

Thus the integral (8.21) adequately estimates one such disc.

Passing to the original coordinates at the centre of this disc

and introducing cylindrical coordinates in which P = (r,¢ = O,z)

and Q = (p,¢,zr) we obtain
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Jt(P,~p) ~ I J dQ/\p-QI =

Iz' I~o ( I~P I)
P ~O(l-t)

O(l-t) 27T"

~ o(l~pl) J J pdpd¢/-I(r2+p2-2rpcos¢).
o 0

Passing in the last integral to the new variables p = (l-t)p'

and r = (l-t)r' we obtain further

1 27T"

Jt(P,~P)~O( l~pl(l-t))J Jp'dp'd¢/-Ir,2+p,2-2r'p'cos¢ =O( l~pl(l-t)).
o 0

From the established estimates and (8.20) we deduce

for all P and P+~P in G

l-I~p I
Ig (P+M ) - g (p) I ~ c3 ' [ ill ( IM I)+ J dt I~P I/ (1- t ) ]11 f II' ~ c4 ' ill ( I~P I)1\ f II' .

o

From this and from (8.16) it follows that
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Ilgllw = Ilgll c + sup [g(P+l:Ip)-g(p)J/W( ll:1p\) ~ c~llfll~,
P,P+l:IPE-G

which demonstrates that the operator S L-le is bounded fromo

H to W.
00

Since the set of functions bounded in W is compact

-1in Lip a (a < 1), the operator SoL e is completely continuous

from H to Lip a. This proves the lemma.
00

We suppose that the coefficients a and e which enter
'V

into equation (8.1) are replaced by the perturbed coefficient a

and e which are also measurable, bounded and positive almost

everywhere in G and satisfy the conditions

III - a/all~ = E l < 1, III - e/ell~ = E 2 < 1. (8.22)

In changing from a and e to the perturbed a and e, the spaces,

hp ' Dp and Hp are accordingly changed to hp ' bp and Hpj these

corresponding spaces in view of (8.22), consisting of one and

the same collection of functions and their norms being equiva-

lent, i.e.
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future, the constants C. do not depend on F e- h ,
l P

Dp or El , E2 , if Ei are variable in the region

= 1,2) where cr < 1 (obviously, the C. depend on cr).
l

'V

We further define the perturbed operator as L,

L¢ = (s,grad¢);a(p) + ¢, ¢ e- ~p' (8.23)

Lemma 8.4. The following estimates are valid for 1 ~ P ~ 00:

Proof: We first establish the identity.

(8.24)

(8.25)

(8.26)

true for all F in hp '

consequently u e- Dp '

We denote t-IF by u. Then u e- Dp and,

Therefore, LL-IF e- hp and

Lt-IF = (s,grad u)/a(P) + u.

Subtracting this last equality from the equality

F = (s,grad u)/a(P) + u

we get

F - LL-IF = (l-a/a)(s,grad u)/a (I-a/a) (F-u)
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which is equivalent to (8.26).

Taking (8.22) and (4.2) into consideration we get

from (8.26) the estimate (8.24).

To derive the estimate (8.25) we use (8.5), (4.2),

(8.22) and (8.24). We have

This proves the lemma.

In accordance with Section 6 we denote by ¢k+i the

eigenfunctions of the homogeneous problem

i = 0, 1, ... , Pk - 1, (8.27)

corresponding to an eigenvalue Ak = Ak+i =

multiplicity Pk' In view of lemma 8.1 the corresponding eigen

functions of ~ierls' homogeneous equation

are the functions

i = 0, 1, ... , Pk - 1 (8.28)

(8.29)
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The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the perturbed

homogeneous problem

-.

'" 'i:'S <;v-l",,,,n = f\ L en
o (8.30)

will be called respectively Ak , ¢k and nk .

As noted at the start of this section the results of

Section 6 and 7 are valid for the case of isotropic scattering.

To make the statements of theorems I - IV concrete as applied

to the particular case S = eS o ' we consider the additional facts

expressed in lemmas 8.1 to 8.4 and introduce the theorem for

this case.

Theorem V. The set of eigenvalues {Ak } is denumerable, does

not have condensation points at a finite distance

and consists of positive numbers; the corresponding eigenfunctions

belong to the space h
oo

(nk & C) and satisfy the conditions

(8.31)

The smallest eigenvalue Al is simple, the corresponding eigen

function ¢l(s,P) is positive almost everywhere in n x G, the

function nl(P) = So¢l of the system is positive on G. The

orthogonal system of functions {nk } is closed in the space H,

i.e. for every function f in H, the following equality holds

00

f = L (f , nk ) Ink'
k=o

(8.32)
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LI

and the series (8.32) converges in the space H.

The eigenvalues Ak are continuously dependent on

the coefficients a and e, the corresponding eigenfunctions ¢k

are also continuously dependent on a and e with respect to the

metric of the space D u, even more so with respect to the metric
00

of the space h
oo

• This means tha~ for sufficiently small El and

E
2

, the perturbed homogeneous problem (8.30) will have Pk eigen

values Ak+i , i = 0, 1, ... , Pk-l (each is considered only once,

whatever its multiplicity) satisfying the inequality

i = 0, 1, .. , Pk - 1 j ( 8 .33)

the corresponding eigenfunctions can be chosen so that

(8.34)

If A ~ Ak the operator (L-Aeso)-l exists and is

bounded in h, i.e., for each F in h, the problem (8.3) has a

single solution

00

A I (F,U¢k) ¢k/Ak(Ak-A) + L-IF,
k=l

(8.35)

where the series in (8.35) converges in the space D u, and even
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more so in the space h. The solution ¢ is continuously dependent

on a and e in the space D. In order that (8.3) have a solution

when A = Ak , it is necessary and sufficient that

L •

i 0,1, ... , Pk - 1. (8.36)

Proof: Most of the statements of this theorem are concrete forms

of theorems I to IV for the special case S = eS o '

In view of lemma 8.1 it is sufficient to investigate

Peierls' integral equation (8.8). From (8.14) and lemma 8.2 we

get that the operator S L-le is self-adjoint and completely cono

tinuous in the space H. Consequently, all aspects of the general

theory of self-adjoint, completely continuous operators are valid

for this operator [see (D.X)]. In particular, for the system of

eigenfunctions (nk } of the operator SoL-Ie to be complete, it

is necessary and sufficient that the equation SoL-len = 0 have

only a trivial solution in H [see (D.X.4)].
-1We show that the equation SoL en = 0 has a unique

solution, n = 0, in H. Suppose, on the contrary, that there

-1exists a function no f 0 such that SoL eno = O. We construct
-1a function ¢o L eno ' According to lemma 4.1, ¢o G hand

-1= S L eno 0
= O.

On the other hand L¢o = eno ' Taking (8.6) into consideration we

get
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which, in view of (4.13), is possible only when ¢o = O. But

then no = 0 almost everywhere in G, which contradicts the

assumption no ~ O.

Thus, the system of functions {nk ) is complete

(closed) in H [see (D.IX.5)].

We show that nk e C. According to theorem I,

¢k e h
oo

' But then from (8.29) and (8.5) it follows that nk e H
oo

'

Taking lemma 8.2 into consideration, we conclude that nk e C.

We next establish that nl(P) ~ 0 > 0 for all P in G.

From theorem II we get that nl = So¢l > 0 almost everywhere in

G. But then from (8.10) and (4.25) we will have

Condition (8.31) comes from (7.4), (8.29) and (8.6).

To prove the continuous dependence of the eigen-

values and eigenfunctions, we will sYmmetrize Peierls' homogen-

eous integral equation

-1n = AS L eno

assuming m = ~(ae)n. With this the equation (8.37) becomes

(8.37)

(8.38)
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where

K =1 JTa(P)e(P)a(PI)e(pt)] K(P~Pt)m(Pt)dPI.
m G

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator K are Ak and

mk = ~(ae)nk. Since the operator SoL-Ie is self-adjoint and

completely continuous from H to H~ then the operator is self-

adjoint and completely continuous from L2 to L
2

. The perturbed

form of equation (8.38) corresponding to the perturbed problem

(8.23) is

ttl

(8.39)

Considering (4.2)~ (8.5)~ (8.22) and (8.25) with

p = 2 we obtain

IlK-kilL = 11~(ae)S L- l ~(ela) - ~Cae)S t- l ~(ela) IlL
2 0 0 2

lis L-Ie - ~((telae) S 1:;-1 ~(e aela) III ~
o 0

Thus~ for sufficiently small El and E2 the operators
rv

K and K can be made to approach the norm in L2 as closely as

desired.
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From the perturbation theory of self-adjoint, com

pletely continuous operators [see (D.X.5)] it follows that, for

sufficiently small El and E2 , to a given Ak of multiplicity Pk

there correspond exactly Pk eigenvalues Ak+i , i = 0, 1,

Pk - 1 (each considered once, whatever its multiplicity) of the

perturbed equation (8.39) satisfying the inequalities

The estimate (8.33) comes from this. The corresponding eigen-

functions ~ . may be chosen so that
K+l

From this and the relation mk = .J[ae)l'k mk = ~) nk , we conclude

that

From (8.28) we have that the eigenfunctions nk .
+l

'Vand nk+i satisfy equations

(8.41)

where the kernel of the integral operator (8 L- l e)2 serves as a
o

second iteration, K(2)(p,P'), of the kernel K{P,P')
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K(2)(p,p,) =J
G

a(pII)e(pII)K(P,PII)K(pII,P')dpII. (8.42)

Since K < r- 2 we see from this and from (D.IV.6) that K(2) < cr- l ,

and therefore

(8.43)

where 6 does not depend on P. From the inequality (8.43), and

the Cauchy-Bunyakovskii inequality we conclude that the operator

(S L- l e)2 is bounded from H to H whenceo 00

(8.44)

In fact, in view of (8.10) we have

( 1 /161T2 ) Ilf a ( P , ) e ( P , ) K( 2 ) (p , P , ) f ( pI) dP , 1\~ ::;

G

1

~ (1/41T)5/2{J a(P')e(P') K(2)(p,p,) 2dP,}21Ifll' ~ 6111'11'.
G

Subtracting one expression in (8.41) from the other,

we obtain

~ ,2(S L- 1 )2(~ ) + ,2S L-1e(S L~-l~e _nk+i - nk+i = I\k 0 e nk+i - nk+i I\k 0 0
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Using the estimates (8.25), (8.33) and (8.44) we deduce the

estimate

"\\nk+i - nk+ill~ ~ Ck (E l + E2)·

From this derived estimate (8.45) and also from

(8.22), (8.24) and (8.3) comes the estimate (8.34)

(8.45)

We now show that for A I Ak the solution of Peierls

inhomogeneous equation is continuously dependent on a and e in

the space H, if F e h. Since A f Ak then, in view of (8.32),

for sufficiently small El and E2 we have also A I Ak+i , i = 0, 1,

... , Pk - 1. Therefore the resolvent operator

is uniformly bounded in the norm when El - 0 and E2 - 0 [see

(D.X.3)]. From (8.8) we get that
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and, therefore, in view of (8.4) we have

The continuous dependence of the solution ¢ on a

and e in the space D follows from the established continuity of

n in the space H; it is proved by means of (8.7) in the usual

way. This proves the theorem.

Remarks. If the conditions of lemma (8.3) hold and F e h , it
00

is easy to see that n = So¢ e W; from this we get in

particular that the eigenfunctions of Peierls' equation belong

to W (further properties of the solutions for the spherically

symmetric problem are given in [42]).

&111
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IX THE METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS

In the preceding sections various theorems have been

established concerning the qualitative properties of the solu

tions to the transport equation. The succeeding sections are

devoted to problems connected with the direct construction of

these solutions. Two basic methods of finding an approximate

solution to the problem in question are considered: the method

of successive approximations and the variational method, and

one closely connected with the latter - the spherical harmonics

method. These methods lead to the construction of different

algorithms for calculating the solution to the problem.

In this section we consider the method of successive

approximations applied to two cases of the general problem

having practical importance.

Problem I. To determine the first eigenvalue Al and the corres-

ponding eigenfunction ¢l. The problem of determining

critical values (dimensions, concentrations, etc.) for nuclear

reactors all reduce to this problem. Critical values in our case

are determined by the condition that Al = 1 when the corresponding

function ¢l gives the distribution of neutrons in the critical

reactor.

Problem II. To determine a solution for the non-homogeneous pro-

blem (3.5) when the reactor is subcritical. Mathe

matically, the latter condition reduces to the condition that

Al > A = 1. All problems concerning the scattering of particles of

different physical nature (without fisSio~ pertain to problem II.
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Several applications of the method of successive ap-

proximations to the solution of concrete problems in transport

theory and investigations of the convergence of such solutions

are dealt with in works by Hopf [4], Kuznetsov [16-20], Marchuck

[2], Davison [3], Usachev [50], Wilf [61], Maslennikov [62],

Nikolaishvili [77], the authors of [36, 37, 42] and others.

We assume that the function e(p,~o) together with the

conditions in Section 2 satisfy conditions II-IV of Section 7

so that the results of theorems I-IV are applicable. In parti-

cular, 'Ak > 0, Al is simple and

.-

Moreover, for all F in h the inequality

00

IIsFI1
2 ~ eo(F,SF) = eo L (F,S<I>k)2

k=l

(9.1)

(9.2)

holds. This inequality comes from (D.36), (41.15) and (7.8).

We construct successive approximations according to

the scheme

m = 1, 2, ...

For problems of type I we choose an initial function from h such

that
( ( 0) )cl = <1>1' S<I> > 0, (9.4)
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for example, a positive function. We construct approximations

to Al and ¢l according to the formulas

Note that the iteration method proposed here is a

modification of Kellogg's method [48] for finding eigenvalues

and eigenfunctions of completely continuous symmetric operators.

For problem II we must take the function F - the

free term of equation (2.1) - for S¢(O). We construct the

approximations ¢(m) to the solution of the problem in the form

m

¢(m) = L ¢(i) + ¢(m) /(Al-l), m = 1, 2, ...

i=l

This metho~ which defines more precisely the usual

scheme of successive approximations (in the form of a broken

Neumann) series, was used by Lyusternick [63] to improve the

convergence of iterations to a solution of a system of linear

algebraic equations.

Convergence in the method of successive approximations

for problem II using condition (6.11) (but without the assumptions

II - IV of Section 7) was, in fact, established in Section 6.

For problems in plane and spherical geometries, convergence was

established earlier in [4, 16, 17].
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We show the convergence of the sequence (9.5) and

(9.6) to the corresponding exact values and estimate the rate

of convergence with the assumption that F c h, following the

course adopted in [37].

Theorem VI. The monotonically decreasing sequence A(m) converges

to Al , in fact

1,2, .. (9.7)

The sequence ¢l(m) and ¢(m) converge respectively to ¢l and ¢

in the space D and even more in the space h, and the following

estimates hold

Proof: From (9.3) it follows that

From this and (7.8) and (6.4) we get

00

'" (m) = \' C '" /' m
'I' L k'l'k I\k '

k = 1

where, in view of (9.4),

m = 1,2, ... (9.10)
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(9.11)
00L C

k
2 = (¢ ( 0), S ¢ ( 0)) = 1.

k=l

Since, according to theorem IV, the series

00L C
k

S ¢k = S ¢ ( 0 )

k=l

converges in the space h, the series (9.10) converges in D

which implies convergence in h. Thus from (9.11) and (9.10)

00

(¢(m), S¢(m)) = L
k=l

C 2/A 2m
k k '

m = 0, 1, .... (9.12)

We show that the sequence A(m) is monotonically

decreasing. We have

Since we assume that the operator S is positive in h (conditions

III and IV), the general Cauchy-Bunyakovski inequality [see

(D.32)], viz.
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holds. Thus from (9.5) and (9.13) we get

Further, we conclude from (9.1), (9.5) and

(9.12) that

••

00

1 + I
k=2

00

1 + I
k=2

(9.14)

We note the inequalities, true for x ~ y ~ 0,

J1(l+x)/(l+y) J- 1 ~ (x-y)/2,

o ~ 1 + (l+x)/(l+y) 2/~(1+y) ~ x.

Applying the first of these to (9.14) and considering (9.1)

and (9.11) we obtain

00

o ~ Am-AI ~ (Al /2) L
k=2

(c / c )2 (A /A ,2( m-l ) ( 1- A 2/A 2)
k 1 1 W 1 k

which proves (9.7).
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We shall now prove (9.8). From (9.10) with m = 1,

2, .... , we have

Cl/Alm-l(¢(m), s¢(m))i - Al if k = 1

{ C~Akm-1(.(m), s.(m))t if k > 1.

From this and from (9.1), (9.2), (9.5) and (9.12) we obtain

00

eo I Ck2/Ak2m-2(¢(m), s¢(m))

k=2

00 00

eo A1
2 {I + [1+ I (Ck/c l )2(Al /Ak)2m-2]/[1+ I (C~Cl)2(Al/Ak)J2m

k=2 k=2

- 2/..{ [1 + I (Ck/C l )2 (Al /Ak ) 2m J}
k=2
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Further, from the second of the inequalities (9.15), and from

(9.1) and (9.11) we get

00

~ e A 2 \'
alL

k=2

We prove, finally the estimates (9.9). From (7.9)

and (9.1), for m = 2,3, ... , we get

mL ¢(i-l) + ¢m-l/p'l-l) - ¢, S¢k) =

i=2

mLdk/Ak
i - l + dk/Akm-l(Al-l)-dk/Ak(Ak-l) - (L-IF,S¢k) =

i=2

where, in view of (7.8)

00 00

dk = (UP, ¢k)' L dk
2/Ak

2
= L (UF,L-1S¢k)2

k=l k=l

00L (L-IF, S¢k)2 = (L-IF, SL-IF).

k=l
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Thus from (9.1) to (9.3) and (9.6), we conclude that

m

11<\J(m)-<\JII D
2 = IIL(<\J(m)-<\J11

2
= II L L<\J(i)+ L<\J(mY(Al-l) - s<\J1I

2
=

i=2

m

= II L S<\J(i-l) + S<\J(m-l)/(Al-l) - S<\J 11
2

~
i=2

00

~ eo ~ dk2(Ak-Al)2/Ak2m-2(Al-l)2 (Ak-l)2

k=2

00

~
k=2

d 2/A 2
k k

We used here the assumption that Al > 1 = A. This proves the

theorem.

Consider now the contracted scheme of successive

approximations, for the case of isotropic scattering when

S = eS (see Section 8). In this case the sequence (9.3) may
o

be written in the equivalent form

L<\J(m) m = 1, 2, ...
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In problem I for n(O) = n(O)(p) we choose any func-

tion in H satisfying the conditions
00

nr.

In view of (8.6) this choice of n(O) is equivalent to a choice

of ¢(O) satisfying conditions (9.4). We make approximations

to Al , ¢l and n l , according to a formula which corresponds to

m 1, 2, ...

Analogously, for problem II we choose for e (0) the
n

function F. We approximate ¢ by ¢(m) according to formula (9.6);

consequently the approximat~on n(m) for n = So¢ assumes the form

mI n(i) + n(m~(Al-l), m

i=l

1, 2, ...

We show that the sequence so constructed converges

uniformly to the corresponding te~minal functions.

Theorem VI'. In addition to theorem VI the following estimates

hold:
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m = 1, 2, ... (9.20)

m = 1, 2, ••• J

(9.24)

Proor: From the Hilbert-Schmidt theorem [see (D.X.l)] we have

00

= L Cknk/Akm, m = 0, 1, ...

k=l

(9.26)

where Ck = (n(O), n k )'. In view or the closure or the system

or eigenrunctions, (nk}, in the space H (theorem V), we have
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00L Ck
2 = Iln(0)11,2 1, C1 > O.

k=l
(9.27)

The series (9.26) converges in H.

of lemma 8.2, n(m) e C for m ~ 1.

Since n(O)e H then, in view
00

Further, on the basis of

(8.44), the series (9.26), for m ~ 2, converges in the space C.

From (9.26) we have

00

Iln(m)II,2 = L
k=l

We show that

C 2/A 2m
k k ' m = 0, 1, 2 ... (9.28)

Iln (m-q)/lln(m)II' - • qn II' ,:::: • q(. I' )m ~(1 C 2)/C1\1 1 ~ 1\2 1\1 1\2 ~I - 1 1

for q = 0, 1, m = q, q+l,

In fact, in view of (9.26), (9.28) and (8.31), we have

Iln(m-q)/lln(m)II' _ A qn 11,2 =
1 1

= A1
2q

{1+ [1+ I (Ck/Cl)2(Al/Ak)2(m-q)]/[1+ I (Ck/Cl)2(Al/Ak)2m] -

k=2 k=2

00

- 2/,,[ [1 + I (Ck/C 1 )2 ( A1/ Ak )2m] }.

k=2
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Taking into consideration the second of the in-

equalities (9.15) and also (9.1) and (9.27) we obtain further

which establishes the inequalities (9.29).

Assuming in (9.29) that q = 0 and considering (9.18)

we obtain the estimate (9.20).

We now prove (9.21). In view of (8.44) and (9.26),

for m = 2,3, ... , we have

On using now the inequality (9.29) with q = 2 we get (9.21).

The estimate (9.22) is derived from the following

chain~
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and also from the inequality (9.29) with q = 3.

Next we derive (9.23) - (9.25). Since Al > 1 the

solution of Peierls' homogeneous equation (8.8) with A = 1 is

given by a Neumann series [see (D .VI .10); IISoL-lell'

(D.X .3L

n

00

I
i=l

( i)n , (9.30)

converging in the space H. Here n(i) is determined in (9.16)

and n(l) = SoL-IF.

estimate

We prove, for q 0, 1, ... -' m = q+l, q+2, ... , the

00

II I n(i-q) - n(m-q)/(Al-l)II' ~

i=m+l
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In fact, in view of (9.26), (9.1) and (9.16) we have

00

II L n(i-q) - n(m- q)/(A
1
-l)II,2 =

i=m+l

00

1\ L
i=m+l

00L dknk/Aki-q
k=l

00L dknk/Akm-q (A1-l)\\,2 =

k=l

00

1\ L (Ak-A1 ) dknk/(Ak-l)(A1-l) Ak
m- qll,2 =

k=2
00

I
k=2

( A -A )2 dk2/(A _1)2 (A _1)2 A 2(m-q) ~k 1 k 1 k ~

00

L
k=2

which makes (9.31) valid.

From (9.19) and (9.30) we conclude

n(m) - n =

00

\' (i) ()
~ n - n m /(A1-l),

i=m+l

from which, and from (9.31) with q = 0, we get the estimate (9.23).

The estimate (9.24) follows from (9.32), (8.44) and

(9.31) with q = 2
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00

Iln(m) - nile = II(soL- l e)2 [ L n(i-2) - n(m-2)/(Al -l)]lle ~
i=m+l

00

~ II L n(i-2) - n(m-2)/(A
l
-l)II'·

i=m+l

Finally~ to prove (9.25) we use (9.6)~ (917) and

(9.19)~ obtaining

Using the estimate (9.24) already established we

obtain the inequalities (9.25). This proves the theorem.

Remarks 1. If F e h~ estimates of the type (9.23) - (9.25) are

preserved (with other coefficients) beginning with

m = 4~ 6 and 7 respectively. In fact~ n(l) = SoL-IF e Hl .

According to lemma 8.2~ n(2) e H
3

/ 2 and n(3) e H
3

C H. We then

use the estimates (9.23) - (9.25) beginning with m - 3 o.
Remarks 2. The estimates (9.9) and (9.23) - (9.25) show that for

problem II (Al > 1 = A)~ the successive approximations

(9.6) and (9.19) converge at the rate l/Al
m. By using the usual

Neumann series we would obtain the slower rate of convergence
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[see (D.VI.IO) and (D.X.4)]. This refinement in convergence

results from a calculation of the additional cases ¢(m)/(Al-l)

and n(m)/(Al-l) in the approximations (9.6) and (9.19). These

cases consider approximations to the sum of the rejected terms

of the Neumann series [63].

Remarks 3. For a numerical calculation of the value of Al in

formulas (9.6) and (9.9) one may substitute the

approximate values A(m)'
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X VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES

Using the Hilbert-Schmidt theory for symmetrizing

completely continuous operators (see D.X), we take over these

variational principles, with various assumptions concerning the

function e(p,~o).

As was observed in Section 6, the original equation

,$.

L<D = AS <D + F,

is equivalent to the equation

F €- h, <D €- D

In particular, therefore, the eigenvalues Ak and eigenfunctions

<D k of the corresponding homogeneous equations are the same.
-1Moreover the operator L S is completely continuous from h to h

(lemma 5.3) and is symmetrized (from the left) by the symmetric

operator US.

1) Let the function <D satisfy the condition III of Section 7.

This means that S I 0, US ~ o.
In this case the variational principle formulated

in theorem III may be rewritten as follows [see (D.X.l)].

Let 0 < A + :< A + :< (correspondingly,1 -- 2 --

o > Al ~ A2 ~ ... ) be the positive (negative) eigenvalues Ak ,

and let <D + (or <D
k

-) be the eigenfunctions corresponding to them.k
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Then

= sup(USF,L-1SF) [correspondingly, l/A~
F

= inf(USF,L-1SF)] (10.1)
F

whence the sup(inf) is extended to that F in h for which (F,USF)=l,

(F,US<l>i+) = 0 [correspondingly, (F,US<l>i-) = oJ, i = 1,2, .. ,k-l.

This sup(inf) approaches the eigenfunction <l>~ (or <l>~).

We may formulate the minimal-maximal principle of

Courant analogously. Let Fl , F2 , ... , Fk _l be any k-l functions

in hand

= sup (USF, L-1SF)
F

= inf(USF,L-1SF)],
F

where the sup(inf) being extended to that F in h for which

Then

(F,USF) 0, i 1,2, ... , k-l.

l/A~ = inf
F.8h

l

'\)+( Fl' F2 ' ... , Fk-l )

[l/A~ =

For the inhomogeneous equation (3.5) with Ai < A < Ar,

the following variational principle holds [see (D.X.2)]; in order
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that the function ¢l in h give rise to a minimum of functional

H(G) = (USG,G) -A(USG,L-1SG) -2(USG,L- I F),

it is necessary and sufficient that it satisfy the relation

where ¢ is the solution to (3.5).

If the operator S is such that from the condition

(USF,F) = 0 it follows that F = 0, then the solution ¢ of equa

tion (3.5), and only this solution, gives rise to a minimum of

the functional H(G). For example the operator S has the above

properties, if for the function e(p,-~o) under conditions

(7.16) there are fixed symbols for the inequalities [in view of

(7.18)].

2) Let the function e satisfy conditions IV of Section 7.

This means that S f 0, US = S.

As we saw in Section 7, the operator L-1S in this

t_C

case is sYmmetrized (from the left) by

-1 (-1 )operator SL S and SL S¢k' ¢k > O.

in (D.X.l), we conclude that

the sYmmetric po sitive,

Using the results obtained

[correspondingly l/A~ = inf
F
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whence the sup(inf) being extended to that F in h for which

o [correspondingly (SF,¢~) = 0],

i = 1, 2 , ..., k-l.

This sup(inf) approaches the eigenfunction ¢~ (¢~). We may for

mulate the minimal-maximal principle analogously.

3) Let the function e satisfy conditions III and IV simultan

eously. This means that S ~ 0, US ~ o.
According to theorem IV in this case Ak > O. There

fore, on the basis of 1) we have

sup (SF, L-1SF) ,
F

whence the SUP being extended to that F in h for which

(F,SF) = 1, (F,S¢.)
l

0, i = 1, 2, ... , k-l.

The minimal-maximal principle assumes the following form: let

Fl , F2 , ... , Fk_l be any functions in hand

sup (SF, L-1SF),
F

whence the sup being governed by that F in h for which

(F ,SF) = 1, (F,SF.)
l

0, i 1, 2, .. , k-l.
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Then

_.

4) Let the function e be independent of ~ (the isotropico

scattering case); e = e(P). Then in view of lemma 8.1,

the initial problem is equivalent to Pffierls' integral equation

(8.8)

In particular, eigenvalues Ak and eigenfunctions nk = So¢k sat

isfy the homogeneous equation (8.28)

In Section 8 it was established that operator

S L-le is self adjoint and completely continuous from H to H.
o

Therefore, in addition to 3) the following variational principle

holds [see (D.X.l), with S = IJ:

l/Ak = sup (f, S L-lef), ,
f 0

where the sup is extended to that f in H for which

Ilfll' = 1, (f,n.)'
l

0, i = 1,2, ... , k-l.

The sup is realized by the function hk . The minimal-maximal

principle is formulated analogously.
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For a solution n of equation (8.8) with A < Al ,

it is true to say that [see (D.X.2) with S = rJ n gives to

the functional

the smallest value in H, conversely a function n in H which

realizes the minimum of the functional e(g) is unique and is

the solution of equation (8.8).

Finally we note one other variational principle

[see (D.X.3)J: the solution n of equation (8.8) gives to the

functional

the smallest value in H. Conversely, if the function no in H

realizes the minimum of the functional j(g), then the function

n {II nil' 2 - A(S L-1 en , n ) I} n / (n , S L-IF)
000 000

satisfies equation (8.8).

Different applications of the last two variational

principles to the concrete problems of isotropic scattering (in

particular for Milne's problem) are discussed in works by

Marshak [21, 23J, Davison [3J, Le Caine [64, 65J, Kurganov [49J,

Huang Su-Shu [66J, Kozlov [67J, Mikhailus [68J, Ptitsina [69J and

others. Another variational principle for the transport equation

is examined by Devooght [70].
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The several variational principles may be applied

to the investigation and approximate solution of our problem by

means of the direct methods of variational calculus, for example,

Ritz's method of least squares, etc. [see (D.XI.S)J. The appli-

cation of the Bubnov-Galerkin method, and in particular, Ritz's

method, to equation (6.2) with A I Ak leads to a convergent

processj the approximate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions converge

to their corresponding exact values, and only to them [see (D.VII):

under conditions III and IV the adjoint functions are absentJ.

Practical application of these methods is, however,

hampered by the complex structure of the bilinear form (USF,L-lSF)j

-1the presence here of the operator L severely complicates the

calculation of such expressionsj for example, even in the spheri

cal-sYmmetry case with isotropic scattering the operator S L- l
o

has a rather complicated structure, if the function a is not

constant [42, 17].

In the following section we develop a new princi

ple [37, 36J, which is directly connected with the partial dif

ferential equation (2.1). It will be constructed for the case

that the function e satisfies simultaneously conditions III and

IV. It is analogous to the variational principle connected with

the Dirichlet integral for the Dirichlet problem and corresponds

to the variational principle defined in terms of the Green's

function for the same problem.
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To construct this variational principle we use

the fact that L* = ULU. This makes it possible to transform

the problem (3.5), and the problem (6.1) conjugate to it, into

an equivalent problem involving self-adjoint operators. The

variational principle is constructed to produce the new problem

and the natural boundary conditions [see (D.XI.6)]. The corres

ponding bilinear form is sufficiently simple for the direct

methods of variational calculus to be effectively applicable in

the examination and approximate solution of the original problem

[see (D.XI)].
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XI TRANSFORMATION OF THE PROBLEM TO THE SELF-ADJOINT FORM

We assume that the function e(p~~ ) is even in
o

~o. This means that US = S. Suppose the free term F(s~P) in

equation (2.1) belongs to h and is even in s~ i.e. UF = F.

Let the function ¢(s~p) be the solution of our

problem. This means that ¢ satisfies (2.1) almost everywhere

and has the properties 1) - 3) of Section 3. Replacing s by -s

in (2.1) and using the above assumptions~ we get

-(s~gradU¢/a) + U¢ (11.1)

Taking the sum and difference of (2.1) and (11.1) and using the

definition

¢ + U¢ 2u~ ¢-U¢ = 2v ~ ¢ u+v~ U¢ = u-v (11.2)

(s~gradv/a) + U = (A/47T) f v-(p~~ )U(SI ~p) ds l + F(s~P)~
n 0

(s~ grad u/a) + v

On eliminating v~ we obtain

O.
(11.3)

-(s~grad/a)2n + u (A/47T) f v-(p~~ )u(sl~p)dsr + F(s~P).
n 0

(11.4)

1. Kuznetsov [16] made such a transformation for the problem with
plane-parallel sYffiffietry.
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In view of (11.2) and (11.3), the conditions 1)

to 3) of Section 3 are now transformed to:

1°. For almost all (s,Q) in D x v s the functions

are absolutely continuous on the closed set v Q.s,

2°. For almost all (s,Q) in D x Vs the function u(s,Q+~s)

satisfies the boundary conditions

3°. There is a function u such that $ou e h where $0 is the

differential expression on the left side of (11.4)

s.s. d(du/adx.)/dX. + u.
l J J l

We define D to be the linear set of functions

satisfying conditions 1° to 3°.
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Thus, if Q is the solution of (3.5) the function

u = (¢ + U¢)/2 (11.5)

satisfies (11.4) and belongs to Do.

Conversely, if u is the solution of (11.4) belonging

to D the solution ¢ of problem (3.5) is given byo

¢ = u - (s,grad u/a).

In fact on factorizing the differential expression $0'

$ u = $U$Uu = ((s,grad/a) + l)(-(s,grad/a) + l)uo

(11.6)

= U$U$u (-(s,grad/a)+ 1) ((s,grad/a) + l)u,

we may write (11.4) in the form

$U$Uu = (A/4rr) f e(p,~ )u(s' ,P)ds' + F(s,P).
n 0

On defining ¢ by ¢ = U£Uu, i.e., constructing the function ¢

according to (11.6), we see that this function satisfies condi

tions 1) to 3) of Section 3 and is the solution of

£¢ = (A/4rr) f e(p,~ )u(s' ,P)ds' + F(s,P).
n 0

The function u(s,p) is even in s. Therefore, using the eveness

in ~o of e(p,~o) we obtain from (11.6) the equality
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Thus the function ¢, constructed according to (11.6), satisfies

(2.1) and belongs to D, i.e., it solves the problem (3.5).

We formulate these results in the form of a lemma.

Lemma 11.1. Suppose that the conditions

US = S, UF = F, F e h.

are satisfied. Then in order that the function u e D be theo

solution of (11.4) it is necessary and sufficient that the

relations (11.5) and (11.6) hold, with ¢

(3.5) .

the solution of

Thus if conditions (11.7) are fulfilled the original

problem is equivalent to the new problem, which we now investi-

gate in detail.

We first consider an inequality of the type of the

inclusion theorems.

Lemma 11.2. If u e Do then u e hand (s,grad u/a) e h, whence

Ilull ~ (l-exp(-a d)) 11£ ull,o 0

(11.8)

II(s,grad u/a) II ~ (l-exp(-aod)) lI£oull.
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The proof is analogous to that of lemma 3.1. If

u e D then
o

We define

-eu-eUu u-eu-eu F, F e h.

¢ = U-eUu = -(s,grad u/a) + u,o/ = -eu - (s,grad u/a) + u. (11.10)

From the conditions 1° to 3° and from (11.9) and (11.10) it fol-

lows that the functions ¢ and 0/ satisfy the equations

F, ¢ e Dj L*7f! F, 0/ e UD.

From this and lemma 4.1 and 4.3, we have

whence (.11.10) gives

u = (11.11)

(s,grad u/a) (0/-¢)/2 (11.12)

On applying the inequality (4.2) with p = 2 to the expressions

(11.11) and (11.12) we get the inequality (11.8), which proves

the lemma.

Thus the linear set of functions Do is contained in

h. The linear differential expression -e , together with the re
o

gion of values Do' determines the linear operator Lo .
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We introduce metrics in Do by means of the scalar

product to which there corresponds a norm

(u,V)D
o

= (L u, LV),o 0 = ~(u,u)D ' u,v & Do'
o

In view of lemma 11.2 the scalar product and norm so defined

satisfy all the required axioms.

Equation (11.4) may now be written in operator form

(11.13)

We now examine the properties of the operator Lo in

detail.

Lemma 11.3. If u,v & Do then

(u, LoV) = J l(s,n)lu(s,p)v(s,P)dsdr +

nxr
(11.14)

+ ((s,grad u/a), (s,grad via)) + (u,v).

Proof: Let u and v belong to D . Then £ u and £ v & h. Accord-
0 o 0

ing to lemma 11.2, u, v,(s,grad u/a) and ( s,grad via)

belong to h also. From (2.14) the differential expression £ou

at the point (s,p) = (s,Q,~) becomes

£ou = - d(du(s,Q+~s)la(Q+~s)d~)la(Q+~s)d~ + u(s,Q+~s).
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Taking lemma 2.1 into consideration as in the proof of lemma

4.6 and using Fubini's theorem we get

a(p)(f u) vdsdP =o

-J
nX7rs

N n.

~ ~ jL[dU(S,Q+~s)/a(Q+~s)d~]v(S,Q+~s)d~dSdQ+ (u,v).
i=l ~. d~

l

On taking into account, after integration by parts [see (D.I.7)],

the conditions 1° and 2° satisfied by u and v we get

N

- J ~
nX7rs i=l

Tli

J [cu(s,Q+~S)/d~][dV(S,Q+~S)/d~]d~dsdQ/a(Q+~s)+(u,v)

~i

{[dU(S,Q+~.S)/d~]V(S,Q+Tl.s)/a(Q+Tl's) -
l l l

[dU(S,Q+~.S)/d~]V(S,Q+~.s)/a(Q+~.s)} dsdQ
l l l

= J (s,grad u)(s,grad v) dsdP/a + (u,v) +

nxG

J [u(s,Q+TlNs)v(s,Q+TlNs)+u(s,Q+~ls)v(s,Q+~ls)] dsdQ.

nX7rs
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From this, on using the definitions (2.19), consid

ering (2.17) and assuming that (s,n) = 0 on f (fs (jf_ s )' we

obtain (11.14) which proves the lemma.

Corollary. Assuming in (11.14) that u = v, we have

(LoU'U) = J \(s,n)lu2(s,P)dSdf + II(s,grad u/a)11 2 + Ilu11 2 . (11.15)
nxf

From (11.15) it follows that: if L u = 0 then u = (s,grad u) = 0o

almost everywhere in n x G, and also u(s,Q+~ls) = u(s,Q+~Ns) = 0

almost everywhere in n x ~s.

Lemma 11.4. For each F in h there exists a single solution u in

Do of the equation Lou = F which, for almost all

(s,p) in n x G, 1s given by

u(s,p)

•

a(P+~s)F(S,P+~S) exp [- ~o~ a(p+~'S)d~']} d~.

At the same time

= (L- l + UL- I U)/2,IIL -1\1 ~ 1 - exp(-a d)o 0

(11.16)

(11.17)

Proof. -1The existence of the inverse operator Lo follows from

the corollary to the preceding lemma. In the proof of
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lemma 11.2 it was established that the function u constructed

from (11.11) belongs to Do and satisfies the equation Lou = F.

-1This means that the inverse operator L is given by (11.17).
o

The remaining statements of the lemma, in particular formula

(11.16), follow from lemma 4.1 with p = 2. This proves the

lemma.

Corollary 1. The region of values of the operator Lo is h.

Corollary 2. If u & Do then

J I(s,n) I u
2

(s,P)dsdf < (l-exp(-aod)) II u l1
2

D .
Dxf 0

In fact, from (11.15) and lemma 11.4 we have

Wi.

J I(s,n) lu
2

(s,P)dSdf < (Lou,u)

Dxf

(LO-l)* -1Corollary 3. Lo

In fact, in view of lemma 11.4 and 4.3 we have [see

(D.II.8)]
•

-1
L .o
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Corollary 4. The set Do is dense in h.

The proof of this is analogous to that of lemma 4.4.

Corollary 5. The space Do is complete.

This is proved as is lemma 4.2.

Corollary 6. The operator Lo is self-adjoint, Lo
* = L .o

Indeed, Do' the region of values of operator Lo ' is

*dense in h. Therefore there exists an operator Lo conjugate

to L
o

' Moreover, the operators (Lo-l)-l = Lo and (Lo- l )* = Lo- l

exist. We thus [see (D.II.8)] have

We can now generalize lemma 11.1.

Lemma 11.5. If the conditions

(11.18)

are fulfilled then in order that the function u be a solution of

the problem (11.13) it is necessary and sufficient that the

relationships

u = (¢+*)/2, (s,grad u/a) (*-¢)/2 (11.19)

hold, where ¢ and * are solutions, respectively, of (3.5) and the

problem conjugate to it, viz.

(11.20)
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Proof. Let u be the solution of (11.13). This means that

u e D ando

p u = PUPUuo UPU Pu ASu + F. (11.21)

On defining ¢ and ~ by (11.10), as in the proof of

lemma 11.2, we conclude that these functions satisfy the condi-

tions

L¢ ASu + F, ¢ e D; ULU~ AS u + F, ~ e UD. (11.22)

Taking the results of Section 4 and conditions (11.18) into con

sideration and using (11.22), (11.13) and (11.17) we conclude

that

+ S(ULU)-lF )/2 = (S¢ + S~)/2 = S¢ = S~.

From this and (11.22) we see that the functions ¢ and ~ constructed

from (11.10) satisfy equations (3.5) and (11.20) respectively.

It remainds to note that the relations (11.10) and (11.9) are

equivalent.

Conversely, let functions ¢ and ~ be the solution of

(3.5) and (11.20) respectively. Adding and subtracting the cor-

responding equations, with the definitions
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¢ + </J

we obtain

2u, ¢-</J 2v, ¢ u+v, </J u-v, (11.23)

(s,grad via) + u "S(¢+?/J)/2 + F,

(s,grad u/a) + v = "S(¢+?/J)/2.
(11.24)

Moreover from (3.5) and (11.20) and the conditions (11.18) we

conclude that

and, therefore, that S¢ = St. But then, from (11.23) we get

Su (S¢ + S?/J)/2 S¢

which, in view of (11.24) gives

(s,grad via) + u = "Su+F, -(s,grad u/a) = v.

Eliminating v from this last equation gives (11.4) for the func

tion u. Using (11.23) we also derive (11.19). Since ¢ e D and

?/J e UD it follows from (11.19) that u eD, i.e., the constructed
o

function u is the solution of (11.13). This proves the lemma.

In concluding this section we will specialize equation

(11.4), the corresponding boundary conditions and the quadratic

forms (Lou,u) and (Su,u) to some particular cases.
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The Spherically-Symmetric Problem. The related equa

tion and boundary conditions were given in (2.20) and (2.21). If

then this problem is equivalent to the following.

- [( ~d/dr+(l-~2) d/rd~)/a( r) ] 2u+u AJ101 (r ,~,~ I )u( r,~' ) d~ I +F( r ,~);
o

(11.25)

(11.26)

At the same time

(11.27)

2 2 2fl 2+ (1-~ )du/rd~)/a(r)Jr drd~ + R ~u (R,~) d~,
o

(11.28)

The functions ¢ and u are connected by the relation

(11.29)
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The Cyl~ndrically-SymmetricProblem. The related equation

and boundary conditions were presented in (2.23) and (2.24).

Under the conditions

e(r~z~~ ) = e(r~z~-~ )o 0

this problem is equivalent to the following

2 flf7T +
-(s~grad/a) u + u = (A/47T) [~(r~z~~ ) +

00 0

(11.30)

u - (s+grad u/a)]r=R

u + (s~grad u/a)] z=a

where

O~ 7T/2 < 'If! .::::; 7T~

u - (s~grad u/a)]
z=-a

o

(11.31)

(s~grad)

The quadratic forms in this case are
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R a 1 Tr

(Lou,u)/8Tr =JJ JJ [au2
+( s,grad u/a)2]rdrdzd~d?fi +

o -a 0 0

a 1 Tr

+ RJ J J cos?fi J(1-~2)u2(R,z,~,?fi) dzd~d?fi +

-a 0 0

R 1 Tr

+J J J~[u 2
( r , a , ~ ,?fi) + u 2 ( r , - a , ~ ,?fi) J r dr d~ d?fi

000

R a 1 Tr 1 Tr

(1/2Tr) J ~r J J J Ja(r,z)[~(r,z,~~) +
o -a 0 0 0 0

The functions ¢ and u are connected by the relation

(11.32)

(11.33)

2u( r , z , ~ , ?fi ) ,

¢(r,z,~,?fi) - ¢(r,z,-~,?fi+Tr) = -2(r,grad u/a).
(11.34)

In particular,

(11.34) become

1in the plane-parallel case (11.30) to

1. It can be shown that the results of the previous sections re
main true when the region G is unbounded (an infinite layer of

thickness 2a). The corresponding space h is defined as the set of
functions F for which

II F 11
2 = f _i f _: a ( Z )F

2
( Z , ~ ) dZd~ < 00.

In the case of isotropic scattering this problem is discussed by
Lehner and Wing [29 - 31J.
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_~2d(du/a(Z)dz)/a(Z)dZ + U =

1

AJ -0"1 ( Z, ~ , ~ I) U( Z, ~ ,) d~ I + F ( z , ~) ,

o

a 1

(L
o
u,u)/2 = J J [a(z)u2 + (dU/dZ)2/a (z)J dzd~

-a 0

1

+ J ~[U
2

( a, ~ ) + U
2

( - a , ~) J d~
o

all

(Su,U)/2 = J J Ja(z)-0"l(z'~'~')u(z,~)u(Z'~')dZd~d~"
-a 0 0

¢(z,~) - ¢(z,-~) = -2~du/a(z)dz.

(11.36)

(11.37)

(11.38)

(11.39)
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XII A NEW VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE

In this section we establish a new variational

principle for the inhomogeneous problem (11.13), viz.

L u
o

ASU + F, u €- D ,o

and also for the corresponding homogeneous problem, viz.

L u
o

ASU, (12.1)

assuming that S = US ~ O.

From lemma 11.4 it follows that (11.13) is equiva-

lent to

(12.2)

L -lS being completely continuous. This operator is symmetrized
o

( -1)* -1from the left by the positive operator S, SLo S = SLo S.

Thus to the equation (12.2) and, consequently, for (11.13) we

may apply the propositions discussed in (D.VI), (D.X) and (D.XI).

We do not list all these here since they are stated in lemmas

11.1 and 11.5 in order to relate the solutions of the original

problem (3.5) with those of (11.13). In particular, the eigen

values of the homogeneous problem (12.1) are Ak and the corres

ponding eigenfunctions (we call them uk) are expressed in terms

of <P k by (11.5)

(12.3)
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From this and also from (7.4) and (12.1) we obtain the ortho-

gonality condition for the eigenfunctions uk relative to

operator Lo

(12.4)

We use the construction developed in (D.XI.3). On

the set Do' which is dense in the complete Hilbert space, h, the

operator L is positive definite, in view of (11.15),
o

(L u,u) ~ Ilu11
2

.o

We define a new scalar product [u,v] on the set D , assumingo

u, v G D .o (12.6)

It is easy to show that, with such a definition, Do

is transformed into a new Hilbert space, which we call h. Theo

norm in h
o

will be denoted by the symbol [ ], so that

In view of (12.5) we have

Ilull ~ [u], u 6- D .o

The space h o is seen to be incomplete. We thus com

plete it in the usual way. Thus D C h Chando 0
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(12.7)

The set Do is dense in ho with the metric [ ], and dense in h

with the metric II II. The equation (12.6) is now true for all

[u, v] (12.8)

Since h is a separable space the space ho is also

separable [see (D.XI.4)].

Our next problem is to characterize the properties

of functions in ho in terms of the theory of functions of a real

variable and, in particular, to select natural and rigid bound

ary conditions from among the boundary conditions 2° of Section

11 [see (D.XI.6)].

Suppose u & ho . There then exists a sequence [urn}

of functions in Do such that [urn_v] - 0 as m- 00, i.e.

From this we conclude from (12.1) and (11.15) that for m,n - 00

J I(s,n)! Ium(s,p) - un (s,p)]2 dsdf =
Dxf
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= ,I ([um(S,Q+~lS) - un(S,Q+~ls)]2 +

D,X'Tfs

Thus, since the spaces hand L2 (D, X'Tfs ) are complete, there

exist limit functions u(s,p), u+(s,Q) and u(s,Q) such that, as

II(s,grad um/a) - ull- 0,

J [um(s,Q+~ls) - u(s,Q)]2 dsdQ- 0,

D,X'Tf s

J [um(s,Q+~Ns) - u+(s,Q)]2 dsdQ- O.
D,X'Tfs

We now show that the constructed functions u, +u ,

(12.9)

and

mu do not depend on the particular sequence u which converges

in ho to a given function u in ho '

In fact, if (vm} is another sequence from Do converging

in the space ho to u, and if, for example,

II( s,grad vm/a) - vii - 0 as m - 00,

then from (11.15) with m ~ N we have
EO
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Ilu-vll ~ Ilu - (s, grad um/a) II + II ( s, grad vm/a) - viI +

i.e. u 'V

v. It can also be shown that u+ + :-
V , U = v.

We show now that the functions u, u+ and u satisfy,

almost everywhere in D x G, the relations

u(s,Q+~s) = u(s,Q) + J~ a(Q+~'s)u(s,Q+~,'s) d~t,
~1

(12.10)

u( s,Q+~s)
T)N

t( s,Q) - J~ a( Q+~ I s) u( s,Q+~' s) d~ ~ (12.11)

If u & D then the relations (12.10) and (12.11) areo

satisfied when

+
u(s,Q) = u(s,Q+~lS)' u(s,Q) (12.12)

u(s,p) (s,grad u/a)

(see, for example, the proof of lemma 3.1). We note that, in

view of corollary 2 to lemma 11.4, the boundary values u(s,Q+~ls)

and u(s,Q+T)Ns) of the function u & Do exist almost everywhere in

D x F
S

and belong to L2 (D x F S) .

We now prove the relation (12.10). For brevity we de

fine Au by
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Then for all u e ho the inequality

IIAu!\2 ~ c[llul1 2 + IIul1 2
+ J u

2
(s,Q) dsdQ]

DX7T
S

is valid with the constant C not depending on u.

(12.13)

Now using the Cauchy-Bunyakovskii inequality, we have

Keeping in mind the proven inequality in a(P), integrating over

n x G and using lemma 2.1 we conclude further that

J Ja (P ) (Au) 2 dsdP =
D G

= IIAul\2 ~ 311ul1 2 + 3 J f J a(Q+~s)u2(s,Q)d~dQdS +

D 7T S 7Ts ,Q
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TIN

+ 3a od ,fJ ,I a(Q+~s) Ja(Q+~' s)u
2

( s,Q+~ r s) d~ rd~dQds ~
n ~s ~s,Q ~l

~ 311ul1 2 + 3ao 2d 2 IIul1
2

+ 3a o d J u 2 ( s,Q)dsdQ,

nx~s

which proves the inequality (12.13).

We apply the inequality (12.13) to the sequence

(u_um}. Using (12.13) and (12.9) we will have Aum = 0 and

+ J [U(s,Q) - um(s,Q+ Is)]2 ds dQ} -- 0 as m -- 00.

nx~s

From this it follows that Au = 0, i.e., every function u in h o

satisfies the relation (12.10) if the functions u and u are de

fined by (12.9). The relation (12.11) may be proved similarly.

The relations (12.10) and (12.11) permit us to

+
ascribe the value u to the operator (s,grad u/a) and u may be

taken as the boundary values of the function u on nXf+ , i.e,
-s

the equations (12.12) are valid for u e h. Taking these intoo

account we may now write (12.9) in the form

Min
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(12.14)

J !(s-,n) I [(u(s-,p)_um(s-,p)]2 dsdf - 0 for m- 00.

nxf

Thus we conclude-, from (12.10)-, that a function

u e ho must satisfy the conditions:

a) the quadratic form exists

[uJ 2 J \(s-,n)u2(s-,P)dSdf + I\(s-,grad u/a)11
2

+ IIul1
2

< 00;

nxf

b) for almost all (s-,Q) in n x ~s the function u(s-,Q+ ~s) is

absolutely continuous on the closed set ~ Q and satisfies
s-'

the boundary conditions

U(S-,Q+~i+1S) = u ( s -' Q+n . s ) -'
l

i = 1-, 2 -' ... N-l. (12.15)

The converse of this is also true. Let the function

u satisfy conditions a) and b). Th~n-, turning to the proof of

lemma 11.3 it is easy to show that

v e Do'

and the Cauchy-Bunyakovskii inequality gives

I[v-,u] I ~ [v] [uJ.
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This means that the function u determines the linear continuous

functional [v,u] on the set Do' dense in h o ' Extending the

functional according to continuity on the whole space h we geto

the linear continuous functional £(v) which, in view of Riesz1s

theorem [see (D.IX.l)], can be represented in the form

£(v)

On the other hand, for all v e Do' the equality

holds. Since Do is dense in h o it follows that u

[see (D.II.4)]. Thus the following is valid.

u e ho 0

Lemma 12.1.

a) and b) .

In order that the function u belong to h , it is
o

necessary and sufficient that it satisfy conditions

From this lemma and from conditions 2° of Section

11 we get that the boundary conditions

(12.16)

for i
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are natural provided the conditions (12.15) are rigid. In par-

ticular, in a case of practical importance, that of convex re

gions, the rigid conditions (12.15) are absent and, therefore,

all boundary conditions are natural. This leads to essential

simplifications in applying direct methods of variational calcu-

lus to the investigation and approximate solution of our problem.

Lemma 12.2. The operator L -lS is self-adjoint, positive and
o

completely continuous in the space h , if the opero

ator S is positive.

Proof. Let M be a bounded set in h :o [u] ~ C, u E- M. Then, in

view of (12.7), lIull ~ C, u E- Me h. Since the operator

L -lS is completely continuous in h we may select a sequenceo

Cum} from M such that

and thus, in view of (12.8), we have

which demonstrates the complete continuity of the operator L -lS
o

in hoe Consequently this operator is bounded. Moreover it is

sYmmetric in h ,o
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Therefore Lo-IS is self-adjoint in h o [see (D.IX.2)]. The

-1operator Lo S is positive because S is positive. This proves

the lemma.

Theorem VII. The eigenvalue Ak is equal to the smallest value

of the functional [uJ 2 on the set of functions u

in h satisfying the conditions
o

y-.

(u,Su) = 1, (u., Su) = 0,
l

i 1,2, .. , k-l.

This smallest value is approached by the eigenfunctions uk .,
+J

j = 0,1, .. , Pk-l, corresponding to the eigenvalue ~k and only

1to Ak .

Proof. The homogeneous equation (12.1) is equivalent to the

equation

u (12.17)

Since all the eigenfunctions uk of (12.1), and consequently of

(12.17), belonging to h certainly belong to h o ' then it is suf

ficient to confine our attention to (12.17) in the Hilbert space

h o ' According to lemma 12.2, the operator Lo-IS is completely

continuous, self-adjoint and positive in h. We may thereforeo

apply the variational principle discussed in (D.X.l) to (12.17).

In particular

1 . We have of course Ak = Ak+l = ... = Ak+ Pk- l ' i.e., Ak has

multiplicity Pk (see Section 6).
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= sup [L -1 Su,u]/[u]2,
o

u e h o

[u,u.J = 0
l

i = 1, 2, ... k-l

(12.18)

the sup in (12.18) being approached by the eigenfunctions

uk+
j

' j = 0,1, ... Pk- l , and only by these. Observing that

-1and using the positiveness of the operator L S, we obtain ato

once from (12.18) the variational principle for Ak formulated

in the theorem.

Hence, although the set of comparison functions

in theorem VII does not satisfy all the differentiation condi-

tions and boundary conditions necessary for belonging to D ,o

these functions, realizing a minimum of the functional [uJ2,

belong to Do. This means, in particular, that the boundary con

ditions (12.16) are natural.

The variational principle established in theorem

VII is inconvenient to use in practice, as, for example, in the

search for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, since in this case

it is necessary to know all the smallest eigenfunctions. How-

ever, we can use here Courant's minimal-maximal principle which

directly characterizes Ak and the proper subspace corresponding

to it. This principle follows from theorem VII, using the

standard argument.
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Corollary. Let Fl , F2 , ... , Fk_l be any k-l functions in hand

whence the inf be:ing extended to that u in ho for which

• •

Then

(u,Su) 1, (F
i

, Su) 0, i 0, 1, .. , k-l.

and the value Ak is approached when SFi

and u = ~.

SUo (i
l

1, 2, .. ,k-l)

For the inhomogeneous problem (11.13) the follow-

ing holds.

Theorem VIII. In order that the function u give rise, for A<Al , to

the smallest value in ho of the functional

G(v) = [v]2 -A(SV,V) - 2(v,F),

it is necessary and sufficient that it be a solution of (11.13).

Proof. Problem (11.13) is equivalent to equation (12.2) with
-1the second term on the right, Lo F, belong to ho .

Therefore it is sufficient to consider the equation in the

Hilbert space ho . -1According to lemma 12.2 the operator L S
o

is ~ompletely continuous and self adjoint in ho . Consequently,
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we may apply to the equation (12.2) the variational principle

discussed in (D.X.2) in conformance with which the function u

in ho gives rise to the minimum of the functional

if and only if it is a solution of (12.2) (with A < Al ). Ob

serving that

[v, L -IF] = (v,F),
o

we are persuaded of the truth of the theorem.

In view of lemma 11.1 the derived variational

principle will correspond to a new variational principle for the

original problem that is different from those listed in Section

10. Thus, for example, theorem VII assumes the form

inf [(¢,L )/(¢,S¢)]
¢

where the inf is extended to the ¢ in D for which

(12.19)

0, i=1,2, ... ,k-l. (12.20)

In fact, since the eigenfunctions uk = (¢k+U¢k)/2

are even in S, it follows from theorem VIr that

Ak = inf [(u,Lou)/(u,Su)],
u

(12.21)
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with the inf extended to the u in Do for which

u = Uu, (u. ,Su) = 0,
l

i = 1, 2, ... , k-l. (12.22)

Further, from lemma 11.1 (with S=O) it follows that any function

u in D that is even in S can be presented in the forms (11.5)o

and (11.6) by means of the function ¢ = U£Uu e D for which

L¢ = UL¢. Conversely, any such function ¢, according to (11.5)

and (11.6), generates a function u in D that is even in s.o

Therefore, in (12.21) and (12.22), by means of (11.5) and (11.6),

we may pass from the functions u to the functions ¢. As a re-

sul t we obtain

(L u,u) = (LU£Uu,u) = (L¢,¢ + U¢)/2o (L¢,¢),

(u,Su)

The variational principles (12.19) - (12.20) come from this.

We may transform theorem VIII in the same way

when F = UF.
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XIII APPLICATION TO PERTURBATION THEORY

The remaining sections are concerned with appli-

cation of the variational principle established in Section 12

to perturbation theory, to the Bubnov-Galerkin method and to the

method of spherical harmonics.

Let the functions a(P) and e(p,~o) be replaced by

the perturbed functions a(p) and ~(P,~ ), subject to the condi-o

of Section 2, the conditions III and IV of Section 7 and the

conditions

with

Ill-a/all' < 1, E
00

sup 111- 82k/ e2kll~ <
k~

(13.1)

1

ek (p) = Je(p , ~0 )Pk (~0 )d~0/2, ek (P )
-1

1

=Je(p'~0)Pk(~0)d~0/2.
-1

In view of lemma 7.2 the conditions III and IV are equivalent to

the relations

0, 0, k = 0,1, ...

The inequality (13.1) is equivalent, for almost all peG, to the

inequalities
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(13.2)

The spaces h and ho and the operator S are transformed into
'V 'V 'V

(13.2) for athe perturbed h, h and S. From the inequality it
0

'V

(compare Section 8) .follows that h = h, and h ho Moreover,
0

from (7.18) for all F 6- h we get also the inequality

Then

We denote the eigenvalues of the perturbed problem by A
k

.

(13.4)

In fact, in view of the corollary to theorem VII, we have

sup
Fi 6-h

i=1,2, .. ,k-l

inf
u6-ho

(F. ,Su)=O
l

{ J
Dxr

+ J [au2 + (s,grad u)2;aJ ds dP}/(SU,u).

DxG
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From this and from (13.2) and (13.3) we conclude that

sup
F.E7h

l

i=l, 2, .. , k-l

inf
uE7ho

(F.,Su)=O
l

{J \(s,n)\u
2
dsdr +

Dxr

+ J [au2 + (s, grad u)2;a]dSdP}/(~U,u)n:.
DxG

We now note that h = n: and ho = ho. Therefore, the sets of com

parison functions hand ho in the preceding expression may be

replaced by hand ho respectively, whence

SUD
F.E7fl

l

i=l ,2, .. ,k-l

inf __1__

UE7ho (S'u,u)n:

(aFi/a,Su)n:=O

where by [u] 2h we mean the quadratic form [u] 2 in which a is re
o

placed by a. Now, noting that the functionsaF./a belong to the
l

space h provided the functions Fi themselves belong to h, we

may write further

su~
F

i
E7

i=1,2 .. ,k-l

2 'V

[u] h /(Su,u)h·
o
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Before going further we need the following:

Lemma 13.1. There exists a linear operator A which transforms
'V 'V

h into h.

•

such that

(F~Sa)h = (AF~Sa)h for each F and a in n.

In fact~ from formula (7.18) we get

(13.6)

co 2k

(F~Sa)n =(1/47T) I (4k+l) I a2k~iJa(p)e2k(p)f2k~i(P)g2k~i(P)dP (13.8)
k=o i=-2k a

where fk~i(P) and gk~i(P) are the Fourier coefficients of the

functions F and a derined by (7.19) and satisrying Parseval's

equality (7.20)

co

IIFII~ = (1/47T) L (2k+l)

k=o

k

L ak ~ i fa a ( p) r~ ~ i ( P ) dP .
i=-k

(13.9)

We now use for the function AF the function whose Fourier coef-

ficients are ekfk~i/ek (we assume that e 2 k+l/~2 k+l = 1).

For this runction Parseval's EqUality~ (13.9)~ gives

rek
2(P)/ek

2(p)]
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I\AFII~ =
h

(2k+l)

k

\' ak ira:(P ) f k
2 , l' (p) ek

2 (P )dP/ek
2(P ) ,L , J G

i=-k

from which the inequality (13.6) follows at once. The equality

(13.7) is satisfied on account of (13.8). This proves the lemma.

From lemma 13.1 we see that we may replace the set of

comparison functions F. in (13.5) by AF.. Further, considering
l l

(13.7), we get

sup
j3F

i
&n

i=l ,2, .. , k-l

In the final stage we have again substituted the set of compari-

son functions AF i for the set Fi and used the original variational

principle for the perturbed problem.

The estimates following (13.4) may be established simi-

larly.

From the derived estimates (13.4) it follows that the

eigenvalues Ak are,under the conditions listed at the beginning

of this section, in particular condition (13.1), continuously

dependent on variation of the functions a and e.

2. Ak depends monotonically on a and e:

if ei(P) ~ ei(P), then Ak ~ Ak and vice versa,

if a(P) = (l+El)a(P) then Ak ~ Ak when El ~ 0 and Ak ~ Ak

when El ~ O.

----------
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These statements may be established as was the previous state

ment, with corresponding simplifications.

The range of problems considered here is related to

perturbation theory. In this regard see Fuchs [47], Usachev

[50], Dimitriev (see [50]), Marchuck [2], Davison [3]. These

works establish, in particular, the behaviour of the simple

eigenvalue Al in dependence on the variation of a and e. The

results derived in this section are in the form of inequalities,

but for practical application it is not difficult to find their

eigenfunctions. These inequalities may be useful for preliminary

estimates of the perturbed problem's eigenvalues.

For the isotropic case the results of this section were

developed earlier in [36].
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XIV THE BUBNOV-GALERKIN METHOD

In this section we examine the Bubnov-Galerkin

method [see (D.VIII)] of approximate solution of the inhomogen

eous problem (11.13) when A f Ak , viz.

ASU + F,

and also of approximate location of the eigenvalues Ak and the

eigenfunctions uk of the homogeneous problem

L uo ASU. (14.1)

As in the preceding sections we assume that S = US ~ O.

The form of the Bubnov-Galerkin method as applied to

our problem is the same as Ritz's method [see (D.XII.4)], al-

though the region of its application is not restricted to opera-

tors which are strictly positive definite.

We show that for A < Al the operator Lo - AS is

positive definite. To do this it is sufficient to establish

that the quadratic form [v]2 - A(SV,V) is positive definite,

(14.2)

In fact, from theorem VII and the inequality (12.7)

we get the double inequality
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from which (14.2) follows immediately~ if we once again take

into account (12.7).

Thus~ for A < Al~ the Bubnov-Galerkin method becomes

Ritz's method for construction of a minimizing sequence [see

(D.XI.4)] for the functional G(v).

We choose a sequence of linearly independent coor-

dinate functions [v.} complete in h ~ and seek an approximate
l 0

solution to (11.13) in the form

(n)
u

n

L
i=l

c. (n)
l

v ..
l

(14.4)

The numbers C. (n) are determined from the system of linear alge
l

braic equations

n

L
i=l

where

c.(n)([v.~ v.] - A(SV.~ v
j
)}

l l J l
1~2~ .. ~n~ (14.5)

[v. ~ v . ]= J I(s ~n) Iv. v .dsdf+ J [( s ~ gradv. ) ( s ~gradv .) /a+av. v . ]dsdP .
l J l J l J l J

Dxf DxG

For the homogeneous problem (14.1) the equations

(14.5) become the homogeneous system of equations

n

L
i=l

c.(n) ([v.~v.] - A(SV.~V.)}
l l J l J

o~ j 1~2~ ... ~n. (14.6)
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The roots Ak(n), k = 1,2, ... , n, of the determinant of the sys

tem (14.6) approximate the eigenvalues Ak , similarly the eigen

vectors given by (14.4) are the approximate eigenfunctions uk(n) ,

k = 1, 2, ... , n.

The coordinate functions v. cannot. belong to the
l

region Do of the operator Lo ' in particular they need not satisfy

the natural boundary conditions (12.16). This essentially sim-

plifies the application of this method to concrete problems,

since for v. one may choose functions which make it possible to
l

construct the system of equations (14.5) with a small amount of

calculation. If, however, the functions vi do not belong to Do

convergence, generally speaking, is slow. This, however, may

be compensated for by increasing n.

The solution of the symmetric system of linear alge

braic equations (14.5) and the corresponding homogeneous system

(14.6) may be arrived at by means of standard computer program-

mes for linear algebra, as discussed, for example, in a mono-

graph by Faddeev and Faddeeva [71J.

Using the general theorems about convergence in the

Bubnov-Galerkin method, discussed in (D.VIII), we establish con-

vergence in the problem in question when using this method.

Theorem IX. Let the system of coordinate functions (v.} be
l

linearly independent and complete in ho

following statements are true.

Then the

Provided A f Ak , beginning with a certain n the

"approximate" system (14.5) has a unique solution, the approximate
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solutions u(n) converge to an exact solution in the space h ,
o

and even more in h.

All eigenvalues Ak , and only these, are the limits

of all possible sequences of approximate eigenvalues

Every proper function, and only it, corresponding to

A (n)
k, j

the eigen-

value Ak is a limit in h o of a linear combination of approxi-

mate proper

eigenvalue

functions uk .(n), each belonging to an approximate
,J

A (n) which tend to A
k

.
k, j

Proof. The problem (11.13) is equivalent to the equation (12.2)

viz. to

u AL -lSu + L -IF
o o·

We may, as in the proof for Theorem VIII, consider this equation

in the Hilbert space h o . According to lemma (12.2), the opera

tor L -lS is completely continuous and self-adjoint in h .
o 0

We apply the Bubnov-Galerkin method discussed in

(D.VIII) to (12.2). To do this we choose a sequence, complete

in h , of linearly independent functions (v.}, and we find an
o l

approximate solution to equation (12.2) in the form of (14.4),

with the numbers C. (n) defined by the system of equations
l

n

L
i=l

(n)[ -1 ]C . v . - AL S v . , v .
l l 0 l J

1,2, .. ,n.

In view of the results discussed in (D.VIII) all

statements of the theorem are true in relation (14.7). But
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(12.2) is equivalent to (11.13), and the system (14.7) is the

same as (14.5) becuase~ on the basis of (12.8),

= (sv . , v . ), [L -IF, v .] =
l J 0 J

This proves the theorem.

In the conclusion of this section we present two

numerical examples illustrating the effectiveness of the Bubnov-

Galerkin method.

Example i. It is required to find the smallest positive number a

(we will call it a
KP

)' for which the homogeneous

problem

1
(ah/2) J <P ( r, 1-1' ) dl-1 t, <P ( 1 ,1-1)

-1
0, 1-1 < 0,

(14.8)

has a nonzero solution <P in D. It is not difficult to see thato

this problem reduces to a determination of the first eigenvalue

Al(a) which is a function of a and a solution to the transcen

dental equation

We shall show that for h > 1 there always exists a

single root of this equation. In view of the results of
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Section 13, Al(a) is a continuous monotonically decreasing func

tion of a > O. Moreover on the basis of (6.19) we have

hAl (a) (1-exp(-2a)) ~ 1,

from which it follows that

+ 00 ,lim Al (a) ~ l/h.

a-++oo

According to theorem VII and (11.27) and (11.28) we have

(2a+3)/2ah, lim Al(a) ~ l/h.

a-I-oo

and therefore

l/h < 1.

It is now clear that the curve Al = Al(a), a > 0, intersects

the straight line Al 1 at the unique point a a Kp .

Instead of (14.8) we shall solve the corresponding

transformed problem (11.25) - (11.26). Since each solution

¢(r,~) of (14.8) permits an extension of continuous differentia

tion on negative r and has the properties: ¢(r,~) = ¢(-r,-~),

¢(O,~) is independent of ~ [42J, then the corresponding solution

u(r,~)
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of the transformed problem (11.25) - (11.26) has the properties

u(r,~) = u(-r,~) = u(r,-~); u(O,~) is independent of~. There-

fore for the coordinate functions we may take

222 442
r , v

3
= r ~ , v4 = r , v

5
= r ~ , ...

The system of equations (14.6), when n = 3, assumes

the form

+ C3(4/15a+l/6 + 4a/315 - ap/63)
(14.10)

where p = h-l. In view of (14.9) the smallest positive root of

the determinant of this system gives the approximate value of

a
KP

(3) we are looking for; corresponding to a
KP

(3) the solution

(C
l

(3), c
2
(3), c

3
(3)) of the homogeneous system (14.10) approx

imately gives the eigenfunctions uo(r,~) and no(r) from the

equations

3

= I
i=l

The results of the solution to this problem with

n 2, 3, 4, 5 and h = 1.724 are presented in Table I.
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TABLE I

n a Kp n (0) n (0,309) n (0,617) no (0,874) n (1)
0 0 0 0

2 1,401 1 0,948 0,792 0,584 0,455

3 1,285 1 0,930 0,720 0,439 0,266

4 1,281 1 0,916 0,681 0,401 0,248

5 1,280 1 0,913 0,673 0,393 0,245

1,279 1 0,911 0,671 0,398 0,237

In the last line of Table I we give the results of cal

culations by the method of characteristics [42J. From the varia-

tional principle it follows that a Kp must exceed the true value.

This is completely confirmed by the Table.

Example 2. It is required to find a solution of the inhomogeneous

equation

r

1/2, f.l > 0;

(14.11)

where
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corresponds to the angular function of Rayleigh, e(~ ) = 3(1+~ 2)/4.o 0

Assuming ~ = ¢ + 1/4 we reduce (14.11) to the form

¢(-1,~) = 1/4, ~ > 0, ¢(1,~) = -1/4, ~ < ~ < o. (14.12)

Using the method of Section 11 we transform (14.12) to the equiva-

lent equation

± 1/4, (14.13)

where u and ¢ are connected by the relations (11.39).

The functions G(v) corresponding to this problem has,

in view of (11.37) and (11.38), the form

111
G(v) = J J [v2+~2(av/az)2]dZd~+ J~[v2(1,~)+ v2(-1,\-L)]d\-L -

-1 0 0

111 1

-JJJ el(~'~')v(z,~')V(Z,~)dZd~d~+(1/4)J ~[v(l,~)-v(-l,~)]d~.
-1 0 0 0

For an approximate solution of (14.13) by Ritz's method

we take as the coordinate functions the functions zi~i. Observing

that the solution ¢ of (14.12) has the property ¢(z,~) = -¢(-z,-~),
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we conclude that the solution u of (14.13) satisfies the rela-

tions: u(z,\.L) u(z,-\.L) = -u(-z,\.L). Consequently, we take for

the coordinate functions

3 2z \.L , ...

The system corresponding to (14.5), with n 3,

assumes the form

- 1/8,

- 1/8.

On solving this and the "truncated" systems corresponding to it,

the following values for the function n(z) are obtained (Table II).

1 1
1/4 + 1/2 J ¢( z,\.L)d\.L = (1/4) + f u( z,\.L)d\.L.

-1 0

The values of the function n(z) for z < 0 are deter

mined from the formula n(z) + n(-z) = 1/2. In the last line of

the table an approximate solution of the problem is given by

means of a numerical solution of the corresponding system of
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TABLE II

n n(O) n(0,2) n(0,4) n(0,6) n(0,8) n( 1,0)

1 0,250 0,220 0,190 0,160 0,130 0,100

2 0,250 0,218 0,186 0,153 0,121 0,089

3 0,250 0,217 0,185 0,153 0,121 0,089

0,250 0,219 0,189 0,157 0,124 0,084

integral equations, obtained by replacing the kernel by the de-

generate form. This solution was obtained by Nikolaishvili.

From the tables it is evident that the Ritz's

method gives good accuracy for the simple examples we have

observed.
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XV THE METHOD OF SPHERICAL HARMONICS

The method of spherical harmonics is a powerful one

for finding an approximate solution of the transport equation.

Its development aroused the interest of Chandrasekar [5J, Mark

[28J, Marshak [22, 23J, Bethe, Tonks and Hurivitz [72J, Davison

[2, 26, 27J, Wong and Guth [53J, Marchuck [2J, Vladimirov [39,

41J, and others. Other methods such as those of Gaussian quad

rature (or discrete ordinates) of Chandrasekhar [5J, Carlson's

method [2, 3, 73J, Yvon1s method [55-58, 49J, and different in

terpolation methods (Kushnetsov [18J, Germogenov [74, 75J) are

closely connected with this method. Convergence in Chandrasekhar's

and Yvon's methods was considered by Chuyanov [76J.

The spherical harmonics method depends on the fact

that the approximate solution (p -approximation) is found in
n

the form

n

¢(n)(s,p) = (1/47T) L (2k+l)

k=o

k

L
i=-k

Gk " ¢k . (p) Yk . ( s) (15. 1 )
,l,l ,l

where the Yk .(s) are surface harmonics [see (D.XII)J and ¢k .(p)
,l ,l

are the unknown functions. The standard procedure for determin-

ing the functions ¢k . consist of the following. We substitute
,l

the aggregate (15.1) into (2.1), the derived expression being

successively multiplied by Yk ", i = 0 ± 1, ... , ±K, K = 0,1, ..
,l

.. , n, and integrated over s G D. This gives 1 + 3 + ... + 2n+l =

= (n+l)2 equations in partial derivatives in the unknown functions
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¢k ..
"l

boundary conditions which are an approximation" though in a

sense the most exact" to the conditions formulated in 2) of

Section 3. The standard procedure considered above for obtain-

ing the equations in the spherical harmonics method is by no

means completely specified in this account. It remains to

choose the boundary conditions referred to. In fact the boundary

conditions (1.4) may be approximately satisfied within the P -n

approximation by different means and it is not clear beforehand

which of these is to be preferredl .

To exhibit this we consider the spherically-sYmmetric

case (2.20) - (2.21). To conform With (15.1) the solution of

this problem in terms of the Pn-approximation takes the form

n

¢(n)(r,,\.1) = I (2k'+1) ¢k,(r)Pk ,(\.1)/2"

k'=o

where Pk ,(\.1) is a Legendre polynomial. We substitute ¢(n) in

equation (2.20) and use the recurrence relation (D.64) and the

Fenys-Khekke theorem [see (D.XII.9)] in accordance with Which

1

Pk ( \.1) ek ( r) "ek ( r)= ~ ,f e( r ,,\.10 )Pk ( \.10 ) d\.1o·
-1

1. We observe that in one formulation of the problem (see Sec. 3)"
this difficulty usually never arises at interior boundaries 

boundaries separating different media. In fact" conditions appli
cable there are contained in the conditions 1) of Sec. 3" whose sat
isfaction demand the continuity of all functions ¢k"i(P) on TI.
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Further, mUltiplying by the expression for Pk(~) and integrating

over ~ from -1 to +1, for functions ¢k(r) we obtain the system of

linear differential equations

where we assume that ¢-l

0, k

o and

0, 1, .. , n,

1

f k ( r) = J F ( r , ~) P k ( ~) d~.
-1

We note that the Fenyo-Khekke theorem allows us to

obtain the equation for the spherical harmon5.cs method without

needing the generally used procedure of expanding the function

e in Legendre polynomials (see, for example [53, 78J).

We now explain the question of boundary conditions

for the system of equations (15.3). To do this we consider the

case of odd n = 2m - 1. The boundary conditions at the point

r = 0 are fully determined by the functions a(r), ek(r) and fk(r)

in the neighbourhood of r = O. If, for example, these functions

are bounded in the vicinity of zero then the independent boundary

conditions for r = 0 will be

1, 2, .. , m-l. (15.4)
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The boundary conditions at the boundaries separting different

media [at points r of the interval (O,R) in which anyone of the

functions a(r), ek(r), fk(r) is discontinuous], as was observed

above, are determined uniquely: the function ¢k(r) must be con

tinuous on these boundaries. The missing m boundary conditions

at the outer boundary r = R are determined exactly by condition

(2.21): ¢(R,~) = 0, ~ < O. At first glance it would seen

natural, remaining within the framework of the P2m_l-approximation,

to make zero the first m of the corresponding moments of the func

tion ¢(2m-l)(r,~) when r = R,

oJ ¢ ( 2m-l ) ( R, ~) Pk ( ~) d~

-1

0, k 0,1, ... , m-l.

However, it has been established by numerical

examples, apparently first by Marshak [22], that moments taken

not successively, as in (15.5), but alternately beginning with

the first

o

J
-1

(2m-l)() ( )¢ R,~ P2k+l ~ d~ 0, k 0,1, ... , m-l.

provide a smaller error in the approximate solution then do the

conditions (15.5). Thus, for example, the spherical harmonics

method when applied to example 1, Section 14, in the P3

approximation gives
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a Kp % 1.264 using boundary conditons (15.5)

a Kp % 1.276 using boundary conditons (15.6)

The latter is significantly closer to the true a
Kp

which we found

to be 1.279. A similar situation occurs for the case of plane-

parallel symmetry.

These facts do not have a sufficiently convincing

theoretical explanationj it is in fact not clear that the bound

ary conditions (15.6) (Marshak's conditions) are in some sense

"the best": perhaps) remaining within the P -approximation) we
n

could find 11better11 boundary conditions. Moreover) it is not

clear what should be the analogous conditions in problems with

more complex geometries (for example) cylindrical) . In view of

existing discussions of the choice of boundary conditions for

the spherical harmonics method at the interface with a vacuum

problem will suffice.

We show that Marshak's conditions) together with

the corresponding system of differential equations of the method

of spherical harmonics) ensure the smallest value of the function

als G(v) and [uJ 2 within the P
2m

_l -approximation. Furthermore)

from the condition for a minimum for these functionals in the

P2m_l -approximation) we get both the differential equations of the

spherical harmonics method and the appropriate boundary conditions

(which also we call Marshak's conditions) for an arbitrary

$:_T
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convex region G. In the case of spherical and plane geometries

the boundary conditions thus obtained become Marshak's condi

tions (15.6). Thus Marshak's conditions are "the best" from

the point of view of the variational principle in Section 12.

From this it follows that, in the P2m_l -approximation, Marshak's

conditions ensure a smaller error in the spherical harmonics

method than do any other boundary conditions (see Section 16,

remark 2.)

With this idea in mind we will give the derivation

of the equations of the spherical harmonics method and the cor-

responding boundary conditions, making the following assumptions.

The function e satisfies conditions III and IV of Section 7:

US = S ~ 0; these conditions are equivalent to the relations

e2k(P) ~ 0, e2k+l (P) = 0 (see Section 13). The functions a(P)

is piecewise continuous on G and is bounded below by the posi

tive number a O such that

~ a
0'

P e- G.

The region G is convex and bounded by the piecewise-smooth sur

face r of class C(l) [see (D.III.6)]. As is shown in Section 12,

all the boundary conditions 20 in this case are natural.

We limit ourselves in this derivation to the non-

homogeneous problem with A < Al , which reduces, in view of

theorem VIII, to the problem of the minimum of the functional

G(v) in ho ' It is necessary to assume, therefore, that the
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function F is even in s, UF = F. The homogeneous problem (12.1)

can be considered similarly. For simplicity we consider the odd

approximation (P 2m_l -approximation).

Thus we seek the approximate solution of equation

(2.1) in the form (15.1)

¢(2m-l)(S,p)

where [see (D.XII.6)]

2m-l

(1/47T) I (2k+l) ¢k(S'P),

k=o

(15.8)

k

I
i=-k

a k '¢k ,(p)Yk .(s)
,l,l ,l

From (15.8), (11.5) and (11.6) it follows that the solution u

of the equivalent equation (11.4) is of the form

and thus

m-1

(1/47T) I (4k+1) ¢2k(S'P)

k=o

(15.10)
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m-l

(1/47f) ~ (4k+3) ¢2k+l'
k=o

(15.11)

Taking (15.1Q) into consideration we get from (15.11)

m-l

2: {(4k+l)(s,grad ¢2k)a) + (4k+3) ¢2k+l}
k=o

In (D.XII.IO) it was shown that the expressions

O. (15.12)

are surface harmonics of degree k+l and k-l respectively. The

operation divs Yk(s), where Yk is a surface harmonic of degree k

is performed in the following way: the operation div is applied

with respect to the variable u = (ul , u 2 ' u
3

) to the spherical

harmonic Yk(u) defined by (D.61) and in the resulting expression

we transform to spherical coordinates ~, 0/ on the unit sphere

lui = 1. In this way

(15.14)

d2/d(lul sin ~ sin 0/)dX2 + d
2
/d (Iulcos ~)dx3} lul

k
¢k(s,P)]u=l
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jilin

where s

Rewriting (15.12) in the form

m-l

~ [(4k+l) (sJgrad¢2k)-diVsgrad¢2k+divsgrad¢2k+2+(4k+3)a¢2k+l J= 0

k=o

and considering that under the summation sign there is a spherical

harmonic of degree 2k+l J we obtain in equations

oL k = OJ IJ "'J m-l.

Since the expression on the left side of (15.15) is a spherical

harmonic of degree 2k+l the k th equation of (15.15) comprises

4k+3 equations and altogether (15.15) consists of m(2m+l) dif-

ferential equations for the functions ¢k . - exactly as many as
Jl

there are linearly independent spherical functions of orders IJ

3J "J 2m-I. We will not go into the corresponding system of

differential equations; in every concrete case it is easy to

find them by means of formulas (15.9) and (15.14).

The remaining m(2m+l) equations and the conditions

on the external boundary r corne out of the requirement that the

approximate solution u(m) be the smallest value of the functional

G(v) for all functions of the form



d

m-l

X = (1/47f) L
k=o

11
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2k

(4k+l) L 7{!2k,i (p) Y2k,i (s),
i=-2k

where the functions 7{!2k,i(P) belong

(D.V.l)]. This set of functions is

to the space W
2

(1)

denoted by ho(m).

[see

First of all, we note some properties of ho(m).

From the embedding theorem [see (D.V.3)] it follows

that the functions 7{!2k,i(P) belong to L 2 and the boundary values

on f of these functions exist and belong to L2(f) Whence

Besides this, for almost all (s,Q) e D x 7fs ' the functions

7{!2k,i(Q+~s) are absolutely continuous With respect to ~ on the

closed interval [~l'~l] [see (D.V.5)]. From this and on the

basis of lemma 12.1 we get the inclusions ho(m) C hoC h.

We introduce a space hem) of functions X of the form

( 15 .16) with components 7{! 2k, i from L 2 and the norm II II

m-l

I\xI1 2
= I (4k+l)

k::o:o

2k

I a2k ,i fa a(P) 7{!~k,i(P)dP/47f.
i=-2k

From (15.7) and (15.17) we see that h (m) = hem) C h.
o

We denote by ~m a linear operation relating every

element X e h(m), defined by (15.16), to the vector-function
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'f'='YmX = ('1fI 2k i' i = 0, ± 1, ... , ± 2k, k = 0,1, .. , m-l}, and by,
-1'Y the inverse operation relating, according to (15.16),

m

every vector-function 'f' to the function X = 'Y -l'f'. The spacem

composed of vector-functions 'f' with components '1fI 2k ,i in L2 is

denoted by L 2 (m). The norm in it is given by

I d

It is clear that

Since the space L 2(m) is Hilbert (complete) and separable [see

(D.II.1,2)J it must be the same as the space h(m).

We now find the conditions under which the element

u(m) of ho(m) among all the functions v X in ho(m), gives rise

to a minimum of the functional G(v) and A < AI. The necessary and

sufficient condition for a minimum is

o o (15.18)

for all X in h (m).
o

Indeed, the necessity of the condition (15.18) is

evident and the sufficiency follows [see (D.XII.l)J from the

positive definiteness on h (m) of the~tic form [XJ 2-A(SX,X)o

[see inequality (14.2)J.
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Assuming in (15.18)

where ~2k,i is the derivative of a function in W2(1), we obtain

J l(s,n)l
nxr

(m)
u ~2k,i Y2k,i dsdr -

(A/47r)\! -J-(P,I-lo)u(m)(sl ,P)ds ' '~2k,iY2k,i) - (F'~2k,i Y2k ,i) = 0,
n

i = 0, ±1, .. , ±2k, k = 0, 1, ... , m-l.

According to the Fenyo-Khekke theorem [see (D.XII.9)J

we have

J-J-(P,I-lo)u(m)(sl ,P)ds'

n

m-l

= L (4j+l)e2j (P) ¢2j(s,P)
j=o

(15.20)

where the functions e2j are defined in (7.16). Besides this, in

view of Green's formula [see (D.V.4)J, for each Xl and X2 in ho(m)

we have

(X1 ,(s,grad X2/a))= -(X2 ,(s,grad X1/a))+ J (s,n)X1X2dSdr.

Dxr
(15.21)
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We assume as usual that the solution u(m) is suf-

ficiently smooth, for example, so that o¢2k .jaox. belongs to
)l l

W
2
(1). Then the expression (s, grad u(m)ja) belongs to ho(m)

Using (15.21) with

?jJ2k,i Y2k,i'

(15.20) and the orthogonality of the spherical functions of

different degree [see (D.XII.3)], (15.19) becomes

+ J [I (s,n) lum
+( s,n) (s,grad u(m) ja) ]Y2k ,i ?jJ2k,i dsdf = o.

nxf

Since the set of functions from W
2

(1) which is finite

in G is dense in L, [see (D.III.S)], and the set or boundary

values or w2 (1) is dense in L2(f) [see (D.III.8)], then from

(15.22) we have also the missing m(2m-l) equations

f 2k, i (p) ,

i = 0, ±l, . .. , ±2k, k 0,1, ... , m-l,

where

I
n

F(s,P) Y2k ,i(s) ds,
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and as many boundary conditions

(15.24)

Thus the method of spherical harmonics reduces to

the boundary value problem (15.23) - (15.24) containing all even

harmonics ¢2k; the odd harmonics ¢2k+l are determined from the

even by means of formula (15.15).

Using the properties of the functions (15.13) and

the orthogonality properties of surface harmonics the system of

equations (15.23) may be simplified and equations obtained con

necting ¢2k-2' ¢2k and ¢2k+2 (¢-2 = ¢2m = 0). These equations

need not be written down.

If the problem is homogeneous (F = 0) and a and

Ae = e are constants all the unknown functions, except ¢ =
o

= ¢ (p) may be found from the system of equations (15.23).
0,0

As a result we obtain an equation for ¢o

where 6 is a Laplace operator and ki are the roots of the

equation

m

; = I
i=l

2 2l-x 1-1.
l

1 .en l+X),
2x l-x
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A. and ~' are respectively, the weights and evaluation points
l l

of the Gaussian quadrature formula for the interval [-1,1] with

2m points (Mark [28], Davison [3, ch. XII]).

Using the relations (15.10) and (15.12) we write

the equations (15.23) and the conditions (15.24) in the form

m

(1/4~) ~ (4j+3)~ (s,grad¢2j+l/a)Y2k,ids+(1-Ae2k )¢2k,i= f 2k,i (15.25)
j=o n

m-l

~ ~n[(4j+l) (s,n) ¢2j-(4j+3)(s,n)¢2j+l] Y2k ,idS ]per = o. (15.26)
J=O

Using again the properties of the functions (15.13)

and also the orthogonality properties of the surface harmonics,

we may present the system of equations (15.25) as

af2k ,i' i = 0, ±l, .. , ±2k, k = 0, 1, ... m-l.

Since the integrand in (15.26) is even in s the boundary condi

tions (15.26) assume the form
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m-l

~ ~ (s,n)[(4j+l)¢2j + (4j+3)¢2j+l]Y2k,idSlpGr = 0
j=o (s,n)<O

or, in view of (15.8)

~ (s,n)¢(2m-l)(s,P)Y2k,i(S)dSlpGr = 0
(s,n)<o

i = 0, ±l, .. , ±2k, k = 0, 1, ... , m-l.

This resolves the problem of choosing the boundary

conditions at the external boundary in the spherical harmonic

method.

It is clear that with both plane and spherical

geometries, the boundary conditions (15.28) are equivalent to

Marshak's conditions [22]. They may therefore be called

Marshak conditions. We observe by the way, that the empirical

conditions

~ ¢(2m-l)(s,p) Y2k+l ,i(s) dslper = 0,
( s,n)<o

i = 0, ±l, ... , ±(2k+l), k = 0,1, ... , m-l,

presented in Davison's book [3,(12.35)] as Marshak boundary

conditions for arbitrary geometries are, generally speaking, not
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equivalent to our conditions (15.28). Indeed superfluous condi

tions may be included among the boundary conditions (15.29) and

other complications may arise [3, ch.12J.

We consider two examples using the results so far

obtained.

1. The Diffusion Approximation [39J, m = 1. Equations (15.23)

and the conditions (15.24) in this case become

3
-(1/3) L d(d¢o/adxi)/dXi + (l-Aeo)¢o

i=l

f ,
o

o.
(15.30)

The boundary condition - zero current falling on the boundary r

is already known from physical considerations.

2. An Infinite Cylinder, P3-approximation [41J. Considering the

symmetry of this problem, the homogeneous equation (2.23) and

the boundary conditions (2.24) may be written as

27f 1

[a(r)/47fJ J J -J-(r,lJ.o ) ¢(r,IJ.' ,?jJ') dlJ.' d?jJ'
o -1

(15.31)

0, 7f/2 < ?jJ < 37f/2. (15.32)
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In view of the symmetry properties of the solution

of (15.31) and (15.32), viz.

in the P3-approximation we may evidently assume in (15.28) that

¢k,i = 0, except for ¢OO' ¢ll' ¢20' ¢22' ¢31 and ¢33' For these

six unknown functions we have a system of six (ordinary) differ-

ential equations (15.27)

and three boundary conditions (15.28) when r = R,
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The remaining three boundary conditions are determined by the
I

symmetry properties of the solution when r = 0, namely ¢OO = 0,
I

¢ll = 0, ¢20 = 0 (if the functions a, eo and e 2 are sufficiently

regular at zero).

.-
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XVI A DISCUSSION OF THE EQUATIONS OF THE SPHERICAL HARMONICS METHOD

In this section we examine briefly the outlines of

the theory of the system of equations in the spherical harmonics

method, namely (15.23)

together with the boundary conditions (15.24)

J [I(s,n)\ u(m) + (s,n)20u(m)/aon] Y2k,i dslper = 0,
n

i = 0, ±l, .. , ±2k, k = 0, 1, .. , m-l.

We do this under an additional assumption: the functions a(P)

satisfy the conditions of lemma 8.3.

±2k, k = 0,1, .. , m-l) having the

2) O¢2k,2/aoxi e W2(1), j = 1, 2,

We denote by Do(m)

tions ~ = {¢2k i' i = 0, ±l,
, ( 1)

properties: 1) ¢2k,i e W2 '

the linear set of vector-func-

3 and (3) they satisfy the boundary conditions (15.24).

Since r is assumed to be a piece-wise smooth sur

face of class c(l), and since ¢2k,i and O¢2k,i/aoxi belong to

W2(1) we conclude from the embedding theorem [see (D.V.3)] that

the boundary conditions on r for these vector-functions exist
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and belong to L2 (f). Therefore~ for the vector-functions ~ in

D (m) we may meaningfully speak about the boundary conditionso

(15.24).

In view of the embedding theorem and the assumption

concerning the function a~ the set Do(m) is contained in L2 (m)

and is dense in it~ Do(m) = L2 (m).

We denote by Lo(m) the linear differential operator

defined by the linear differential expressions on the left side

of (15.23) and by D (m) the region of definition. Further~ weo

denote by S(m) the operator which multiplies the vector-functions~

namely (e2k~i~ i = O~ ±l~ .. ±2k~ k = O~ l~ ... ~ m-l} and write

the problem (15.23) - (15.24) in operator form

_1

L (m) g,(m)
o

AS(m) ~(m) + f(m) ~(m) e D (m)
~ 0 ~

(16.1)

where the vector function

.. ~ ±2k~ k o~ l~ ... ~ m-l}

If we denote by ~m the operator that projects the

h t ·t b h(m)space on 0 l S su space
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1TmF = I (4k+l)
k=o
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2k

I a2k~i f2k~i (p) Y2k~i(s)/41T~
i=-2k

the vector-function f(m) can be written as f(m) =

From (7.20) we have

(16.2)

moreover~ if F is an arbitrary function in h and is even in s

then

!IF - 1T FII -+ 0 ~ m -+ 00 •m

Indeed~

00 2k

IIF-1TmFI1
2

= I (4k+l) I a2k~iJ a(P)f~k~i(P) dP/41T-+O.
k=m i=-2k n

We now establish the properties of the operators

S(m) and L(m) .

Lemma 16.1. The operator S(m) is bounded~ self-adjoint and

positive in L2(m)~ whence

S1T = 1T S = ~ -1 S(m) ~m '7Tffi~
m m m

(16.4)

(16.5)
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(Sry -lW, ry -1'1'), w, '1' 6- L
2

(m),
m m (16.6)

lIs - ry -lS(m) ry 7r II - 0,m m m m-oo. (16.8)

Proof. The equation (16.4) comes from the Fenyo-Khekke theorem

[see (D.XII.9)]. From (16.4) and (16.2) we get (16.5),

and (16.6)

( -1 -1 )Sry w, ry '1'.m m

Since the operator S is positive in h from (16.6) it follows that

S(m) is positive in L
2

(m); since S(m) is a bounded operator it is

also self-adjoint.

The positive definiteness of the operator S-ry -lS(m)
m

ry 7r follows from (16.4) and (16.2). In fact,mm
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To prove (16.8) we note that from (7.18) and (7.20) we have

IlsF - 7fmSF11 :::::: true sup sup e2k(p) \lFII.
peG k~m

(16.9)

Also from the assumption the function e(p~~o) has the form (2.6).

Therefore

1

e2k(P)= I bi(P)P2k~iP2k~i= ~J ei(~o)P2k(~o)d~o~lbil < K. (16.10)
l::::::i::::::t -1

Since the function e.(~ ) are symmetric in the interval (-1~1)
l 0

then P2k~i ~ 0 as k~ 00 [see (D.XII.9)]. From this and from

(16.9) and (16.10) we get (16.8). This proves the lemma.

6 L (m)Lemma 1 .2. The operator 0 is symmetric and positive-definite~

whence

Proof. Let <1J and '¥ e D (m). Then
o

(16.11)

(16.12)
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m-l
(L0 (m) cp , '¥ ) ( m) = - (1/47r ) L (4k+1 )

k=o

Using (15.21) with

we obtain

- J
Dxr

( ) -1 ( -1 / ) (-1 -1 )s,n 'Y '¥ s,grad 'Y cP a dsdr + 'Y CP, 'Y '¥.m m m m
(16.13)

The boundary conditions (15.24) are equivalent to

~ [\(s,n) 'Ym- 1cp + (s,n)(s,grad 'Ym-1cp/a)] 'Ym-l'¥dSlpGr = 0,
D

from which and from (16.13) we deduce (16.11).
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( L (m)<p '¥) )
o ' (m

+ ('Ym-l<p''Ym-~) + J I(s,n) l'Ym-~'Ym-l<p dsdf = ['Ym-l<p, 'Ym-
l
'¥].

Dxf

From (16.11) we get the symmetry and positive definiteness of the

operator L (m). This proves the lemma.
o

The operator L (m) being symmetric and positive
o

definite the theory investigated in (D.Xr) can be applied to it.

We introduce on the linear set D (m),which iso

dense in L2(m), a new scalar product and corresponding norm,

assuming

[] ( (m) )
<P,'¥ (m) = L o <P,'¥ (m)'

On introducing this new metric [ ](m) in Do(m) we obtain a new

Hilbert (complete) space, which we call Ho(m). Thus

whence Do(m) is dense in Ho(m) in the metric [ J(m) and Do(m) is

dense in L2 (m) in the metric II II (m). Moreover

(16.14)
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From lemma 12.1 we get the inclusion ~m-1Do(m) C ho . On the basis

of the formula [~J(m)

the limit elements in

= [~ -l~J this inclusion is preserved for
m

the metrics [ J(m)' i.e.

From the results discussed in (D.XI.3) we get the

following statements. The operator L (m) may be extended to the
o

'"positive-definite, self-adjoint operator L (m) with the region of
o

definition D (m), containing those, and only those, elements ~o

which realize in H (m) the minimum of the functionalo

for all possible f in L 2 (m). Thus the inverse operator, Lo(m)-l,

exists in L 2(m) and is bounded by the norm of value 1. By means

of this operator the solution of equation Lo(m) ~ = f for each f

in L 2 (m) may be written in the form

L (m)-lf
o ' (16.16)

and this solution belongs to D (m). Since D (m) C b (m) the solu
000

tion may not belong to Do(m). If, in fact, it does not belong to

D (m) it is called a general solution of the equation L (m)~ = f.o 0

In any case it belongs to H (m). Finally we haveo

[ J ('" (m)) -?<)
~,':l' (m) = L o ~,':l' (m)' ~ e lJo(m , (16.17)
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We apply these results to the problem (16.1) with

A < AI. The solution

it does not exist for

the problem so that a

of this problem belongs to D (m) and sinceo

all f(m) in L
2

(m), we shall generalize

(general) solution exists for all f(m) .

To do this we consider in place of (16.1) the problem

(16.18)

First, for A < AI' we show that the inequality

is valid for all ~ e Ho(m).

Since, in view of (16.15), we have ~m-l~ e ho ' for

all ~ e Ho inequalities (14.13) give

[ -1 J2 [ -1 J2 ( -1 -1) I [ -1 J2CA ~m ~ ~ ~m ~ -A S~m ~, ~m ~ ~ C A ~m ~ ,

whence, on considering (16.11) and (16.6), we see that the (16.9)

holds.

From (16.19) it follows that the operator L (m)-AS(m)o

is positive-definite. In fact, this statement comes from (16.14)

and (16.17) with the help of the chain of equalities
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Since in view of (16.19), the norms

,
are equivalent bo(m), supplemented with the norm [¢](m)' is the

same as H (m), the region of definition of the operator L(m)_AS(m)
o

is the same as Do(m).

Applying the theory of positive-definite operators

examined in (D.XI) to (16.18) we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem X. For A < Al the system of equations of the spherical

harmonics method in the P2m_l-approximation with

Marshak boundary conditions, viz.

IiIr

(16.20)

has a unique (general) solution ¢ for each f in L2 (m). This

solution belongs to H (m) and gives rise to the minimum of theo

functional

in the space Ho(m). Conversely, the vector-function ¢ realizing

the minimum of the functional G (~) in H (m) is a general solu-m 0

tion of (16.20).

Remark 1. The spaces ho and Ho(m) are separable [see (D.XI.4)].

Therefore, there exist in them complete, denumerable
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systems of functions (v ) and vector-functions (~ (m)) respec-a a

tively [see (D.II.3)]. For example, the system of vector-

functions [t (m)~ } is complete in H (m) if the system of vector-o a 0

functions [~a} is complete in L2 (m) see (D.XI.4) . Moreover,

the sequence of spaces ~ -lH (m), m = 1,2, ... is increasingm 0

and is contained in ho ' However this sequence does not exhaust

the space h , since it consists only of functions not even in s.
o

We shall assume that the countable system of functions

[~ -l~ (m)} is complete in the subspace of the space ho containing
m a

functions even in s.l

On this assumption we show that the sequence

u(m) = ~ -l~(m), m = 1,2, ... , where ~(m) is the (general) solution of
m

(16.1) with f(m) = ~mvmF, converges in ho to the solution u of the

original problem (11.13)

[u - u(m)] -+ 0, m-+oo. (16.21)

In fact, since the solution u of (11.13) belongs to

ho and is even in s, it follows from the assumption thatjfor any

given E > 0 we can find a number m = m(E) and functions v(E) from

~m-1Ho(m) such that

(16.22)

1. It is evident that this assumption will be valid for suffic
iently smooth r and a, in particular for problems reducing to
one spatial variable (a sphere, strip or infinite cylinder).
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But from theorem X it follows that ¢(m) gives rise in Ho(m) to

the minimum of the functional

2 ((m))
'1' (m) - "A S '1' ,'1' (m) ( (m) )

2'f,f (m)'

In view of (16.6) and (16.11) this means that u(m) = ~ -l¢(m)
m

gives rise to the minimum of the functional G(v) in ~ -IH (m).m 0

Therefore, we may write

(16.23)

We now have, from the inequalities (14.3), (16.22) and from (D.52),

which proves the limit relation (16.21).

Remark 2. We introduce on the elements of the space ho a new

norm [ ] I, namely

[v] I = .j[v]2 - "A(Sv ,v), v e h ,o

assumed, in view of (14.3), equivalent to the old norm [ ]
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We show now that for the inhomogeneous problem (11.13)

with A < Al the error (in the norm [ ],) in the spherical harmon

ics method, P2m_l-approximation with Marshak boundary conditions,

does not exceed the corresponding errors arising with the same

approximations but with the use of ~ny other boundary conditions.

This supports our preference for Marshak's conditions as "the best".

We denote by ~(m) the solution of equation (15.23) with

any boundary conditions other than Marshak's. Then

where li(m) = y -l~(m), and hence,
m

[ (m)],2u-u

1.e.,

[ -v(m)],2u-u ,

Remark 3.

which proves the formulated statement.

Is the operator t (m)-l completely continuous from
o

To give a positive answer to this question it would be sufficient

to establish, for all ~ e Ho(m), the inequality
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2k

I 1I<P2k~iI122~1~ ftm > O.
i=-2k

(16.24)

In fact the operator L (m)-l takes any set bounded
o

in L2 (m) into a set bounded in Ho(m). But then~ according to

(16.24)~ the components <P2k~i make up sets bounded in W2 (1) which~

in view of the embedding operator's complete continuity [see

(D.V.3)]~ are compact in L 2 .

In view of (16.11) and (15.7) to prove the inequality

(16.24) it is sufficient to establish the inequality

m-l

J J [I
G n k=o

2k 3

(4k+l) I a2k~i I
i=-2k j=l

m-l

L>- ft I
-- m

k=o

2k

I
i=-2k

3

I J
j=l G

2Id<P 2k ./dx.1 dP ~
~l J

which will be done if we can show that for all real ~2k ...
~l~J

m-l

J[I
n k=o

2k 3

I I
i=-2k j=l

J
2 "

s 'Y2k . (sH 2k . . ds ~ft
J ~l ~l~J m

m-l 2k 3

I I I
k=o i=-2k j=l

~2
2k~i~u

(16.25)

The inequality (16.25) implies that the system (15.23) is highly

elliptical.
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To prove (16.25) it is sufficient to establish that

the determinant of the matrix

of order 6m2-3m is not equal to zero. But this determinant is

the Gram determinant of the system of functions (s'Y2k .(s)}.
J ~ l

To show it not equal to zero it is sufficient to establish the

linear independence of the system of functions {s'Y2k .(s)}.
J ~ l

But this is not so for m > 1. Now~ setting k ~ 1 and transform-

ing to Cartesian coordinates [see (D.XII.l)]~ from s'Y2k .(s)
J ~ l

we obtain 12k+3 homogeneous polynomials of order 2k+l. But the

maximum number of linearly independent homogeneous polynomials

of order 2k+l~ is easily computed to be (k+l)(2k+3) Which is less

than l2k+3 when k = l~ 2~ 3. Thus the inequality (16.25) is not

true if m > 1. Consequently (16.24) cannot be established in

this way~ nor can the complete continuity of the operator L (m)-lo

when m > 1. For m = 1 the problem (15.23)-(15.24) becomes (15.30)

which has been thoroughly investigated [see~ for example~ [33~52]].

We assume that the operator t (m)-l is completelyo

continuous in L2 (m)1. In this case problem (16.18)

is equivalent to the equation

~(m) = AL (m)-l S(m) ~(m) + L (m)-l f(m)
o 0

(16.26)

1. This will occur~ for example~ when m=l~ and also for problems
reducing to one spatial variable.
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with the completely continuous operator Lo(m)-ls(m) in L
2

(m)

[see (D.IV.2)]. This operator is self adjoint, positive and

completely continuous in the space H (m) (compare lemma 12.2)o

so that we may apply to it the theory developed in (D.X) and

(D.XI). We will not now go into all applications of this theory

to equation (16.26) and all the homogeneous equations correspond-

ing to it

1J(m) (16.27)

but will point out only some of them.

The eigenvalues of (16.27) (denoted by Ak(m)) are

discrete, positive, have a single condensation point at infinity

and satisfy the inequality

Moreover, the following minimal-maximal principle is valid.

(16.28)

A (m)
k

sup

'J.I j &L
2

(m)

i=1,2 .. ,k-l

inf

1J&Ho(m)
('J.I ,3 (m) 1J) =0

m

(16.29)

In conclusion we show that the eigenvalues Ak(m)

obtained by the spherical harmonics method in the P2m_l-approxi

mation using Marshak's conditions are not smaller than the cor-

responding eigenvalues Ak of the original problem.
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Indeed, from the minimal-maximal principle (see Sec-

tion 12) and from the inclusion (16.15) we have

[u]2

(u,Su)
inf

uE-'Y -lH (m)
m 0

(Fi,Su)=O

sup

F.E-h
l

i=1,2 .. ,k-l

inf [[u]2/(u,Su)] ~

(F. ,Su)=O
l

UE-ho

"k = sup

FiE-h
i=1,2, .. k-l

Using relations (16.6) and (16.11) we obtain further

"k ~ sup
F.E-h

l

i=1,2 .. ,k-l

inf

<PE-H (m)
0_ 1(F. ,S'Y <p)=0

l m

and from (16.4) we have

( -1) ( -1 (m) )F . , S'Y <t> == F . ,,'Y S ep =
l m l m (16.30)

Denoting 'Y ~ F. by~. and observing that when the functions Fim m l l

run through hl the vector-functions ~i run through L 2(m), we get,

considering (16.30) and (16.29),

~ sup

~iE-L2(m)

i=1,2 .. , k-l

inf

<pE-H (m)

(~i,S(m)<p)(m)=O

, (m)
I\k '

which establishes the required inequality "k ~ "k(m) .
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APPENDIX

We consider here certain aspects of functional anal-

ysis and the theory of functions. A general discussion can be

found in one form or another in courses on functional analysis or

the theory of functions~ for example~ in [35~ 59~ 91]. Here some

aspects of special problems are considered and either their

proofs or references to their proofs are given.

I SOME ASPECTS OF INTEGRATION THEORY

1. Let ¢(x)~ x = (xl~ x2~ .. ~ x n ) measured according to the

Lebesque function~ be given on a (measured) set E of an n

dimensional Euclidean space Rn . The function ¢(x) is said to be

summable on the set E if there exists a Lebesque integral

IE ¢ ( x) dx ~ dx

In future we will always assume that the set E is

bounded and the functions ¢(x) are extended to zero in each

space R .
n

2. The Lebesque integral of the summable function ¢(x) has the

property of absolute continuity. This means that for every

E > 0 there exists some 0 > 0 such that for every measured set

E C E with measure mes e < o~ there exists

IJ ¢( x) dx I < E.
e
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3. Passage to the limit under the integral sign is permitted by

the Lebesque theorem. Suppose a sequence of summable func

tions ¢k(x), k = 1,2, ... , is given on the set E which converges

almost everywhere in E to the function ¢(x), and suppose there

exists a summable function ¢o(x) such that for all x G E

Then the equality

1, 2, ...

lim

is true.

¢(x)dx (D.l)

For monotonnic sequences Levi's theorem is valid.

Each monotonnic sequence of summable functions ¢k(x), whose inte

grals are uniformly bounded, converges almost everywhere to some

summable function ¢(x) and the equality (D.l) holds.

4. Changing the order of integration in Lebesques' multiple inte-

gral is permitted by Fubini's theorem. Let ¢(x,y) be a sum

mabIe function on the set El x E2C Rn+m. Then for almost ali

x G El (or y G E2 ) the functions ¢(x,y) are summable on E2 (or

on El ), the integral

f ¢ ( x, y) dy [0r f ¢ (x, y) dx]
E2 El
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is a summable function on El , (or E2 ), and the equality

(D.2)

holds. If this ¢(x,y) is a measured, non-negative function de-

fined on El x E2 , then, from the finiteness of one of its repeated

integrals, we get the summability of ¢(x,y) over El x E2 which

implies the finiteness of the other repeated integral and the

validity of (D.2).

5. Substitution of Variables in the Lebesque Integral. Suppose

the functions ¢(x) are summable on the open set E of varia-

bles x and suppose this set is mutually and identically reflected

on the open set El of variables t by means of the continuous

functions

1, 2, .. , n

having continuous and bounded first derivitives on El , with the

Jacobean ID(xjt) I ~ a > 0 in El . Then the function ¢(x(t)) is

summable on El and we have the equality

f ¢ (x) dx = f ¢ (x( t)) ID( xjt) Id t .
E El
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6. Further propositions from the theory of functions are related

to the case n = 1. Let ¢(x) be defined on the segment [a,b].

The function ¢(x) is said to be absolutely continuous if to each

E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that, for every finite system of

mutually non-intersecting intervals (al , b l ), .. , (an' bn ) with a

summed length less than 6,

nI I¢ (bk ) - ¢ ( ak ) I < E.

k=l

Examples of absolutely continuous functions are:

a) every function ¢(x) that satisfies the Lipshitz condition

\¢(x) - ¢(x') 1 ~ k Ix-x'l

is absolutely continuous; ~) if ¢(t) is a su~~able function on

[a,b], then its indefinite Lebesque integral

<I>(x) = C + Jx ¢(t)dt
a

is an absolutely continuous function; furthermore, the function

<I>(x) has almost everywhere on [a,b], a derivative Which is ¢(x).

7. Every absolutely continuous function ¢(x) has almost every

where a summable derivative ¢'(x). A characteristic property

of absolutely continuous functions is that they are indefinite in-

tegrals of their derivatives
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¢(x) = ¢(a) + JX ¢'(t)dt.
a

The following formulas are valid.

Integration by Parts. If ¢(x) and ~(x) are absolutely continuous~

then

•

b bf ¢ ( x) ~ I ( x) dx + f ¢ , ( x) 7f! (x) dx
a a

Substitution of Variables. If x(t) is a non-decreasing~ absolutely

continuous function on [a~~] and ¢(x) is summable over [a~b]~ with

x(a) = a~ x(~) = b~ then the function ¢(x(t)) xr(t) is summable

over [a~~] and

J b ¢ ( x) dx = f ~ ¢ (x ( t)) x r( t )dt .
a a
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II BANACH SPACE

1. By B, Bl , ... we denote Banach (complete, linear, normalized)

• spaces. The following are examples of Banach spaces:

Lp = Lp(G), 1 ~ p ~ 00 is a space of real functions the pth

powers of whose moduli are summable over the bounded open set

GC ~j C = C(G) is a space of real continuous functions defined

on the bounded closed set G. The norms in Lp and C are given by

the formulas

II ¢ II 00 = t rue sup I¢ ( x) I, II ¢ II c = max I¢ ( x) I.
x e G xeG

Everything discussed below is also valid for corres-

ponding spaces of vector-functions with a finite number of

components.

2. The set M is said to be dense in B, if every element in B can

be approximated in the norm as closely as desired by elements

of M. The system of elements (¢ } is said to be complete in B ifa

the set of all possible linear combinations ¢ is dense in B.
a

3. The space B is said to be separable if there exists in it a

denumerable complete system of elements (¢k}.

Lp(P ~ 1) and C are separable, the space L
oo

is not.

The spaces
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4. The space conjugate to B is a Banach space of linear contin-

*uous funcDDnaillf over B - we shall call it B. The norm in

*B is given by the formula
11

sup

II cDll=l
!f(cD)l·

In order that a linear functional f be continuous, it is necessary

and sufficient that it be bounded i. e., that Ilfli < 00.

In order that the system of elements (cD } be coma

plete in B it is necessary and sufficient that there not exist

*an element feB different from zero and orthogonal to every

element cDa' f(cDa ) = O.

The space B is said to be reflexive if each linear

*continuous functional X over B has the form X(f) = f(cD) for some

* * **cD in B, i.e., B = (B) = B

5. Let the linear operator A transform elements cD of the set

D
A

C B into elements ~ of the set RA C Bl (briefly: it acts

from D
A

to RA), thus

~ = AcD,

We call DA the domain of definition of the operator A and R its

region of values.

The operator A is said to be closed if from
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A is said to be continuous if DA = B, and from ¢k- ¢ it follows

that A¢k- A j the linear operator A is said to be bounded if

its norm
•

IjAl1 = sup IIA¢II.

1I¢11=1

is finite. Every linear continuous operator is bounded, and con-

versely, every linear bounded operator is continuous.

If a sequence of linear bounded operators is

bounded on each element, then their norms are bounded in the ag

gregate (Banach-Shteinhaus).

6. Let the operator A act from DA C B to BI and DA be dense in B.

The operator A*, f l = A*f, acting from DA*C B* to B* is said

to be conjugate to A, if: a) the region DA* is composed of those

*and only those feB for which the expression f(A¢) is a linear

continuous functional from ¢ in the space Bj ~) for all ¢ in DA
and for all f in D

A
* the equality

holds. Since DA is dense in B, then A* exists and is closed.

7. Let operator A acting from DA C B to RA C B have the property

that the equation A¢ = 0 has a unique solution ¢ = O. The

operator A-I, ¢ = A-I~, is said to be inverse to the operator A if
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It is clear that DA = RA-l, RA = DA-l and AA- l ¢ = ¢,

if ¢ eRA' and A-IA¢ = ¢, if ¢ e DAo

8. The following statements hold:

"

•

IIAll1 = IIA l *II, if Al is bounded;

* *A Al ' if Al is a bounded operator,

**A = A, if A is closed (DA is dense in B) and B is a rerlexive

*space; in particular, DA* is dense in B ;

The last two propositions are demonstrated in [91,

pp. 329,330] for the case of a Hilbert space; by means of dia-

grams the operators of these propositions are easily transformed

into the case of a B space.
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III THE SPACE Lp ' 1 ~ P ~ 00.

1. From now on we shall assume that G is an open, bounded set.

H~lder's inequality plays a fundamental role in examining

the space Lp' viz.

-1 -1where ¢ e Lp ' ~ e Lp " whence p + p' = 1. The powers p and

p' are said to be conjugate. It is convenient to introduce the

scalar product (¢,t) of the functions ¢ e Lp and t e Lp '.

and then H5lder's inequality assumes the form

2. Every linear continuous functional f in the space Lp '

1 ~ P < 00 has the form

f ( ¢) = f
G

t (x) ¢ ( x) dx, (D.4)

where t is some function in Lp ', whence I\fll = Iltll p ' (Reisz). It

*follows that L = L " 1 ~ P < 00. For p = 00 we have only thep p
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*inclusion LIC= L
oo

' and functions from Ll by no means exhaust all

the functionals over L ; "irregular" functions exist. In view of00

what has been said, the spaces Lp(l < P < 00) are reflexive, Ll and

L (and also C) are non-reflexive [see (D.II.4)].00

3. Using the representation (D.4) for an arbitrary functional in

the space L , 1 ~ P < 00, in conformity with (D.2), we definep

* *the conjugate operator A , *1 = A *, in terms of the scalar pro-

duct introduced by the formula

••

(D.5)

For p = 00 the expressions in (D.5) have meaning only for those

functions * in DA*C= L
oo

* which, together with A**, belong to Ll .

For arbitrary * in DA* the equality (D.5) must be understood in

accordance with the general definition of a conjugate operator

given in (D.II.6).

4. Every function ¢ (x) in Lp (1 ~ P < 00) is continuous in the

large in G, i.e, for any E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such

that

11¢(x + ~x) - ¢(x)ll p < E,

provided I~xl < 6. Now and in future we mean by the sYmbol lxI,

the length of vector x
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5. Let G be the closure of set G. The set r = G-G is called

the boundary of the set G. We always assume that the n-

dimensionalLebesque measure of the boundary r is zero. We say

that the open set G' lies strictly inside G~ if G' c= G. The

function ¢(x) is said to be finite in G if it vanishes outside

some open set G' lying strictly inside G (G' may be different

for different ¢).

The set of infinitely differentiable finite functions

in G is dense in L ~ 1 ~ P < 00.p

6. We call every connected open set a region.

If a continuous function ¢(x) defined in a region G

has continuous derivatives of order £ up to and including

=

a i ~ 0 ~ s = 0 ~ 1 ~ ... ~ £ ~

,then we say that it belongs to the class C(£)(G). The function

¢ belongs to the class C(£)(G)~ if it belongs to the class

C(£)(G)~ is continuous in G~ and if for every bounded point of

G there exist limiting values of all derivatives up to and

including £.

A closed surface is said to be piecewise-smooth and

of class C(£) ~ £ ~ l~ if for some neighbourhood of each of its

points Xl ~ there exists the transformation
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1, 2, .. ,nl (D .6)

satisfying the conditions:

Jacobian

a) the functions x. & C(£) and the
l

D(x/t) =J 0

in the corresponding neighbourhood, ~) points on the surface in

the neighbourhood of Xl are elements of the set of points t

defined by the relation

In talking about the surface r as the boundary of

region G, we shall always have in mind its outer side, in defining

the orientation of r.

7. A function ¢(x) defined on r is said to be summable on r if

there exists a surface integral of the first kind with res-

pect to r in ¢. This integral will be designated by the symbol

The set of real functions the pth powers of whose

moduli are summable on r is called Lp(r), p ~ 1. On introducing

in Lp(r) the norm
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we convert it into a linear, normalized space. The space L (r)

is complete if r is a piecewise-smooth surface of class C(l)

8. Let r be a piecewise-smooth surface of class

bounding a region G. Each function of class

C( £), £ ~ 1,

C(£)(R ) induces
n

on r some continuous function. It is apparent that the set of

such functions is dense in Lp(r).

In fact, in view of the Heine-Borel lemma the surface

r comprises a finite number of (n-l) dimensional different f j

given by the equations [for the points where k = 1 see (D.III.6)]

and of dimension less than n-l (joints of the pieces r j , where

k ~ 2), the spatial measure of which is equal to zero.

From the assumption about the boundary r we get that

Therefore, as in the case of the space L ,
P

the set of functions of class

the integral over r reduces to the sum of a finite number of in

tegrals over plane Qrl)-d:lmenslonal sets with continuous, positive

weighted functions.

one may state [see (D.III.5)] that

C( £) ( U r.)l is dense in L (r).
j J p

1. Now and in future the SYmbols U and n will mean the set
theoretic sum and intersection respectively.
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Let ¢(x) be a function of class (i.e. C(£) ~ f.). It
J J

remains to show that ¢(x) may be approximated as closely as de-

sired according to the norm in Lp(f) by the functions which are

values on f of functions of class C(£)(R ).n

We shall extend the function ¢(x) onto some neigh-

bourhood 0i of every piece f. so that the extended function ~.(x)
v J J

belongs to the class C(£)(Oj). This may be done in the following

way. In view of (D.7), on f j we have

x .(Tl , ... , t 1 ),J n-

the points (tl , .. , tn_I) ranging over the corresponding plane

region g. x (It I < a.), assuming
J n J

where Xj(t) belongs to the class c(£)[gj x (-aj,a j )] and is the

same as Xj on f j .

In view of the theorem on inverse functions, the sys

tem of equations (D.6) is solved with respect to t for all x in
'V

some n-dimensional neighbourhood OJ (the piece f j is assumed to

be sufficiently small)

t i = t i (xl' x2 '···, xn ), i = 1, 2, . . ., n ,

the functions ti(x) belonging to the class c(£)(Oj). Substituting

these t. into X.(t l , .. , t ) we get the required extension
l J n
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We choose the regions 0.(1) and

o .(1) CO. ( 2), 0 . ( 2) C OJ.; [3 ) "0 •r2) have
J J J J

0/ 2) so that a)

no common internal

e(x) = 0 if x e

points; ~) the portion of f which is the same as lJ 0.(1) has
j J

a spatial measure smaller than a given value 0 > O. As we saw

above, one can make such a choice. We introduce a function e(x)

of class C(oo)(Rn ) such that e(x) = 1 if x e
(2) 2

OJ •
j

Finally we construct the function

¢(x) = e(x) I ¢i(X)
j

of class C(£)(Rn ). According to the construction

J \¢(x) - ¢"(x)!P df ~J I¢(x) - l¢(x) - (l)(x)\Pdf,
r ~

where the spatial measure ~ must be made smaller than a given

value o. In view of the absolute continuity of the integral [see

(D.I.2)] the last integral can be made as small as one likes.

2.

the
ing

Such a function exists: for this it is sufficient to take the
mean function [33, p.18] from the characteristi9 functions of
open set E, lying str~rtly within the set lJOj~2) and contain-
the closed set U O.~ ). j

J J
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Observing that, from the Whitney-Hastings theorem,

every function of class C(~)(G) may be extended on each space R
n

with preservation of class [79, p.666J we come to the following

result:

if G is a region with a piecewise-smooth boundary r of

class C(~), ~ ~ 1, then the set of functions which are bounded

on r by values of functions of the class C(~)(G) is dense in

L p ( r), p ~ 1.

_III
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IV COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS OPERATORS

1. The set Me: B is said to be compact in B, if from each infinite

w sequence of points of M one may extract a sequence converging

in the space B.

Condition of compactness of a set in the space C

{Arzela): in order that the set Me: C be compact in C, it is

necessary and sufficient that functions of the set M be bounded in

the aggregate and uniformly continuous.

Condition of compactness of a set in the space Lp :

in order that the set Me: Lp (1 ~ P < 00) be compact in Lp ' it is

necessary and sufficient that the functions of the set M be

bounded in the aggregate according to the norm in Lp and uniformly

continuous throughout G (Reisz).

2. The linear continuous operator A is said to be completely con-

tinuous if it transforms every bounded set into a compact one.

The following statements are valid:

- I~ one o~ the operators A or A* is completely continuous

then the other is completely continuous;

- In order that A be completely continuous, it is necessary

and sufficient that IIAn - All -+ 0, where the An are com

pletely continuous operators;

- If Al is bounded and A is completely continuous, then AAl

and AlA are completely continuous.

Let the linear bounded operator A act in the Hilbert

space H. In order that A be ~ompletely continuous it is necessary

and sufficient that AA* be completely continuous.
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3. We note the condition under which the integral operator

A¢ ~G K(x,y) ¢(y) dy (Do8) ...

is a continuous (or completely continuous) operator acting from

Lp to Lq (or to C). For this we use Sobolev's [33, p.48] and

Kantorovic [35, p.324] results.

Suppose the following conditions are fulfilled

~ IK(x, y) Ir dy .::; C1r , ~ IK(x, y) Icr dx .::; C2cr ,

G G

1 .::; p .::; q .::; 00, cr .::; q, (1- cr/q) pI .::; r, r > 0, cr > 00

Then A is a continuous operator from Lp to Lq , whence

IIAII .::; Cll - cr/q C
2

cr/q (mes G)l/pl - l/r + cr/qr

(Do9)

(D.IO)

(Doll)

In the limiting case p = 1 or q

is correspondingly simplified.

00 the formulation of this theorem

If the kernel K has the form

K(x,y) = B(x,y)/lx-y\A , A > n (D.12)

where B(x,y) is a function bounded on G x G, and continuous for

x f y, then the above results may be made more precise: when
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A < nip', A is continuous from Lp to C; when A ~ nip', this opera

tor is continuous from Lp to Lq , where q*= np/[n(n-A)p],p ~ 1.

4. The condition for complete continuity of the operator A. Let

conditions (D.9) be fulfilled and conditions (D.IO) be main

tained in strenghened forml

1 < P ~ q < , 0 < 0 ~ q, (1 - o/q) p' < r. (D.13)

Then A is a completely continuous operator acting from Lp to Lq .

To prove this statement we choose a number 0 such

that the inequalities

o < 6 < 0, (1 - 6/q) p' ~ r,

are fulfilled, and introduce the kernal Kn(x,y) by

{

-n if K < -n
Kn(x,y) = K(x,y) if IKf ~ n,

n, if K > n.

Then

J I K(x, y) - Kn (x, y) 1
6dx ~ f I K( x, y) , 6dx ~ C2cr

G IKI>n

6-0n .

(D.14)

Analogously

(D.16)

1. In [35,P.328] the more rigid condition, q>o, was assumed to hold.
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Let A be the integral operator with kernel K (x,y).n n

Since the kernel Kn(x,y) is bounded the operators An are com-

pletely continuous from Lp to Lq for all 1 < P ~ q < 00. Con

sidering (D.14) to (D.16) applying the inequality (D.ll) to the

operator A-An' we obtain

when n- 00. This means [see (D.IV.2)] that A is completely

continuous.

In particular, if the kernel X has the form (D.12)

the operator A is completely continuous from Lp to Lq , when

q < q*, P > 1; when A < n/p' A is completely continuous from Lp

to C.

5. Sometimes we must consider the same operator in different

functional spaces, for example, in Lp(l ~ P ~ 00) and C.

Let A be a linear continuous operator acting from

L to L and at the same time acting from L to L , where
Pl ql P2 q2

1 ~ Pl' ql' P2' q2 ~ 00. We may determine the numbers p and q with

the help of

..

l/p = t/Pl +(1-t)/P2' l/q = t/ql + (1-t)/q2 (D.17)

where t is some fixed (but arbitrary) number in the interval (0,1).

Then A is a bounded operator from Lp to Lq , whence its norm

satisfies the inequality
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IIAII :<. M t M I-t
-- 1 2 '

sup

11<1>11 =1
Pi

(M. Reisz, see [34J). If, besides this, A is completely contin

uous from L to L (or, when ql = 00, is completely continuous
Pl ql

from L to C), then A is a completely continuous operator from
Pl

Lp to Lq (Krasnoselskii [34J).

6. Let the kernels Kl and K2 be of the type (D.12)

A.
Ki(X,y) = Bi(X,y)/!x-y\ l, Ai < n, i = 1,2.

Then it is clear that

where (x,y) e G x G, assumes the form

B
3

haVing the same properties as B. and
l

-(A +A -n)
~ 1 2 if Al + A2 > n,

<I>(~) = 1 + l,en ~ I if Al + A2 = n,

1 if Al + A2 < n.
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THE SPACES W (£)p

1. General Derivatives (Sobolev [33]). The function X(x) is

said to be a general derivative of order £ of the function

¢(x) summable over the region G,

x

if X(x) is summable over G and for every function trx) finite in

G and of class C(£)(G) the relation

f
G

X( x) t (x) dx

is satisfied.

If the function ¢(x) has a general derivative o¢/dx.,
l

then ¢(x) may be altered on the set of zero measure so that after-

wards, for almost all (in the sense of (n-l)-dimensional measure)

permissible xl' ... , xi_I' xi +l ' ... , xn ' it will be absolutely

continuous with respect to x. on each closed segment belonging
l

to G (Nikolski [80]).

2. The spaces Wp(£)' £ = 1, 2, .. , 1 ~ P < 00. The norm on the

set of functions having all possible general derivatives in

G of order up to and including £ and belonging, with their deri-

vatives, to Lp we define by
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The spaces W (£) are Banach and separable.
p

If the function ¢ e W (£) in the region G with a piece
p

wise-smooth boundary r of class c(£) [see (D.III.6)], then it may

be extended to all spaces R and the extended function ¢(x) willn

belong to the space Wp (£) in Rn , with

where the constant Mldoes not depend on ¢, [81, 83].

3. The embedding theorem (Sobolev [33]). If p£ > n, p > 1, then

every function ¢ e Wp (£) is equivalent to a function in C and

where the constant M2 does not depend on ¢. If p£ ~ n, p > 1,

then every function ¢ e Wp (£) is equivalent to the function de

fined almost everywhere on the cross section G of the region by
m

any plane (or even a smooth surface of class C( £)) of dimension

m > n - p£, ¢(x) is summable on Gm with any degree q ~ q* =

= pm/(n-p£), and
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where M3 does not depend on ¢. The case of q = q* is considered

in [84].

This theorem states that an operator of the equiva-

lent transformation (an embedding

function ¢ as an element of W (t)
p

operator) which transforms a

into the same element of C or

the same element of L (G ), is continuous. Moreover, the embed
q m

ding operator is completely continuois from W (£) to C (when
p

n < £p) or to L (G ) (when n ~ £ , m > n - £p' q < q*) (Kondrashov).q m p

These statements are true for regions G with piece-wise

smooth boundaries of class C(£). For such regions, in view of the

theorem about the extension of functions of W (£) to the bound-
p

aries of the region G [see (D.V.2)], the embedding theorem for

p£ ~ n remains true when we take as the cross section G , m~n-l,
m

an m-dimensional manifold (of class c(t)) lying on the boundary

r of the region G.

4. The conclusion made at the end of the above paragraph makes

it possible to establish the validity of Green's formula.

If G is a region with a piecewise-smooth boundary r of class C(£),

then for ¢ e W (1) and * e W ,(1), the formula for integration
p p

by parts

f *( x) d¢( x) /dx. ¢dx
G l

= - f ¢(x) d*(X)/dX. dx + r¢(x)*(x)cos(n,x. )dr,
G l J r l

is true where n is a unit vector, the outward normal at the point

x to the surface r, and 1 < p < 00.
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5. Let

vex

the function ¢(x) belong to Wp(l), 1 < p < 00, in the con-

" G "th .. th f f of class c(t)reglon Wl a plecewlse-smoo sur ace

[see (D.III.6)). Then for every direction s = (sl' s2'· .. , sn)'

lsI = 1, there exists a general derivative (s,grad ¢) =

= o¢ (Q+~s)/o~, which is calculated by the usual formula of

differential calculus

n
\'( s , grad ¢) = L

i=l

Besides this, for almost all permissible Q (relative to an (n-l)

dimensional measure), the function ¢(Q+~s) is absolutely contin

uous with respect to ~ on the closed interval [~l'~l]' the ends

of which lie on the boundary f.

In fact, since G is a convex region, there exists a

sequence of functions ¢k(x) of class C(l)(G) such that, for

/I a¢/0x. - 0¢k/ox. II - 0, i = 1, 2, .. , n .
l l P

[59, p.346). For the functions ¢k the formula

n

( s, grad ¢k) = L si O¢k/oxi
i=l

holds. But then, in view of the weak closure [see (D.II.5)] of

the general differential operators [see (D.II.6) and (D.V.l)],
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this formula remains true for the family of functions ¢. Thus ¢

has a general derivative along the direction s in the region G.

Besides this, from the embedding theorem [see (D.V.3)] for the

function ¢, there exist boundary values which belong to c(r) for

p > n or Lp(n-l)/n-p (r) where p ~ n. Consequently the function

¢(Q+~s) is absolutely continuous with respect to ~ on [~l'~l]

for almost all permissible Q [see (D.V.I)].

.n
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VI FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS WITH COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS OPERATORS l

1. We consider the equations

¢ = AA ¢ + '1/J, ¢, '1/J e B,

f = AA*f + g, f, g e B*

and the corresponding homogeneous equations

¢ = AA¢, ¢ e B,

f = AA*f, f e B*

(D.18)

(D .18' )

(D.19)

(D.19' )

with completely continuous operators A and A*. Such equations

are sUbject to the conditions of the Reisz-Schauder-Radon theory

and the corresponding general theorems of Fredholm for integral

equations.

If for some A = Ao the homogeneous equations (D.19)

has a non-zero solution then A is said to be an eigenvalue of theo

operator A and the corresponding solution is said to be the proper

(or characteristic) element, belonging to the given eigenvalue Ao .

The subspace generated by all linearly independent proper elements

belonging to A
O

is said to be the proper subspace of the given

eigenvalue Ao .

1. Here we assume that B is a complex Banach space and we follow
the standard convention: (Af)(¢) = f(A¢) = Af(¢), f e B*.
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The following statements are valid.

2. The set of eigenvalues (it may be empty) does not have ac-

cumulation points at a finite distance and is located out-

side or on the boundary of a circle of radius

R [ lim n;IIAnll J-
l

n-oo

(D.20)

equal to the smallest in modulus of the eigenvalues of A.

3. If A is an eigenvalue of the operator A then ~ is an eigen-
o 0

value of A*, the proper elements ¢o and f o belonging to the

eigenvalues Al and A2 , Al I A2 , of the operators A and A* are

orthogonal: f (¢ ) = O.o 0

4. Let A
O

be an eigenvalue of the operator A. Then the number of

linearly independent solutions of the set of equations

(I is the unit operator in the space B) is finite and consequently,

there exists an no such that all these solutions are the same as
n

the solutions of only one equation (I - A A) 0 ¢ = O. The smalo

lest such n (we shall call it r) is said to be the rank of theo

eigenvalue A. The subspace generated by all the linearly indeo

pendent solutions of the equation (I - A A)r ¢ = 0 is called theo

invariant subspace of, and its dimension the multiplicity of, the
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eigenvalue A
O

' The invariant subspace is composed of proper and

adjoint elements; it may be represented as the vector sum of the

linearly independent subspaces Bl , B2 , ... , Bp ' such that in

every B. one may choose a finite complete system of linearly in
l

dependent elements ¢ .. , j = 0, 1, .. , p-l, satisfying the rela
l,J

tions

A A¢ .. = ¢. . + ¢. . l' j = 1, 2, .. , p.-l,o l,J l,J l,J- l

(D.21)
A

O
A¢. = ¢ . , i = 1, 2, ... , p.

l,O l,O

a self adjoint, completely contin-

~ p. is the dimension of the
l~i~p l

if B is a Hilbert space and A is

Thus ¢. (i = 1,2, .. , p) are the proper elements, p is the
l,O

dimension of the proper subspace; ¢ .. (j = 1, 2, .. , p. 1) are
l,J l-

called the adjoint elements (to the proper element ¢. ),
l,O

invarient subspace. In particular

uous operator, then the invariant subspace is the same as the

proper sUbspace (r = 1, Pi = 1).

5. If the dimension of the invariant subspace is equal to 1 (and,

consequently, r = p = 1) then the corresponding eigenvalue

is said to be simple. The eigenvalue A is simple when and only
o

the equations (D.19), with A = A , and (D.19'), with A = A , doo 0

not have solutions orthogonal to each other.

6. Each eigenvalue belonging to the operators A and A* has one

and the same rank, multiplicity, and dimension of its proper

subspace.
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7. Let A
O

be an eigenvalue of the operator A. The equation

(D.18) (or (D.18')) for A = A (or A = A ) has a solution, ifo 0

and only if, ~ (or g) is orthogonal to every proper element f
o

(or ¢o) of the operator A* (or of A) belonging to A (or A ),o 0

fo(~) = 0, (or g(¢o) = 0).

8. If A is not an eigenvalue of the operator A, then the operator

I - AA has a continuous inverse operator; this means that, for

every ~ e B the equation (D.18) has a unique solution ¢ e Band

this solution is given by

_I

¢ = (I - AA)-l ~

The operator

(D. 22)

is called the resolvent operator.

9. Let A be an eigenvalue of rank r.
o

Then in a sufficiently

small neighbourhood of the point A
O

the resolvent operator

breaks down into

00

RA I f n (A - A0 ) n ,

n=-r

converging in the norm in the operator space. The operators f_ r ,

f_ r +l , ... , f_ l are finite-measured; the region of values of the

operator f is composed of those and only those ¢ for which
-n
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(I - A A)r-n+l ¢ = O. In this way the region of values of the
o

operators f_ l and f_ r become respectively the invariant and

proper subspaces corresponding to the eigenvalue Ao '

10. For q = IAI IIAII < 1, the unique solution of equation (D.18)

may be constructed by the method of successive approximations

(in the form of a Neumann series)

converging at the rate qn

II ¢ - ¢ II ~ qn+l II?/JIII (1- q),n

and the solution is estimated by

(D.23)

(D. 24)

The basic propositions of the theory are preserved

when a certain power of operator A is completely continuous

(Nikolskii [82J) .
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VII COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS OPERATORS WHICH LEAVE A CONE INVARIANT IN
BANACH SPACE

We discuss now Jentzsch's general theorem on completely

continuous operators which leave invariant some cone in the space B.

The results listed below are contained in a paper by Krein and

Rutman [44].

1. The closed set KC= B is called a cone in the space B~ if it

has the following three properties: a) if ¢ G K~ then A¢ G K

for all A ~ 0; ~) if ¢~* G K~ then ¢+~ G K;
\

y) if ¢ G K and

¢ ~ 0 then -¢ G K. For example~ all non-negative functions in

spaces C or Lp generate a cone. We say ¢ ~ ~ if ~ - ¢ G K; in

particular~ x~ o means that x G K.

The cone K is said to be solid if it has interior

points. An example of a solid cone is a cone of non-negative

functions in the space C; the cone of non-negative functions in

the space Lp is not solid. If K is a solid cone ¢« ~ means

that ~ - ¢ is an interior point of K.

We assume that the closed linear envelope of the cone

K is the whole space B~ i.e.~ every element of B is represented

in the form of the difference of two elements in K~ or is the

limit of such a difference. It is clear that cones of non-negative

functions in the spaces C and Lp satisfy this condition.

2. The set K* of all linear functionals f G B* such that f(¢)~O

for all ¢ G K~ generates a conjugate cone~ K*~ in the conju-

gate B*. We introduce the notation f ~ g if f(¢) ~ g(¢) for all
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¢ e K. The linear functional f is said to be positive (relative

to the cone K), if f e K* and if at least one element ¢o e K is

such that f(¢o) > 0 (i.e., -f e K*).

3. The following statement holds. If a linear, completely con-

tinuous operator A, which leaves invariant a cone K, has eigen-

values then it has a positive eigenvalue AI' not greater in

modulus than any other eigenvalue, and to this eigenvalue there

corresponds at least one proper element, ¢l e K, of the operator

A, ¢l = AlA l' and one proper element f l e K*, of the operator A*,

f l = AlA*fl ·

From this we get the following. Let A be a linear,

completely continuous operator having the following two properties:

a) AKC K; (3) there exists ¢ e K, II ¢II = 1, a scalar c > 0 and a

natural number p such that cAP¢ ~ ¢. Then the operator A has

eigenvalues, among the eigenvalues of smallest modulus there is a

positive eigenvalue not larger than clip and to it there corres-

ponds a proper element, ¢l e K, o~ the operator A and a proper

element, f l e K*, of the operator A*.

4. In using the results of the previous paragraph we note that

the following assumption is a slight modification of assump-

tion [3' of [44J.

Let the mesurable kernel K(x,y) be non-negative on

G x G and let there be a repeated kernel K(P)(x,y) which is posi-

tive (almost everywhere); further let this kernel generate a
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completely continuous integral operator acting from L2 to L2 .

Then the integral equation

¢(X) = A ~G K(x,y) ¢(y) dy (D.25)

has a unique positive (almost everywhere) eigenfunction in L2 ;

the eigenvalue belonging to it is positive, simple [see (D.VI.4)],

and of smaller modulus than any other eigenvalue of this equation.

5. In the case when K is a solid cone the preceding statements

may be strengthened. We say that the linear operator A(AKC= K)

is strongly positive (relative to the solid cone K), if for every

bounded element ¢ e K, ¢ ~ 0, there is some p = p(¢) such that

AP¢ » O.

Let A be a linear, completely continuous operator which

is strongly positive with respect to the solid cone K. Then the

operator A has inside K one and only one proper element; the

operator A* has in K* one and only one proper element f
l

and

f l (¢) > 0 for ¢ ~ 0, ¢ ~ 0; the corresponding eigenvalue is posi~

tive, simple and does not exceed in modulus any other eigenvalue

of operator A.

6. We apply the last theorem to the integral equation (D.25),

with a non-negative kernel K(x,y) so that the integral operator

is completely continuous from C to C. Besides this, let there be

some positive, repeated kernel K(P)(x,y). Then the equation
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(D.25) has a unique positive eigenfunction; the corresponding

eigenvalue is positive, simple and smaller in modulus than all

other eigenvalues of the integral equation (D.25).
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VIII THE BUBNOV-GALERKIN METHOD

1. We consider the results contained in an article by Polskii

[51] concerning convergence in the Bubnov-Galerkin method

applied to the equation

¢ = ~A¢ +~, ¢,~ e B

with a completely continuous operator A.

(D.18)

We assume that the space B has a basis, i.e., a sequence

of elements (¢k J such that every element ¢ e B has a well-defined

representation

00

¢ = I f k( ¢) ¢k'
k=l

where (fkJC= B* and fk(¢i) = 0ki. Then every linear continuous

functional f e B* can be represented in the form

00

f I f(¢k) f k ·
k=l

2. In the Bubnov-Galerkin method the approximate solution ¢(n)

of (D.18) has the form

n

L
k=l

c (n) ,f,

k 'Ilk' (D.26)

where C (n) is determined from the conditions
k
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f.(¢(n) _ AA¢(n) - ~) = 0, i = 1,2, .. , n.
l

Equations (D.27) may be written in the form [see (D.2)]

(D.27)

n

ci(n) = A I ck(n) A*fi(¢k) + fi(~), i

k=l

1, 2, .. , n. (D. 28)

When the original space is a Hilbert space, with an orthogonal

basis (¢k}' the system (D.28) has the form

n

ci(n) = A I ck(n)(¢i,A¢k) + (¢i'~), i = 1,2, ... , n.

k=l

3. If A is not an eigenvalue of the operator A then, beginning

with some n, the approximate solutions ¢(n) exist and are

determined by the system of equations (D.28); the sequence ¢(n)

converges to the solution ¢ of (D.18).

4. To determine approximately the eigenvalues and proper elements

of the operator A, we consider a homogeneous system of equa-

tions corresponding to the system (D.28)

n

ci(n) = A I Ck(n)A*fi(¢k), i = 1,2, .. ,n.

k=l

The roots of the determinant of this system of equations,

(D.29)

~,~'<_.-,---.........------------
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are called approximate eigenvalues. The element ¢(n) constructed

by formula (D.26) for all eigenvectors and adjoint vectors

(Cl(n), .... , cn(n)} of the homogeneous system (D.29) are called

the approximate proper elements and approximate adjoint elements

respectively.

5. All the eigenvalues of the operator A, and only they, can be

obtained as the limits of all possible sequences of approxi-

mate eigenvalues.

From all sequences (¢(n)l of approximate proper ele

,(nk )ments corresponding to all the approximate eigenvalues 1\

which converge to the eigenvalue A of the operator A, we mayo

choose only one converging sequence, since all such sequences

converge to the proper element corresponding to the eigenvalue Ao .

6. The inverse proposition, generally speaking, is not true: we

cannot obtain all proper elements of the operator A as the

limit of a sequence of approximate proper elements. An illustra

tive example is constructed by Polskii [51J. However, for invar-

iant subspaces there is no such situation and we have the follow

ing statement, to wit: all proer and adjoint elements [see (D.

VI.4)J of the operator A, corresponding to the eigenvalue A , ando

only they, may be determined as limits of all possible linear com-

binations of approximate proper and adjoint elements corresponding

to all approximate eigenvalues A(nk ) which converge to Ao .
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7. From the last statement we get in particular, the following:

if the original space is a Hilbert space and the completely

continuous operator A is self-adjoint then every proper element

of A can be obtained as the limit of a linear combination of

approximate proper elements.

In fact, in this case the invariant subspace is the

proper subspace [see (D.VI.4)J.

A more detailed discussion of the Bubnov-Galerkin

method and a bibliography of the problem is contained in [35J and

[52J .
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IX HILBERT SPACE

1. The scalar product (¢,t) defined for all elements ¢ and t in

H plays a basic role in the (complete) Hilbert space H. The

norm in H is defined by means of this scalar product

¢ e- H

The Cauchy-Bunyakovski inequality holds

being the general Holder inequality with p = 2 [see (D.III.l)].

All linear continuous functionals f in the space H have the form

f(¢) (D.30)

where t is some element of H, since Ilfll = Iltll and, consequently,

H = H* (Reisz). In the special case of a Hilbert space everything

considered in (D.II, VI - VIII) may be reformulated in terms of

sclar products.

In the separable Hilbert space there always exists a

complete basis not greater than the countable orthonormal system

of elements (¢k) (¢k'¢i) = bk,i' An example of a separable Hilbert

space is the space L2 , discussed in (D.III).

2. The linear operator A with a dense region DA is said to be

symmetric if the equality is fulfilled
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(D.3l)

Every symmetric operator A has a closed symmetric expansion A**.

From the definition of the conjugate operator [see

(D.II.6)] it follows that DAC= DA*. If DA = DA*, then the sYmme

tric operator A is said to be self-adjoint, A = A*. Every linear

sYmmetric operator A, if it is defined on each space (DA = H),

is certainly bounded, and, consequentl~ continuous and self-adjoint

(theorems of Hellinger and Toeplitz).

3. The linear symmetric operator S is said to be positive,

S :;:::. 0, if

If S :;:::. 0 the general Cauchy-Bunyakovski inequality

holds

(D.32)

4. The operator A is said to be symmetrized (from the left) by

means of the operator S :;:::. 0, if the operator SA is sYmmetric

If the operators S :;:::. 0, A are bounded and A is symmetrized by

*means of S, SA = (SA) , then the inequality (Reid [45])
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\(SA¢,¢)1 ~ IIAII (S¢,¢), ¢ 6 H, (D.34)

holds. From (D.32) and (D.34) we get the following inequalities

(D.35)

(D.36)

5. Let S be a bounded, symmetric, positive operator. The system

(¢k} (finite or infinite) is said to be ~honormal With res

pect to the operator S, if it satisfies the condition (S¢k,¢.)=ok ..
l ,l

For every element ¢ 6 H we have Bessel's general

inequality

(D.37)

where the numbers (S¢k'¢) are said to be the general Fourier coef

ficients of the function ¢ with respect to the system of functions

(¢k}. From (D.36) and (D.37) it follows that the sum of the

series ~ (S¢k,¢)S¢k converges in the norm in H. In order that
k

this sum be equal to S¢

S¢ = ~ (S¢k'¢) S¢,
k

(D.38)

it is necessary and sufficient that the element ¢ satisfy the

general closure equation (Parseval's equality)
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(S¢,¢). (D.39)

If (D.39) holds for all ¢ in H we say that the system

of functions [S¢k} is complete .in the region of values of the

operator S. When S = I, the system (¢k} is complete (closed)

in H.
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X EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIZED, COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS OPERATORS

1. The propositions examined in (D.VI) may be further developed

if the space B = H is a Hilbert space and A is a symmetrized

completely continuous operator acting in H. In this case, in

addition to the results of (D.VI) for the equation

AA¢ + f, ¢, f e H, (D.40)

the Hilbert-Schmidt theory is applicable (Reid [45J, Karazov

[46]) .

Let the completely continuous operator A be sYmme

trized by a bounded, positive, symmetric operator S, whence SA f 0

and (S¢,¢) > 0 for all proper elements of operator A. Then we get

the following statements.

There exists at least one eigenvalue of A. All eigen

values Ak are real, IAll ~ IA21 ~ ... (every Ak is repeated as

many times as its multiplicity requires); the corresponding pro-

per elements ¢k' k = 1,2, ... may be chosen orthonormal relative to

the operator S, (S¢k'¢·) = Ok ..l , l
There are no adjoint elements.

The eigenvalues and proper elements have extremum

t · L to" + ,,:::: " + (0 -" - ) bproper les. e < f\l ~ f\2 ~ ••• or > Al ~ f\2 ~ ••••• e

called positive (or negative) eigenvalues of A and ¢k+ (or ¢k-)'

k = 1,2, ... be the corresponding proper elements. Then on the

set of elements ¢ e H satisfying the conditions (S¢,¢) = 1,

(S¢i+'¢) = 0, [or (S¢i-'¢) = oJ, i = 1,2, ... , k-l, the functional

(SA¢,¢) attains, at elements ¢ = ¢k+' (or ¢ = ¢k-)' a maximum (or

minimum), equal to l/Ak+ (l/Ak-), k = 1,2, ....
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Courant's minimal-maximal principle is valid. Let

0/1' ... ' o/k-l be arbitrary elements of the space H and v+(~l' ... '

o/k-l) = sup (SA¢,¢) [or v-(o/l'··' o/k-l) = inf(SA¢,¢)], where the
¢ ¢

sup (inf) is maintained on the set of those elements in H for

which

Then

o/.6-H
l

o/.6-H
l

For each element ¢ 6- H the general Hilbert-Schmidt

resolution holds.

(D.41)

where, if the number of eigenvalues Ak is infinite, the series

(D.4l) converges in the norm in the space H. (The complete system

(¢k} is in the region of values of the operator SA [see (D.IX.5)]).

If A is not an eigenvalue, then for any solution ¢ to

equation (D.40) and any f in H, we have

(D.42)

and the series converges in the norm in H.
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To solve the inhomogeneous equation (D.40) for Al

the following variational principle is valid.

I.

In order that the function ¢l in H give rise to a min

imum of the functional

H(¢) (S¢,¢) - A (SA¢,¢) - 2 (S¢,f),

it is necessary and sufficient that it satisfy the relation

where ¢o is the solution of equation (D.40).

This statement arises from the identity

and from the inequalities

(D.43)

(D.44)

a(S¢,¢) ~ (S¢, (I-AA)¢) ~ ~(S¢,¢),

where

¢ e- H (D.45)

a (D.46)

The inequality on the left of (D.45) follows from the extremum

properties of the eigenvalues of the operator A [see (D.X.l)];

the right hand inequality from (D.34), because the operator S

sYffiffietrizes the operator I - AA.
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From (D.44) - (D.46) it is evident that the minimum

of the functional H(¢) is - (S¢O' (I - AA) ¢O) ¢O), and is attained

by those and only those elements ¢ in H for which the relation

(D.43) is fulfilled.

Let there be an operator S such that (S¢,¢) > 0 for

all ¢ f O. Then we have the following corollary: in order that

the function ¢l in H give rise to a minimum of the functional

H( ¢), it is necessary and sufficien '- that it be a solution of the

equation (D.40) with Al < A < Al +

3. When S = I, so that A is a self-adjoint, completely continuous

operator, and Al < A < Al + the ;ollowing variational principle

is valid (see, for example, Davison [3, 25]).

The solution ¢o of equation (D.40) gives to the func-

tional

the smallest value in H; conversely, if the function ¢l & H

realizes a minimum of the functional J(¢), then the function

satisfies (D.40).

In fact, when Al < A < Al + the operator I - AA is

positive [see (D.45) with S = I] and there exists a bounded,
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resolvent operator RA = (I-AA)-l. Therefore, applying the gen

eral Cauchy - Bunyakovski inequality [see (D.IX.3)], we get

From this comes the inequality

J(¢) ~ l/(¢ ,f),o ¢ G H,

where equality is attained when ¢ = ¢ .o

The converse of this statement may be established by

the standard argument.

4. If A is a self-adjoint, completely continuous operator then

IIAII

If, in addition, the space H is separable the following theorem is

true.

In order that the system of proper elements (¢k} of

the operator A be complete in H it is necessary and sufficient

that the equation A¢ = 0 have only a zero solution in H.

5. We consider now some results concerning the spectra of pertur-

bation operators. Let An be a sequence of self-adjoint,
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completely continuous operators converging, in the norm, to (the

self adjoint and completely continuous) operator A,

IIA-Anll = En ~ O. Let Ak (n), Ak be eigenvalues of the operators

An and A respectively and ¢k(n), ¢k be the proper elements cor

responding to them. Then

(A. Weil's theorem) and, for sufficiently small En' the sums of

the mUltiplicities of the eigenvalues Ak(n) which converge to Ak

will equal the mUltiplicity of the eigenvalue Ak , the correspond

ing proper elements may be chosen so that

where the numbers ck do not depend on n.

6. Mercer's Theorem. Let the real kernel K(x,y) of the integral

operator (D.25) be symmetric and continuous on G x G. More-

over let all its eigenvalues, with the possible exception of a

finite number, be positive. Then this kernel is resolved as a

bilinear series with respect to the normalized eigenfunctions

00

K(x,y) = L
k=l

converging uniformly in G x G.
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XI POSITIVE DEFINITE OPERATORS

1. The symmetric operator A is said to be positive definite if

there exists some number m > 0 such that~for all ¢ in DN the

inequality

(D.47)

is fulfilled.

Consider the equation

A¢ f~ f e- H~

where A is symmetric and positive definite. If this equation has

a solution~ then~ in view of (D.47)~ it is unique.

Let the symmetric operator A have the property that

(A¢~¢) > O~ for ¢ I O. Then in order that the element ¢o in DA

be the solution of equation (D.48)~ it is necessary and su~~icient

that it give rise to a minimum of the functional

F(¢) = (A¢~¢) - 2(¢~f).

Proof of this theorem is accomplished in the usual

way (see~ for example~ [52~ p.12]). The theorem introduced in

(D.X.2) is a special case (when S = I).

2. In the preceding theorem the existence of an element satisfy

ing equation (D.48) or realizing a minimum of the functional
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F(¢) was assumedj it is important to show that this element exists

and to find methods, approximate or exact, for its construction.

One may note that the region DA is not sufficiently broad and

that the problem of realising the minimum of the functional F(¢)

may not have a solution. However a solution will exist if the

region DA together with the operator A can be extended in some

way. For a symmetric, positive definite operator one may con

struct an extension such that the problem of realising a minimum

to functional F(¢) has a solution for every f in H. It should be

noted that this extension is the same as the self adjoint exten-

sion constructed by Friedricks.

3. Following Mikhlin [52, ch.l], we consider briefly this scheme

for constructing the required extension of the symmetric posi

tive definite operator A. On the linear set DA, which is dense in

H, we introduce a new scalar product, assuming

It is easy to see that such a definition satisfies the require

ments of a sclar product. In introducing the new scalar product

we have transformed DA into a Hilbert space (generally speaking,

incomplete). The norm in this space will be designated by [ ],

so that
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With this, in view of the inequality (D.47),

(D.50)

If the new Hilbert space appears to be incomplete we fill it in

the usual way, by introducing limit elements. This complete

Hilbert space will be called Ho . From the definition of Ho ' it

follows that, if ¢ e Ho ' both ¢ e DA and there exists a sequence

of elements ¢n e DA such that [¢n-¢] ~ 0 when n~ 00, whence DA is

dense in Ho .

All elements of the space Ho belong also to the space

H, i.e., every element in H may be mapped on one and only oneo

element in H, whence different elements of H correspond to dif
o

ferent elements in H. Thus

whence DAis dense in H in the metric II II and in Ho in the metric

[ ]. It follows then that the inequality (D.50) holds not only

in DA but also in any space Ho

II¢II ~ [¢]/m, ¢ e H .o

If f is a fixed element of Hand ¢ an arbitrary ele

ment of H then (¢,f) is a bounded functional in H ,o 0

l(¢,f)\ ~ Ilfllll¢1I ~ Ilfll/m [¢].
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Then according to Reisz's theorem [see (D.IX.l)], there exists

an element ¢o e Ho such that

(¢,f)

Thus

Using (D.52) we extend the functional F(¢) on each

space Ho and seek a minimum F(¢) on Ho ' This last problem has a

trivial solution: the minimum F(¢) is attained with ¢ = ¢o and

is equal to - [¢ J2.
o

Thus the problem about the minimum of the functional

F(¢) in the space Ho has always a unique solution ¢o' According

to the theorem from (D.XI.l), if ¢o e DA, ¢o is the solution of

(D.48) if ¢o e DA this ¢o is said to be a general solution of

(D.48). The general solution belongs to the region of definition

of the trivial extension operator A. We construct this extention.

The formula (D.5l) gives us every element f e H cor-

responding to elements ¢ e H Which realise a minimum of theo 0

functional F(¢). It therefore determines a certain operator in H.

(D.53)

In view of (D.53) we may write (D.51) in the form
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(D. S4)

T~e operator G is linear, bounded, self adjoint and positive.

In fact, in view of (D.S4), it is linear and symmetric

(Gf,g) [Gf,Gg] (f,Gf), f,g e- H, (D.SS)

and since it is defined everywhere in H it is, according to

Hellinger and Toeplitz's theorem [see (D.IX.2)], bounded and,

consequently, self adjoint. From (D.SS) we get the positiveness

of G,

(Gf,f) (D.S6)

The operator G is bounded not only in the space H, but also in

the space H , whence
o

In fact, taking (D.SOf) and (D.S6) into consideration, we get

Since Ho is dense in H it follows from (D.S4) that

the equation Gf = 0 has a unique solution f = O. There therefore

-1 [exists an inverse operator G which also is self adjoint see

(D.II.8)].
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It remains to establish that a-I is an extension of A.

To do this it is sufficient to show that a-I is the same as A on

DA. In fact, if ¢o e DA, then we assume A¢o = f. According to

the theorem [see (D.XI.l)] ¢ realizes the minimum of the funco

tional F(¢) and, consequently, ¢ af from which f a- l ¢ = A¢ .
000

'V

We denote by A the constructed self adjoint extension of Al and

its domain DA.

From the construction it is clear that a = A-I.

In this way it is shown that each symmetric, positive

definite operator A may be extended to a self adjoint positive

definite operator A having the same bound m2 as the original

operator A (Friedrichs).

The region DA is composed of those and only those ele

ments ¢ which realize a minimum of the functional F(¢) for all

possible f in H.

We note that (D.49) is true both for ¢ e DA and

?/J e Ho

4. The following statements are proved in the monograph [52,ch.l].

Let the elements ¢k e DA and the system [A¢k} be complete in

H; then the system [¢k} is complete in Ho .

If H is separable then H is also separable.
o

If the space H is separable and [¢k} is a complete

orthonormal system in the space H then the element ¢ realizingo 0
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the minimum of the functional F(¢) may be represented in the

form of a series,

()()

converging in the metric of the space Ho and even more in the

metric of the space H.

Every minimizing sequence [¢(n)} for the functional

F(¢), i.e., a sequence such that

lim F(¢(n)) = inf F(¢) F(¢o) = _[¢o]2,

n-+oo ¢E7H
0

converges in H to the element ¢o which realises the minimum of
0

the functional F( ¢) .

5. Let the space H be separable. We consider two direct methods

of the calculus of variations for constructing a minimizing

sequence: Ritz's method and the least squares method.

In Ritz's method we choose a complete sequence of

linearly independent elements (¢k} in the space Ho and seek the

minimum of the functional F(¢) among functions of the form (D.26)

c (n) ¢
k k

This leads to the system of linear equations
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n

L
k=l

1,2, ... ,n. (D.58)

We note that the Bubnov-Galerkin method [see (D.VIII)] becomes

the Ritz method if A is a symmetric, positive definite operator

acting in a separable Hilbert space and (¢k}C- DA"

In the least squares method we choose a sequence

¢kC= DA such that the sequence ~¢k} is complete in H and is com

posed of linearly independent elements. We look for a minimum of

the functional I\A¢ - fl1 2 among functions of the form (D. 26). This

leads to a system of linear equations

(f,A¢i)' i = 1,2, ... ,n.

The sequences (¢(n)} constructed by the Ritz method

and the least squares method are minimizing so that, on the basis

of (D.XI, 1 and 2), ¢(n) converges to the solution ¢o of equation

(D.48) in the space Ho and, even more, in the space H.

6. We now define the natural boundary conditions (see [52,p.157]):

let a symmetric, positive definite operator A be defined by

some integro-differential expression and a set of boundary condi-

tions; boundary conditions which the functions in the region DA
must satisfy but which, generally speaking, functions in Ho do not

satisfy, are called natural conditions for the operator A. The

remaining boundary conditions are said to be rigid.
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XII SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS

We now discuss certain selections from the theory of

spherical functions (spherical harmonics) in three dimensional

space [92, ch.VIJ.

1. Let n be the surface of a unit sphere in R
3

with centre at

the point 0, and let S be a variable point on n characterized

by the spherical coordinates ~ and 0/ (0 ~ ~ ~~, 0 ~ 0/ < 2~).

We introduce Lebesque integration on n, assuming ds = sin ~d~do/,

such that

In particular, if ¢(~) is a function summable on the interval

[-1, IJ and ~ = (s,s') is the cosine of the angle between the

directions Os and Os', then for each s & n

••

J
~J2~¢ [ ( s, s ' ) Jds I =

o 0
¢(cos~)sin~d~do/ = 2~ J1 ¢ ( ~) d~ .

-1
(D.60)

(invariant integration on the sphere D).

2. A homogeneous polynomial Yk(u), u = ~l' u2 ' u3), of degree k

satisfying the Laplace equation

1s called a spherical harmonic of degree k. On transforming to
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spherical coordinates

ul = luI sin ~ cos 0/, u2 = lui sin ~ sin 0/, u3 = lui cos ~,

the spherical harmonic of degree k may be represented in the form

(D.6l)

where

The functions Yk(s) = Yk(~'o/) are called surface harmonics of de

gree k.

There exists exactly 2k+l linearly independent surface

harmonics of degree k, Yk .(s), i = 0, ±l, .. , ±k, which may take
,l

the form

where the P (i)(~) are the associated Legendre functions of the
k

first kind

= (1_~2)i/2

k~ 2k
dk +i

d k+i
~

and Pk(~) = Pk(2)(~) are Legendre polynomials. Thus an arbitrary

surface harmonic of degree k has the form
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a'Yk . (s),
l ,l

where the a. are arbitrary constants.
l

The function Pk(i)(~) satisfies the differential

equation

3. Properties of orthogonality. All surface harmonics of differ-

ent degree are orthogonal on n, i.e.,

In Yk(S) Yk,(s) ds = 0, k f k'.

If k k', then

1 Yk .(s) Yk . ,(s) ds = 0, i f .,l ,n ,l "l

1 [Yk .(s)]2ds = 47T/(2k+l)ak ·, a k · = 2(k-lil)~/(1+6. )(k+lil)~n ,l ,l ,l l,O

i = 0, ±l, .. , ±k, k = 0, 1, ... .

4. Legendre polynomials may also be defined by the generating

function
00

(1-2~z+z2)-i= L Pk(~) zk,

k=o

I z 1 < 1. (D.63)
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On differentiating (D.63) we obtain the occurrence relations

between successive Legendre polynomials

Moreover,

(D. 64)

The orthogonality and normalisation of the Legendre polynomials

follows from (D.XII.3)

The first four Legendre polynomials are

5. The addition theorem for Legendre polynomials is

where

k

Pk[(s,s')] - ~
i=-k

ak . Yk .(s) Yk i(s')
,l,l ,

s = (~,'I/J), s' = (~','I/J')

(s,s') = cos~ cos~' + sin~ sin~' cos ('I/J-'l/J').

,
--------.....''''''''--"..............,.,..'•..."-"-<'.-.-.,,. ~"'--~'''"'--'''''''''',"~'",,"_..... _._,_.".,.."..... ,-,--.....l-------------~·······
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From this and the orthogonality property we have

(D.67)

6. Expansion in terms of surface harmonics. Every function ¢(s)

belonging to L2 (D) can be expanded in terms of surface harmon

ics Yk,i(s), the series converging in L2 (D),

<lJ(s) = (1/47T)

00

I
k=o

(2k+l)

k

I
i=-k

a k . bk . Yk .(s),
,l ,l ,l

where the bk . are the corresponding Fourier coefficients [see
,l

(D .IX. 5)]

b
k

.
,l

<lJ(s) Yk .(s) ds.
,l

(D.68)

From this and the addition theorem it is easy to deduce the reso

lution in terms of the surface harmonics Yk(s)

00

¢(s) (1/47T) L (2k+l)Yk (S), Yk(s) =J<lJ(sl)Pk[(s,S')]dS'. (D.69)
k=o D

Thus the orthogonal system of surface harmonics (Yk .}, i = 0,
,l

±l, ... , ±k, k = 0,1, ... , is complete in L2(D).
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As a corollary to this we note the completeness of

the system of Legendre polynomials in L2(-1,1): any function

¢(~) in L2(-1,1) is resolved into a series of Legendre polynomials

00 1

¢(~) = (1/2) I (2k+l)akPk(~)' ak = ,f ¢(~) Pk(~) d~,
k=o -1

(D.70)

converging in L2(-1,1). To prove this statement it is sufficient

to apply the resolution theorem to the function ¢[(s,s )], where
o

So is a fixed point in n, using (D.60) and returning to the original

variable ~ = (s,so). The closure equation [see (D.IX.5), with

S = I] assumes the form

1 00

J I¢(~) 1-2 d~ =(1/2) I (2k+l) \ak I2
.

-1 k=o

(D.71)

7. Let K(~) be a function summable on the interval [-1,1]. We

will consider the integral operator

A¢ =I
n

K[(s,s')] ¢(s') ds'.

In view of (D.60) we have

(D.72)

J
n

IK[ ( s, s ' ) ] Ids' =J
n

1

IK[ ( s , s ' ) ] IdS = 27r J IK( ~) Id~ .
-1
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Thus the conditions (D.9) are fulfilled for

1

1, cl = c2 = 2v J !K(IJ.)!dfl.
-1

In view of the results discussed in (D.IV.3) the operator A is

continuous from Lp(D) to Lp(D), 1 ~ p ~ 00, whence

1

IIAII ~ 2v J IK( IJ.) IdlJ..
-1

The conditions (D.13) are, however, not fulfilled for

every p = q so that we cannot conclude from the results of (D.IV.4)

that the operator A is completely continuous.

8. The operator A, defined by (D.72) is completely continuous

from Lp(D) to Lp(D), when 1 ~ P ~ 00.

Proor. Since K(~) is a summable runction there exists a sequence

(Kn(IJ.)}of functions continuous on [-1,1] converging in the

mean to the function K(IJ.),

1

J IK(IJ.) - Kn(lJ.) I dlJ.
-1

E -- 0, n -- 00.n

We show that for every n the operator

A ¢ =J K [(s,s')] ¢(s')ds'
n D n
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is completely continuous from Lp(n) to Lp(n)~ 1 ~ P ~ 00. Let M

be a family of functions II ¢II ~ C bounded in L (n). For the func-p p

tions (An¢~ ¢ e M)~ by means of H6lder's inequality~ we get the

uniform estimate

IAn ¢( s) I ~ max IKn(l-l) I (47r)1/p' 11¢ll p ~ CnC;
-l~~l

in addition~ using the property of uniform continuity of the

function Kn(I-l)~ we show the similar continuity of the functions

(A ¢ ~ ¢ e M) ~n

IAn¢ ( s+t,s) -An¢( s) I~ JI Kn [ ( s+t,s ~ S ' ) ] -Kn [ ( s ~ S ' ) ] II ¢ ( s' ) I ds' ~
n

~ max \Kn(I-l+It,sl)- Kn(l-l) I(47r)1/p'II¢ll p ~ iln ( It,sl)c~
-1~1-l~1

where Tln ( Ib.s I) -- 0 when Ib.s I -- 0 independently of' ¢ eM. On the

basis of Arzela's theorem [see (D.IV.l)] the set of functions

(An¢~ ¢ e M) is compact in c(n). Consequently the operator An is

completely continuous from Lp(n) to C(n) and~ even more~ from

Lp ( n) to Lp (n) .

Applying the estimate (D.73) to the operator A-A we
n

obtain
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from which we conclude the complete continuity of A [see (D.IV.2)].

This proof may be applied without alteration to the

case of a sphere n of an arbitrary number of dimensions [43].

9. The Feny~-Khekke theorem. Let K(~) be a real function in

L2(-1,1). Then the eigenvalues of the integral equation

. bylare glven

¢ ( s) = I
n

K[ ( s, s ' )] ¢ ( s ,) d s I

1

Ak = 1/21Tak , ak = J K(~) Pk(~) d~;
-1

(D.74)

the multiplicity of the eigenvalue Ak is 2k+l; the corresponding

eigenfunctions are the surface harmonics of degree k, Yk .(s),
,l

i = 0, ±l, ... , ±k.

To prove the theorem it is sufficient to resolve the

function K(~) into the series (D.70)

00

K[(S,S')] =(1/2) L (2k+l) akPk [(s,s')],

k=o
(D.76)

to multiply the resulting series by Yk(s'), integrate over s' and

use (D.67). The validity of the term by term integration of the

series (D.76) is easily substantiated by means of (D.71) and (D.73).

For details of the proof see [85].

1. The sequence (D.75), generally speaking, is not arranged in
order of increasing modulus.
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We now show that the theorem remains valid when the

paragraph, has the same properties.

The operator A , introduced in a previous
n

Let A and A (n) be the
k k

condition K(~) e L2(-1,1) is replaced by the weaker condition:

K(~) e Ll(-l,l).

In fact the operator A defined in (0.72) is completely

continuous from L2(D) to L2(D) [see (D.XII.8)] and is self adjoint

because K(~) is real.

eigenvalues of A and An respectj.vely. According to the Fenyo'

Khekke theorem

1

2Tr J Kn ( 1-1 ) Pk ( ~) d~ ;
-1

the mUltiplicity of the

ing eigenfunctions are

In view of

eigenvalue Ak(n) is 2k+l; the correspond

Yk . ( s), i = 0, ±l, ... , ±K, k = 0, 1, ...
,l

A. Weil's criterion [see (D.x.4)], we have

From this, using (D.6S) and (D.66) we get

1

\l/Ak - 2Tr J K(~) Pk(~)d~l ~ 2Tr En +
-1

1

+ 2Tr J
-1
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Since the left side does not in general depend on n it vanishes;

thus we arrive at (D.7S).

Further we have

II (Aln -~)
k

Yk .
,l - (A - A ) Yk ·11 ~n ,l 2

But the left side is entirely independent of n. It therefore

vanishes. Thus, Yk . are the eigenfunctions of the integral
,l

equation (D.74). Since A is completely continuous, and the sys-

tem of spherical functions (Yk,i) is complete in L2(n) [see

(D.XII.6)] the equation (D.73) cannot have other eigenfunctions

in L2(n). This completes the proor or the required extension or

the theorem. The proof may be used without change in the case

of an arbitrary number of dimensions [43].

As corollaries of this theorem we note the following.

Let K(~) be a function summable on [-1,1]. The sys

tem of eigenfunctions of the integral equation (D.74) is complete

in L2 when and only when ak I 0, k = 0, 1, .. [see (D.X.3)]. In

order that the kernel K[(s,s')] be positive definite,

J J K[(s,s')] ¢(s) ¢(S') dsds ' > 0, ¢ I 0,

n n
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it is necessary and sufficient that a k > O~ k = O~ l~ ....

The operator A defined by (D.72) being self adjoint

and completely continuous we have [see (D.X)]

If K(~) is a continuous function and a k ~ 0 (with the

possible exception of a finite number) then it may be broken up

into a uniformly converging series of Legendre polynomials.

To prove this last statement it is sufficient to apply

Mercer's theorem [see (D.X.6)] to the kernel K[(s~s')]

K[(s~s')] (1/2)
00

I
k=o

k

I
i=-k

a k .Yk .(s) Yk .(s')
~l ~l ~l

and to use the addition theorem [see (D.XII.5)].

10. Let Yk(Xj~~~) - be an arbitrary surface harmonic of degree k

depending on the vector x = (xl~ x2~ x
3

) as on a parameter.

This means~ in view of (D.XII.2)~ that the function

in a spherical harmonic of degree k in u~

(D.77)
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From (D.77) it follows that

o. (D.78)

Therefore, divugradxYk(x;u) is a spherical harmonic of degree

k-l and, consequently, the expression

is a surface harmonic of order k-l. Moreover, in view of Euler's

identity, the relation

(k-l)div grad Yk(x;u)u x

holds.
Taking the relations (D.77) - (D.79) into consideration

we have

Thus the expression

is a surface harmonic of degree k-l.

These propositions are found in Davison's book [s,ch.12].
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